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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

End of support (EOS)
Version 19.0 of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 reached EOS on September 30, 2020. No additional
updates are planned for the product and documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Version 20.0 documentation. For more information about end of service dates,
see Release and Support Lifecycle Dates.
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Release Notes
RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure) is a security administration tool that provides the useful functionality to
manage privileges and authorities within a Db2 system. RC/Secure offers the following capabilities:

• Ease the administrative burden by streamlining and automating Db2 privileges, objects, and users.
• Manage the Db2 objects, privileges, administration tasks, and users seamlessly.
• Provide features to cope with the tedious and time-consuming that involve extensive coding and execution of countless

statements.
• Save time and mitigate risk.

New Features
IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100 and V12R1M500 are now supported with catalog level V12R1M500
only.

WARNING

Version 19.0 of RC/Secure (RC/Secure) supports function level V12R1M100 for migration from Db2 11 and new
function level V12R1M500 only. Version 20.0 of RC/Secure supports additional Db2 12 function levels.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 Solutions List (login required)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Release and support lifecycle dates (login required) or search for other Product Lifecycle Details (login required)
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 Compatibility Charts
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a
remote Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to only minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. "This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort that
is needed to find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!" said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System
Programmer, Sentara Healthcare.
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SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time that you need to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval in the Mainframe Maintenance Common
Procedures documentation.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

 13
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Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Fast Check® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Check)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Extract)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Report Facility and Compile/PRF (Report Facility)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval (SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)

 14
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of RC/Secure.

NOTE

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing documentation for the .

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met. These instructions include APF-authorization
and started task requirements.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E provided batch jobs (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using CSM or native SMP/E provided batch jobs.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain
the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). This option lets you set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first (PTISYS, DSNAME, SETUP, PLANS, ISPF, and ENVDEF).
• Then edit the product-specific parmlib members (SECURE) to set site-specific default execution values.

c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-install
global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization if applicable.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2
tasks. Install related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks on
each Db2 subsystem.
The install related tasks include starting Xmanager, creation of the product objects, and binding of the product
plans and packages. The product-specific tasks include initializinig the department definition table.

NOTE

For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see RC/Secure Objects.
5. Prepare the products for execution and address RC/Securee Authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you review the operational and customization information
provided in Getting Started. When these tasks are completed, you can use the product as described in the Administering
and Reporting documentation.

 15
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Getting Started
Review the following features and basic use of the product before you get started:

• Product features and benefits
• Introduction
• Operational considerations
• Load external security data
• Security request terms

Product Features and Benefits
Some of the benefits of using RC/Secure are as follows:

• Central or departmental security
• Reduced system administrator workload
• Little Db2 expertise required
• No Db2 authority required
• Complete privilege analysis
• REVOKE cascade control
• Add or remove users easily
• Extended query facility
• Multiple Db2 subsystems
• Distributed data facility (DDF) support
• Double-byte character set support
• Load external security data

Central or Departmental Security
Security Request Services (SRS) provides its own security system that lets you easily specify who is authorized to
perform which SRS functions and who is authorized to grant privileges to whom. In addition, to prevent access to secured
information, SRS displays only the authorization IDs and objects the user is authorized to administer or browse.

SRS allows centralized or departmental security administration. Centralized security administration permits one person
or security group to handle security for the whole system. Departmental security administration lets each operating area
administer its own security instead of submitting requests to a centralized security administrator.

Reduced System Administrator Workload
Systems and database administrators are freed from time-consuming and costly Db2 security administration by
transferring security administration to those who really determine the need for Db2 access.

Little Db2 Expertise Required
Online screens let you grant several authorities immediately by selecting the objects, privileges, and users from selection
lists. The commands necessary to grant or revoke the privileges are generated automatically, so no time is spent hand-
coding commands that are subject to trial and error.

 16
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No Db2 Authority Required
When using SRS, security administrators do not require any Db2 authorities (except EXECUTE authority on the RC/
Secure plan).

Complete Privilege Analysis
Security administrators can analyze the impact of adding or deleting users, object privileges, or relationships. RC/
Secure will indicate what GRANTs and REVOKEs must be performed. Reporting features enable a security administrator
to list all privileges held by a specific user or to list all users who hold a specific privilege.

An audit trail of each successful GRANT and REVOKE is also maintained. The log provides a complete audit trail of all
RC/Secure activity. Some of the items tracked include the grantor, grantee, object name, privileges, and timestamp. The
Consistency Report indicates the GRANTs and REVOKEs performed outside of SRS.

REVOKE Cascade Control
SRS virtually eliminates problems of REVOKE cascades by executing all GRANT and REVOKE statements by one
authorization. However, if the use of the GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION is allowed at your site, RC/Secure enables
analysis of the impact of a REVOKE before executing the command. GRS Revoke Impact Analysis function shows a
REVOKE effect on other users while you can still cancel the command.

Users can choose to issue the COLLAPSE command to revoke authorities from the specified ID and to cause the next
higher level of the hierarchy to re-grant the authorities to the next lower level of the hierarchy. Using COLLAPSE enables
the revocation authorities from one ID without affecting the authorities of other IDs in the chain.

Add and Remove Users Easily
SRS makes it easy to grant a user the same Db2 privileges as a coworker. When adding a user to a user domain, a user
can be automatically granted the same privileges as the other users in the user domain. Revoking privileges from users
who leave the department or the organization is as easy as deleting their user IDs from user domains. The REVOKE is
automatically issued for all authorities granted through all domain relationships.

GRS allows revocation of all authorities from a specific user ID on a particular subsystem. Choosing the Revoke All
Authorities option and issuing the COLLAPSE command enables revocation of authorities from one user without affecting
the authorities of other users in the chain.

Extended Query Facility
The Extended Query Facility (EQF) permits customization of internal SELECT statements to control the data returned.
Extended queries are used to control the data displayed on selection lists and reports. Extended queries can be saved,
shared, and executed in online or batch mode. EQF also supports the use of symbolic variables that permit runtime
customization of the search criteria.

Multiple Db2 Subsystems
RC/Secure lets users easily switch between different Db2 subsystems, even different Db2 versions, without having to
exit and reallocate load libraries. To switch subsystems, simply enter the new subsystem ID in the Db2 subsystem ID
field (SSID), which appears on most of the RC/Secure screens. This feature lets users view a RC/Secure report on one
subsystem, change the SSID, and view the same report on the newly specified subsystem. A subsystem can be selected
from a subsystem listing. A domain can be templated from one Db2 subsystem to another.
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NOTE
In general, you can use Broadcom products in a split-screen mode. However, because the Db2 Call Attach
Facility does not allow simultaneous connections to two different subsystems, you may encounter unpredictable
results if you change subsystems in one of the sessions. For more information, see the IBM Db2 Application
Programming and SQL Guide.

Distributed Data Facility (DDF) Support
 RC/Secure (RC/Secure) supports the Distributed Data Facility (DDF), which allows viewing of plan reports at remote
installations. A Location prompt on all report screens lets users switch to a different location. Because split-screen mode is
supported, two locations can be viewed simultaneously. A question mark (?) can be entered in the Location field to receive
a listing of valid locations.

To use DDF in RC/Secure, you must first edit the SECURE parmlib member to include product-specific DDF information
(Db2ID, DDF SSID, and Location). When DDF is used, all remote SQL is dynamic because it must be bound on the
remote system. RC/Secure automatically adds the FOR FETCH ONLY clause to provide the most efficient data retrieval
across the network. You can edit the SECURE parmlib member using the Edit Parmlib (EP) option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 products main menu.

While GRANTs and REVOKEs performed through DDF update the remote subsystem catalog, the SRS tables, log table,
and EQF table are always updated on the local subsystem. For example, D11A can be the local subsystem. If a remote
subsystem (D11B) is accessed through DDF, GRANTs and REVOKEs that are issued will update the D11B catalog
but not the D11B log. Instead, the log for the local subsystem (D11A) is updated.

NOTE

 For information about how to access a remote subsystem through DDF, see Standard Grant/Revoke Services.

Double-Byte Character Set Support
The languages spoken in countries such as China, Japan, and Korea use writing schemes that consist of character sets
so large that they cannot be represented with one-byte codes. A character set, DBCS (Double-Byte Character Set), has
been created to represent these characters. DBCS uses two bytes per character.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM DBCS Applications Primer and IBM DBCS Design section. RC/Secure
supports double-byte characters.

Loading External Security Data
Security data can be loaded from other independent security packages or the Db2 catalog into Security Request Services
(SRS). Security information can be loaded into user domains, application domains, and domain relationships from
sequential file input. A sample job is provided in member RCS#LOAD in high-level.CDBASRC.

Introduction
With RC/Secure, you can secure the Db2 administration effectively.

Streamlined Db2 Security Administration:
Relieves systems and DBA of tedious Db2 security administration by streamlining tasks.

Automated, Error-free Commands:
Generates the commands necessary to grant or revoke privileges automatically, saving time and resources spent
in hand-coding commands that are subject to trial and error.
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Components
RC/Secure is a security administration tool that provides the functionality needed to manage the authorities within a Db2
system. It eases the administrative burden of managing Db2 privileges, objects, and users. The following are its main
components.

• Security Request Services (SRS)
• Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS)
• Security Auth ID Services
• Catalog consolidation

Security Request Services Component
Security Request Services (SRS) is a complete Db2 security administration tool that enables a security administrator to
grant and revoke Db2 object privileges without having the Db2 privileges. Security can be administered centrally or by
department.

How to Grant or Revoke Security through SRS

To grant or revoke security through SRS:

1. Add or remove users from a user domain.
2. Add or remove Db2 objects and their associated privileges from an application domain.
3. Relate or remove the relationship of a user domain to an application domain.

Security Administration through SRS

SRS provides a centralized authorization ID. Because SRS separates ownership of objects from the ability to administer
security on the objects, an administrator can grant privileges he or she does not possess. During post-installation and
customization, a special authorization ID is selected for executing the necessary GRANTs and REVOKEs within the Db2
systems. This ID has SYSADM authority.

The security administrator requests GRANTs and REVOKEs through SRS. During processing, the assigned authorization
ID may optionally be used to execute the actual GRANTs and REVOKEs because that ID is controlled by a parmlib
parameter. In this way, SRS allows the existence of a central (or departmental) security administrator without giving the
administrator SYSADM or any other Db2 authority.

Domain Administration through SRS

Because groups of users often share the use of applications, they also share groups of Db2 object privileges. SRS's
domain administration facility enables grouping of Db2 object privileges into application domains and to place users
into user domains. The term user indicates any authorization ID, primary or secondary; both primary and secondary
authorization IDs are supported. The domain administrator can also template a domain from one Db2 subsystem to
another.

The following illustration shows user and application domains.

┌───────────────────────┐      ┌───────────────────────┐

   USER001                           

   USER002    UPDATE               

   USER769    (DEPTNAME,DEPTNO)ON  

   USER010    DSN8210.DEPT         

   USER023                               
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└───────────────────────┘      └───────────────────────┘

User IDs USER001, USER002, USER769, USER010, and USER023 are grouped together in user domain U1. Users who
need access to multiple applications can be listed in multiple domains. SRS keeps track of the user's authorities in each
domain as separate authorities. When a Db2 object privilege is removed from one of the domains to which a user belongs,
the user does not lose the privilege if held in another domain. Application domains contain Db2 privileges on Db2 objects.
Application domain A1 contains UPDATE privileges on columns DEPTNAME and DEPTNO for table DSN8210.DEPT.

On the Application Domain screen, which is used to define an application domain, the Explode option shows all the
privileges selected for each object. (Explode can be turned off for some or all objects to customize the listing.)

Privileges are granted with or without the ability to grant the privilege to other users.

Secondary Authorization ID

You can switch to a secondary authorization ID by setting SECURE parmlib options. You can also set up your system to
require systems administrators to hold (with GRANT option) the privileges that they are granting.

Report Facility

SRS provides a complete report facility to help administer security. The Report Facility provides the following examples:

User reports
Lists all privileges for a user.

Privilege reports
Lists all users who have access to an object.

Domain reports
Provides information about the domain. Information is sorted by domain, object, and user.

Pending reports
Lists pending GRANTs and REVOKEs by object, department, or Db2ID.

Relationship reports
Shows the relationships between users, objects, user domains, and application domains; also primary authid
relationships to secondary IDs.

Comparative reports
Shows which privileges were granted through SRS and which were granted through GRS or directly through Db2.

Automatically Executed Procedures

SRS allows association of execution procedures with application or user domains. Execution procedures are files that are
executed automatically during implementation.

Standard Grant or Revoke Services Component
The Standard Grant or Revoke Services (GRS) facility enhances and simplifies the standard Db2 security system. Use
GRS to grant and revoke Db2 privileges without creating the user and application domains required by the Security
Request Services (SRS) component. GRS provides a fast and easy online method of granting and revoking Db2
privileges.

GRS can be disabled for any user through the Product Authorization Facility (option A on the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 for Db2 for z/OS Main Menu).
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Db2 Authority Required

Unlike SRS, GRS does not switch to a special authorization ID to perform the actual GRANTs and REVOKEs. The user
requesting the GRANTs and REVOKEs must hold the necessary Db2 authorities. Therefore, a user cannot use GRS to
bypass SRS or the Db2 security system.

Revoke Impact Analysis Functionality

When a privilege is revoked from one user, that same privilege is revoked from all other users to whom that user has
granted the privilege. Revoke Impact Analysis, however, allows the user to see what impact a REVOKE will have, not only
on the user named, but on all possible dependent users before issuing the REVOKE statement.

RSRI   ------------------- RC/S Revoke Impact Analysis ---------------------  

Command ==>                                                  Total: 1         

                                                                              

    Revoke?   => Y                                         Total: 13          

 ------------------------------- DB2 ID: PTI2 ---------------------- USER02   

LV GRANTEE  GRANTOR  AUTH        TP NAME               QUALIFIER DATE         

1 B0625E1  B0625KC  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

2 B0625E2  B0625E1  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

3 B0625E3  B0625E2  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

4 B0625E4  B0625E3  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

5 B0625E5  B0625E4  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

6 B0625E6  B0625E5  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

7 B0625E7  B0625E6  SELECT       T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

-- -----------------             ==========================                   

1 USER02   A0625TO  SELECT       T  PTLOG_MAIN_DD02    PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

-- -----------------             =========================                    

1 USER02   USER01   SELECT       T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

2 USER02O  USER01   SELECT       T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

2 USER02S  USER01   SELECT       T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

1 USER02   USER01   UPDATE       T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

2 USER02O  USER01   UPDATE       T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI    YYYY/MM/DD 00:00

This screen illustrates the importance of Revoke Impact Analysis. In this example, the user requested to revoke the
SELECT privilege on table PTLOG_CATSTATS from user B0625E1. If the request had been processed, the privilege
would have been revoked not only from B0625E1, but also from dependent users B0625E2, B0625E3, B0625E4,
B0625E5, B0625E6 and B0625E7.

When analysis is complete, the user can choose whether to execute the REVOKEs shown. Users also have the option of
regranting authorities revoked through Revoke Impact Analysis. By entering a different grantor ID, such as NEWGRNT
as shown previously, the entire authority chain for that ID and all authorities below it are recreated. In addition, Revoke
Impact Analysis will recreate any views that might be affected when a REVOKE cascade occurs.

Copy Authorizations Function

The Copy Authorizations function lets users copy some or all authorities held by one user to another user. The GRS Copy
Authorizations screen is where source and target IDs and subsystems are specified.

If you enter Y in the Detail of authorizations field, another screen appears where specific authorizations can be selected
for copy.
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Revoke All Authorities Facility

The Revoke All Authorities facility enables revocation of all of a user's authorities through a single action. Enter option D
(Revoke All Authorities) from the Grant/Revoke Menu to select this option. Users can also choose to view the details of
the REVOKE.

If Y is entered in the Detail of revokes field, another screen appears where an individual or a global REVOKE impact
analysis can be performed. The COLLAPSE command can also be entered to avoid the disruptions that will automatically
reestablish the chain and avoid the disruptions that could result from a REVOKE cascade.

Confirming the GRANT or REVOKE

After specifying the GRANT, REVOKE, COPY, or REVOKE ALL authorities information to process, the optional GRS
Grant/Revoke Confirmation screen enables users to confirm processing or to return to the preceding screen to reconsider
the requests.

Secondary Auth ID Services Component
Secondary Auth ID Services lets users monitor secondary IDs and their authorities. Users can list all of the secondary IDs
for a primary ID, list all combined authorities held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs, and build the Secondary Auth ID
Table, which stores the information displayed in Secondary ID reports.

Catalog Consolidation Services Component
Catalog Consolidation helps improve Db2 performance by consolidating authority tables. This task is accomplished by
consolidating primary and secondary ID authorities, combining duplicate authorities, or using both consolidation methods.
If consolidating authorities would cause a REVOKE cascade, where revoking one authority causes other authorities
to also be revoked, there are options to help address this event. Users can generate a report that lists any REVOKE
cascades that will occur if the authority is revoked during consolidation, permit the authorities in the REVOKE cascade to
be revoked, or decide against consolidating any authorities that would cause a REVOKE cascade.

Authorization and Security
Users an only access option for which they have authority. The authorities that are required to use RC/Secure involve the
following areas:

• Acessing RC/Secure options
• Accessing user registration
• Accessing department definitions
• Accessing standard grant/revoke services (SRS)
• Db2 authority required for catalog consolidation
• Use the SYNCHRONIZE feature

Accessing RC/Secure Options
To use the main options (SRS, GRS, Secondary Auth ID, and Catalog Consolidation), a user must have EXECUTE
authority for the appropriate plans. To assign EXECUTE authority for any of these options, select Product Authorizations
on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu. Based on your entries, EXECUTE authority is automatically
granted on the plans for the selected options.
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Accessing User Registration
To access user registration, you must have the following kinds of authority:

• EXECUTE authority on the user registration plans -- This authority is granted through the SRS - Domain Administration
and SRS - Implement fields on the Product Authorization screen as described in the previous information.

• RCSADM or RCSADM2 authority (specified in the SECURE member of high-level.CDBAPARM at installation time)
or an RCSADM or RCSADM2 can grant you access to user registration by entering Y in the User Registration
Administration field on the User Registration panel.

Accessing Department Definition
To access department definition, you must have the following kinds of authority:

• EXECUTE authority on the department definition plans -- This authority is granted through the SRS - Domain
Administration and SRS - Implement fields on the Product Authorization screen as described previously.

• RCSADM or RCSADM2 authority (specified in the SECURE member of high-level.CDBAPARM at installation time)
An RCSADM or RCSADM2 can grant you access to department definition by entering Y in the Department
Administration field on the User Registration panel. By entering B, you can browse the department definitions.

Accessing Domain Administration
To access domain administration, you must have the following kinds of authority:

• EXECUTE authority on the domain administration plans -- This authority is granted through the SRS - Domain
Administration and SRS - Implement fields on the Product Authorization screen as described previously.

• RCSADM or RCSADM2 authority -- These authorities are specified in the SECURE member of high-level.CDBAPARM
at installation time.
An RCSADM or RCSADM2 can grant you access to domain administration by entering Y in the Domain Administration
field on the User Registration panel. By entering B, you can browse domains.

Accessing Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS)
To use the Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) option, you must have the following kinds of authority:

• EXECUTE authority on the GRS plans -- This authority is granted through the GRS - Grant/Revoke field on the
Product Authorization screen as described previously.

• The Db2 authority you are attempting to grant, revoke, or copy -- GRS requires that the user requesting the
GRANTs, REVOKEs, or COPIES holds the necessary Db2 authorities. Unlike SRS, GRS does not switch to a
special authorization ID to perform the actual GRANTs, REVOKEs, and COPIES. The underlying user must hold the
necessary authorities. Therefore, a user cannot use GRS to bypass SRS or the Db2 security system.

Db2 Authority Required for Catalog Consolidation
To perform Catalog Consolidation on all privileges, you must have SYSADM authority.

Use the SYNCHRONIZE Feature
To use the SYCHRONIZE field on the Consistency report screen, you need RCSADM or RCSADM2 authority. These
authorities are specified in the SECURE parmlib member of hlq.CDBAPARM at installation time.
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Access Product Options
From the Main Menu, specify which option you want to process.

NOTE
You can also specify which Db2 subsystem and location you want to access.

Header Fields

The Main Menu includes the following header fields:

Db2 SSID
Enter the subsystem ID of the subsystem you want to access. The Db2 SSID is always a local subsystem that
includes Broadcom objects, such as the log.
To access the currently attached Db2 subsystem, bypass this field. The default for the subsystem ID is taken from
the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu. However, you can change it on the Main Menu at any
time to switch between different Db2 subsystems.

LOCATION
Enter the location associated with the Db2 subsystem you want to access. The location may be local or remote.
To use the current location, bypass this field. In this example, the location is remote. (If it were local, the field
would display LOCAL.) You can enter a new location or a new Db2 SSID to change to a different subsystem.

To display a list of locations and available subsystem IDs, enter a question mark (?) or delete the current value in the
Location or Db2 SSID field. When you press Enter, the Db2 SSID/Location Selection screen appears.

Icon
Note: The Db2 SSID and LOCATION fields identify the subsystem on which GRANTs and REVOKEs will be issued. As an
example, if you specify D81A for Db2 SSID, and you specify LOCAL for LOCATION, all GRANTs and REVOKEs issued
will apply to D81A. However, if a remote location is entered in the LOCATION field, a subsystem at that remote location
will be accessed. (The Distributed Data Facility link between the local and remote subsystems must have been previously
established in the Communications Database.)

Options

The options available from the Main Menu are listed on the center of the screen.

0 - Profile
Lets you define print options and set colors for color monitors.

1 - SRS Security Request Services
Lets you group users into user domains and Db2 objects and their associated privileges into application domains.
Users do not need Db2 privileges to administer security.

2 - GRS Standard Grant/Revoke Services
Provides an easy method of executing GRANTs and REVOKEs online. Users with appropriate Db2 privileges can
use the online screens to generate and execute the statements necessary to grant and revoke Db2 privileges.

3 - Sec Secondary Auth ID Services
Lets you build the Secondary Auth ID table, list all the secondary IDs for a primary ID, and list all of the combined
authorities held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs.

4 - Cat Catalog Consolidation
Helps improve Db2 performance by consolidating primary and secondary ID authorities and combining duplicate
authorities.

T - Tutorial
Presents information about RC/Secure features and describes how RC/Secure works. The tutorial is tied to the
online help facility, which is described, in this section.
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X - Exit RC/Secure
Leaves RC/Secure and returns to the CA Products Menu.

To select an option, enter its number or letter in the command line and press Enter.

Operational Considerations
Before running RC/Secure, review the following additional authorization requirements:

Product Authorization
You can grant or revoke authorization to the following RC/Secure functions:

SRS -- Domain Admin
Grants the user access to Security Request Services (SRS) Domain Administration. This facility lets you group
Db2 object privileges into application domains and to place users into user domains. Relating these domains with
each other makes it easy to assign groups of object privileges to groups of application users.
The type of authority that you grant for SRS-Domain Administration is also applied to the Department Definition
option of SRS.

SRS -- EQF Auths.
Grants the user authority to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF) to select tables used for reporting.

SRS -- Implement
Grants the user access to Security Request Services (SRS), which is the Db2 security administration tool that
enables a user to grant or revoke Db2 object privileges without having these Db2 privileges.

GRS -- Grant/Revoke
Grants the user access to the Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) option. Using this option, the user can
grant, revoke, or copy Db2 privileges without creating the user and application domains required by SRS. For
example, developers can use GRS in a testing environment to grant other developers access to test tables.

SecID Table Build
Grants the user authority to use the Secondary ID Tables Build option. This option lets the user build a table that
stores all secondary ID information for reporting purposes.

SecID Tab. Report
Grants the user access to the Secondary ID Reporting option. This option lets the user list all secondary IDs for a
primary ID and to list all combined authorities held by a primary ID and its secondary ID.

SecID TabRpt Tbls
Grant the user authority to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF) to select tables used for reporting.

SRS/Load Convert
Grants the user the authority to run the Load Convert batch job (RCS#LOAD). This job loads security data from
other independent security packages or the Db2 catalog into SRS. Information can be loaded into user domains,
application domains, and domain relationships from sequential file input.

SRS/Compare XREF
Grants the user the authority to run the Consistency Report. This report identifies the Db2 authorities associated
with a specific user in SRS and indicates whether those authorities are in the Db2 catalog. (The report provides
an audit trail for authorities that are granted outside of SRS.) The user can execute the report online or in batch
mode.

Consolidation
Lets the user consolidate the authority catalogs.
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New Library Data Set Names
The target and distribution libraries have changed to conform to new Broadcom packaging standards with CSM. The
lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets has changed. For example, high-level.LOADLIB is now high-
level.CDBALOAD and high-level.PARMLIB is now high-level.CDBAPARM. To enable reuse of your existing JCL, a new
installation task, Create Library Data Set Name Aliases, is provided during post-install processing. This task generates a
job that creates aliases relating the old and new library names. You must edit the old data set names to supply the correct
prefix before submitting the generated JCL.

Set Profile Variables

To specify global profile variables and product-specific profile variables that are used during execution, use the Profile
facility.

The global profile variables let you define default values that are shared with all Database Management Solutions for Db2
products that are installed at your site as follows:

• Execution libraries
• Job card specifications
• Print parameters
• Screen colors
• User language options

 RC/Secure profile variables let you specify product-specific default values that are used during execution. For example,
you can set the following defaults:

• Control the display of the GRS Confirmation panel
• Specify whether to use Db2 when filtering objects.
• Specify the Db2 commit interval for use with Consistency Report processing
• Specify the Db2 commit interval for use with Analysis and Execution processing
• Specify the cursor placement

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter one of the following values:
– Enter 0 (PROFILE) on the Main Menu.
– Enter PROFILE (or PROF) on any RC/Secure command line.
The RC/S Profile panel appears.

2. Enter 2 in the Command line and press Enter to access the profile specific to RC/Secure.
The RC/S Profile Parameters panel appears.

3. Review the default profile settings and make changes as needed.
4. Press F3 (End) to save your selections and return to the Profile panel.

Load External Security Data
You can load security data from other independent security packages or the Db2 catalog into Security Request Services
(SRS). You can load security information into user domains, application domains, and domain relationships from
sequential file input. A sample job is provided in RCS#LOAD in hlq.CDBAJCL.

You can use RCS#LOAD to add new user domains, and to add and delete user IDs in existing user domains. You can
perform a specific delete or a generic delete. Generic deletes can delete a user:
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• From all departments and user domains in the Db2 SSID. You must specify the Db2 SSID, the user ID, and specify an
asterisk (*) for the department and the user domain name.

• From all domains within the Db2 SSID and specific department. You must specify the Db2 SSID, the user ID, the
department, and specify an asterisk (*) in the user domain name.

To execute this program, the Auth ID for the job must be one of the two  administrator IDs. These IDs are specified during
product installation as RCSADM or RCSADM2.

Modify the RCS LOAD Sample Job before Executing It
You can make any necessary changes to the RCS#LOAD sample job before executing.

Follow these steps:

1. Make the following changes for PARM='Db2ID,OPTION':
a. Change Db2ID to the ID of the Db2 subsystem containing the SRS tables to be updated.
b. Leave the OPTION parameter blank to validate the job and process the insertions. The following values can also

be specified:
c. CHECK

a. Validates the input and terminates the job. This option can be used to validate the input before performing a
large RCS#LOAD job.

d. NOTPENDING
a. Inserts the new information into SRS but does not grant the authorizations. Otherwise, when performing inserts,

the default is to put the domains and the relationships in PENDING status. When the implementation job is run,
the pending authorities are granted. NOTPENDING can be used when you are inserting information from the
Db2 catalog into RC/Secure.

b. Note: Use the NOTPENDING option with caution. SRS will not issue GRANTs if this option is used. This will
cause SRS to be out of sync with the Db2 catalog. Use of this option is not recommended.

2. Change all USERLIB references to the Broadcom load library.
3. Change all Db2LIB references to the Db2 load library.

When creating your input file, do not  include implicit authorities that exist on the Db2 catalog. Implicit authorities are those
given by Db2 to the creator of an object or the binder of plans or packages. These authorities exist on the catalog where
GRANTEE = GRANTOR. If domains include implicit authorities, these authorities could potentially be revoked.

Input File Structure
The following table describes the required structure of the first line of the input file.

NOTE
If you are adding a relationship or adding users to a user domain, the first line should contain a user domain.

Column Name Contains
1 Db2ID ID of the Db2 subsystem of the domain

being defined.
6 DEPT Department for the domain being defined.

This value can be * if DOMAIN is also an *
for a generic deletion of an authorization ID.

15 DOMAIN Name of the domain being defined. This
value can be * for a generic deletion
of an authorization ID. If the type is R
(relationship), this is the user domain.
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41 UPDATE Indication of whether to update description
text:
Y specifies to update the existing
description.
Blank (no specification) indicates to not
update the existing description unless the
domain is initially created.

43 DESCRIPTION Description of the domain (length of 25).

The following table describes the required structure of the second line of the input file:

Column Name Contains
6 TYPE Object type:

BP -- Buffer Pool
CL -- Collection
DB -- Database
DT -- Distinct Type
FN -- Function
G -- Global Temporary Table
P -- Plan
PK -- Package
PR -- Procedure
SC -- Schema
SG -- Storage Group
SQ -- Sequence
SY -- System
T -- Table
TS -- Tablespace
V -- View
U -- User ID
R -- Relationship
X -- Auxiliary table
Note: For type R (relationship), the
domains must exist in SRS or be defined
within the current RCS#LOAD job. The
relationship must not yet exist within SRS.

15 NAME One of the following:
Object name
Application domain (if you are adding a
relationship)
User ID (if you are adding users to a user
domain)

40 NAMCONT Continuation of name in columns 15
through 39 of the next line (if non-blank).

41 QUAL/REQ Table/view creator (or tablespace's
database), or one of the following user
request types for a user domain:
A (or blank) specifies to add.
D specifies to delete.
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49 QUACONT Continuation of name in columns 41
through 48 of the next line (if non-blank).
Note: If you are adding users to a user
domain, DESCONT in column 49 contains
a continuation of the description in columns
41 through 48 of the next line (if non-blank).

51 PRIV Privilege to grant (for objects).
Note: For tablespaces (TS), buffer pools
(BP), and storage groups (SG), the only
valid privilege is USE.

63 WGO WITH GRANT OPTION, as follows:
G -- WITH GRANT OPTION
Y (or blank) -- Without WITH GRANT
OPTION

All other columns are ignored.

Example: Input File for an Application Domain

This example shows an input file for an application domain. Column numbers are provided as a visual aid only and should
not be included in the actual input. Notice the use of two continuation cards for long names in the SQ entry.

0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

SSID DEPT     DOMAIN                    Y DESCRIPTION

     TYPE     NAME                      QUAL      PRIVILEGE   WGO

                                                                

     T        TABLE_NAME                CREATOR   PRIV          

     G        GLOBAL_TEMP_NAME          CREATOR   ALL           

     V        VIEW_NAME                 CREATOR   PRIV        G 

     X        AUX_TABLE_NAME            CREATOR   INDEX         

     TS       TABLESPACE                DATABASE  PRIV          

     DT       DISTINCT_TYPE             SCHEMA    PRIV          

     FN       FUNCTION_NAME             SCHEMA    PRIV          

     PR       PROCEDURE_NAME            SCHEMA    PRIV          

     DB       DATABASE                            PRIV        Y 

     SG       STOGROUP                            PRIV          

     BP       BUFFERPOOL                          PRIV       ' '

     SC       SCHEMA                              PRIV       ' '

     P        PLAN                                PRIV       ' '

     CL       COLLECTION                          PRIV       ' '

     PK       PACKAGE                             PRIV       ' '

     SQ       SEQUENCE_IF_YOU_HAVE_AN_E-SCHEMAXX- PRIV          

              NTRY_LONGER_THAN_25_CHARS-XXXXEND                 

              CONTINUE_IT_LIKE_THIS                             

     SY                                           PRIV          

NOTE
For object cards, domain must not exist; commits are done when domain changes.

Example: Add a User Domain

This example adds a user domain:

0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
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D81A T1       USER                      Y ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY 

     U        USERFOE                   A 123456X                   

                                        78901234X                   

                                        56789012X                   

                                        345                         

D81A
Specifies the subsystem name.

USER
Specifies the name of the user domain.

USERFOE
Specifies the user ID.

T1
Specifies the department for the domain being defined.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
Specifies the description of the user domain.

1234567890123456789012345
Specifies the description of the user ID.

NOTE
For user cards, a domain might exist for add request. A domain must exist for delete request. Commits are
done when domain changes. If a USER user domain already exists, the description field for this domain will be
updated.

Example: Define Relationships

This example defines relationships:

0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

D81A T1       USER

     R        APPDOMAIN

D81A
Specifies the subsystem name.

USER
Specifies the name of the user domain.

USERFOE
Specifies the user ID.

T1
Specifies the department for the relationship being defined.

R
Specifies that this is a relationship.

APPDOMAIN
Specifies the name of the application domain.

NOTE
For relation cards, domains must exist (or be in SYSIN), and the relations must not exist.

Example: Add an Application Domain
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NOTE
This example adds an application domain:

0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890

D81A T1       APPDOMAIN                 Y 1234567890123456789012345

     T        TABLE1                    CREATOR   SELECT      G

D81A
Specifies the subsystem name.

APPDOMAIN
Specifies the name of the application domain.

T1
Specifies the department for the domain being defined.

1234567890123456789012345
Specifies the description the application domain.

T
Specifies the table object type.

TABLE1
Specifies the name of the table.

QUAL
Specifies the creator of the table.

SELECT
Specifies the available privilege.

G
Specifies to use WITH GRANT OPTION.

NOTE
If the application domain already exists, the description field will be updated for this domain.

Processing
The input for all domains (user and application) is validated first, then the input for relationships (enter R) is validated.

After all input has been validated, domain or object input is grouped together and processed. Authorities for a single object
or domain are combined and processed using a single INSERT statement.

After all domains are processed, the relationships are inserted into SRS.

If the job fails, you can re-execute the same input. Previously processed input will fail validation. Any unprocessed input
will be processed.

Security Request Terms
To understand how RC/Secure (RC/Secure) handles security administration, you must know the following terms:

User
The term user represents a primary or secondary authorization ID. Because each user has at least a primary authorization
ID and can have many secondary IDs, one person can be defined as one or more RC/Secure users.
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Db2 Object Privileges
Db2 provides security at many different levels. To access data or execute certain commands or utilities, users must hold
the appropriate privileges for the appropriate objects. These Db2 objects and their associated privileges are referred to as
Db2 object privileges.

RC/Secure Usage Privileges
RC/Secure also provides its own security. You can decide who can perform which tasks in the Security Request Services.

Department
A department is a group of users who have the same set of maximum Db2 object privileges, and who operate on the
same Db2 subsystem, as defined through user registration. Use of departments is optional.

User Domain
A user domain is a group of users from the same department, as defined through the department definition option.

Application Domain
An application domain is a group of Db2 objects and their associated privileges that belong to one department, as defined
through the department definition option.

Centralized Security
Centralized security administration permits one person to handle security for the whole system, instead of allowing
department security administrators to grant and revoke privileges for each department.

Departmental Security Administration
Departmental security administration lets each operation area administer its own security, instead of submitting requests
to a centralized security administrator. Departmental security administrators can grant and revoke privileges for
departments. The type of security used, central or departmental, is determined at installation time.
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Administering

Db2 Security Basics
The IBM Db2 security structure lets you define authority in precise detail. You can include the total spectrum of privileges
or allow only one authority on one object.

Db2 has seven security privilege classes. Each privilege class contains one or more authorization types. RC/Secure
supports all Db2 classes and types. You can select either all affiliated types for a given class or limit the authority to one or
more authorization types in that privilege class.

Overview of Db2 Security
Db2 does not allow you to grant or revoke privileges you do not hold yourself. To grant or revoke privileges in Db2,
you must hold GRANT authority on the specific authorizations assigned to you, or you must hold SYSADM (system
administrator) authority. RC/Secure Security Request Services (SRS) permits users to grant and revoke Db2 object
privileges they do not hold.

Bundled Privileges
Some Db2 privileges are bundled, meaning they automatically include a set of interrelated privileges. Normally, these
bundled privileges are given only to particular administrative users and, therefore, are often referred to as administrative
authority. They apply to certain task groupings necessary to that administrator's job functions. Each bundled privilege is
indicated in the following tables by an asterisk (*).

You can revoke an administrative or bundled authority (like DBADM), but you cannot separately revoke the specific
privileges inherent in that administrative authority.

Security Request Services (SRS) lets you create your own privilege bundles. These bundles include not only the Db2
privileges, but also the Db2 objects for which the privilege applies. For example, you can bundle SELECT privileges on
the tables DEPT, PROJ, and ACT.

GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION
When you grant authority, you can use the GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION. The WITH GRANT OPTION means that the
user can, in turn, grant that authority to someone else. If you grant without the WITH GRANT OPTION, the named users
cannot grant that authority to others unless they were granted the same authority from some other source.

When you grant an administrative authority (like DBADM) with the WITH GRANT OPTION, you grant authority for that
user to, in turn, specifically grant any individual authority under that bundled privilege. For example, if you grant DBADM
authority to a user with the WITH GRANT OPTION, that user can grant any single DBADM authority (like CREATETAB) or
the full DBADM authority.

It is not possible to revoke the WITH GRANT OPTION without at the same time revoking the privilege to which that option
applies.

If you are using the Security Request Services component of RC/Secure, you do not need to grant privileges with the
WITH GRANT OPTION because all privileges granted through SRS are granted through a single authorization ID.
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Dependent Privileges
Privileges also form dependent cascades or chain levels of authority. When you grant authority P1 to user A2 with the
WITH GRANT OPTION, user A2 can then grant P1 to user A3. User A2 and user A3 together then form a cascade.

See the following example:

Level 1: user A1 grants P1 to user A2 WITH GRANT OPTION

    Level 2: A2 grants P1 to user A3 WITH GRANT OPTION

        Level 3: A3 grants P1 to user A4 WITH GRANT OPTION

When you revoke privilege P1 from user A1, every privilege directly or indirectly dependent on that privilege is also
revoked. Therefore, P1 is also revoked from user A2. In the previous example, when you revoke privilege P1 from user
A1, users A2, A3, and A4 also lose that privilege.

The Revoke Impact Analysis feature of Grant/Revoke Services lets you see the impact of a REVOKE on all affected users
before it is executed.

PUBLIC Privileges
Db2 lets you grant or revoke authorizations to all the users supported on the system at the same time. The term used
when granting or revoking to all users is PUBLIC. A specific authority granted to PUBLIC means anyone with a user ID is
granted that authority.

Although you can grant to PUBLIC, you cannot grant PUBLIC the WITH GRANT OPTION. The user granted a PUBLIC
authority cannot, in turn, grant that authority to someone else because, by definition, all users already have it. Standard
Grant/Revoke Services supports PUBLIC. PUBLIC is always included in the authorization ID list.

SYSADM Privileges
SYSADM privileges include not only all DBADM and all SYSOPR authorities, but also the authorities listed in the following
table:

With This Authority The Holder Can
ARCHIVE Archive the current active catalog.
BIND Use the BIND privilege on a specified plan.
BINDADD Create application plans by using the BIND command with the

ADD option.
BINDAGENT Bind or rebind a plan or package, or copy a package, on behalf of

the grantor.
CREATEALIAS Create an alias.
CREATEDBA Create new databases and have DBADM authority over those

databases.
CREATEDBC Create new databases and have DBCTRL authority over those

databases.
CREATESG Create a storage group.
CREATETMTAB Create a temporary table.
STOSPACE Use the STOSPACE utility.
MONITOR1 Obtain IFC data that does not contain potentially secure data.
MONITOR2 Obtain IFC data that contains potentially secure data. Having

MONITOR2 includes having MONITOR1.
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Database Privileges
Database privileges apply to such operations as the creation of a table within a particular database. The following table
describes the types of authorizations under the Database privilege class. Each bundled privilege is indicated by an
asterisk (*).

 With This Authority  The Holder Can 
*DBADM Execute any operation that the database system supports.
*DBCTRL Execute any operation that the database system supports except

for operations that access the data content of the database.
*DBMAINT Execute read-only maintenance functions (such as the image copy

utility operation).
CREATETAB Create new tables.
CREATEALIAS Create new aliases.
CREATETS Create new tablespaces.
DISPLAYDB Issue the DISPLAY DATABASE command.
DROP Drop the specified database.
IMAGCOPY Run the Quick Copy or COPY utility, and Merge/Modify or

MERGECOPY utility against the tablespace.
LOAD Use Fast Load or LOAD utility to load tables.
RECOVERDB Use the Fast Recover or RECOVER utility to recover tablespaces

and indexes and the MODIFY utility to delete records from the
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table and the SYSIBM.SYSLGRNG
directory table.

REORG Use the the Rapid Reorg or REORG utility to reorganize
tablespaces and indexes.

REPAIR Use the REPAIR utility to repair tablespaces and indexes.
STARTDB Issue the START DATABASE command.
STATS Use the PDASTATS option of Database Analyzer or the

RUNSTATS utility to update statistics, and the Fast Check or
CHECK utility to test whether indexes are consistent with the data
they index.

STOPDB Issue the STOP DATABASE command.
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For a particular database, DBADM authority includes all of the DBCTRL authorities, and DBCTRL includes all of the
DBMAINT authorities. SYSADM, of course, includes everything. The following tables lists the bundled DATABASE
privileges:

 Bundled Privilege  Includes These Authorizations 
DBADM CREATETAB

CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB
plus these TABLE privileges:
ALTER
DELETE
INDEX
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE
UPDATEC
REFERNCS

DBCTRL CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB

DBMAINT CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
IMAGCOPY
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB

NOTE
 Dropping a table is not a privilege that can be explicitly granted. A table can be dropped only by its creator or by
someone who holds the SYSADM privilege or the DBADM privilege over the database that contains the table.
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Processing Considerations for Database Privileges
For a particular database, DBADM authority includes all of the DBCTRL authorities, and DBCTRL includes all of the
DBMAINT authorities. SYSADM, of course, includes everything. The following tables lists the bundled DATABASE
privileges:

Bundled Privilege Includes These Authorizations
DBADM CREATETAB

CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB
plus these TABLE privileges:
ALTER
DELETE
INDEX
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE
UPDATEC
REFERNCS

DBCTRL CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB

DBMAINT CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
IMAGCOPY
STARTDB
STATS
STOPDB
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NOTE
Dropping a table is not a privilege that can be explicitly granted. A table can be dropped only by its creator or by
someone who holds the SYSADM privilege or the DBADM privilege over the database that contains the table.

Table Privileges
TABLE privileges have to do with operations such as SELECT that apply to tables or views. The following table describes
the types of authorizations allowed under the TABLE privilege class:

 With This Authority  The Holder Can 
UPDATE Use the UPDATE statement to update any column (see UPDATE

Versus UPDATEC).
SELECT Use the SELECT statement.
INDEX Use the CREATE INDEX statement.
UPDATEC Use the UPDATEC statement to update only the columns named

(see UPDATE Versus UPDATEC).
ALTER Use the ALTER statement.
INSERT Use the INSERT statement.
DELETE Use the DELETE statement.
REFERNCS Use the ALTER or CREATE TABLE statement to add a referential

constraint on that table as a parent table.
REFERCOL Use the ALTER or CREATE TABLE statement to add a referential

constraint on the named columns.
TRIGGER Use the CREATE TRIGGER statement to create a trigger on a

table.

Table privilege P2 is directly dependent on table privilege P1 if P2 was derived from P1 because of a CREATE VIEW
statement.

If you revoke a SELECT or SYSADM privilege that was granted to create a view, the view will be dropped.

NOTE
When processing an auxiliary table, INDEX is the only allowable privilege.

UPDATE versus UPDATEC

UPDATE authorization apply to those at the table level and include access to all the columns in that table. UPDATEC
authorizations apply to specific columns within a given table. You can define more limited access with the UPDATEC
authorizations than you can with the more general UPDATE authorizations.

UPDATE authorizations are fully supported at the table and column level in both GRS and SRS.

REFERNCS versus REFERCOL

REFERNCS authorizations apply to those at the table level and include access to all the columns in that table.
REFERCOL authorizations apply to specific columns within a given table. You can define more limited access with the
REFERCOL authorizations than you can with the more general REFERNCS authorizations. 

TRIGGER

TRIGGER authorizations cannot be granted to PUBLIC AT ALL LOCATIONS, nor can they be used if the statement
identifies an auxiliary table or view. For an auxiliary table, only the INDEX privilege can be granted. DELETE, INSERT,
SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on the base table that is associated with the auxiliary table extend to the auxiliary table.
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Processing Considerations for Table Privileges
Table privilege P2 is directly dependent on TABLE privilege P1 if P2 was derived from P1 because of a CREATE VIEW
statement.

If you revoke a SELECT or SYSADM privilege that was granted to create a view, the view will be dropped.

UPDATE Versus UPDATEC

UPDATE authorizations apply to those at the table level and include access to all the columns in that table. UPDATEC
authorizations apply to specific columns within a given table. You can define more limited access with the UPDATEC
authorizations than you can with the more general UPDATE authorizations.

UPDATE authorizations are fully supported at the table and column level in both GRS and SRS.

REFERNCS Versus REFERCOL

REFERNCS authorizations apply to those at the table level and include access to all the columns in that table.
REFERCOL authorizations apply to specific columns within a given table. You can define more limited access with the
REFERCOL authorizations than you can with the more general REFERNCS authorizations.

TRIGGER

TRIGGER authorizations cannot be granted to PUBLIC AT ALL LOCATIONS, nor can they be used if the statement
identifies an auxiliary table or view.

For an auxiliary table, only the INDEX privilege can be granted. DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges on
the base table that is associated with the auxiliary table extend to the auxiliary table.

Plan Privileges
PLAN privileges are concerned with the authority to execute or bind an application plan. The following table describes the
types of operations allowed under the plan privilege class:

With This Authority The Holder Can
BIND Use the BIND, REBIND, and FREE subcommands against the

application plans named.
EXECUTE Run programs that use the applications plans named.

To revoke a plan, you must have granted at least one of the authorizations on each plan you name to all of the users you
identify (including PUBLIC). The authority to create new plans using BIND ADD is a system privilege and is listed under
that class. When you revoke any authorization that was exercised to create a plan, Db2 invalidates the plan.

Processing Considerations for Plan Privileges
To revoke a plan, you must have granted at least one of the authorizations on each plan you name to all of the users you
identify (including PUBLIC).

The authority to create new plans using BIND ADD is a system privilege and is listed under that class.

When you revoke any authorization that was exercised to create a plan, Db2 invalidates the plan.
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Package and Collection Privileges
A package is an object containing a set of SQL statements that have been bound statically and that are available for
processing. A collection is a group of packages. The package privileges are concerned with the authority to bind, copy,
and execute a package. The collection privileges are for creating a package inside a collection.

The following table describes the types of operations allowed under the package privilege class:

With this authority The Holder Can
BIND Use the BIND and REBIND subcommands on a package or on all

packages in a collection.
COPY Create a copy of a package or of all packages in a collection.
EXECUTE Include a named package or collection in an application plan.
ALL Quickly select all of the PACKAGE privileges they currently

possess.

The COLLECTION privilege class includes the following authorities:

With This Authority The Holder Can
CREATE IN Create a package inside a collection.
PACKADM Be a package administrator, having all packages privileges on all

packages in specific collections, plus the CREATE IN privileges on
these collections.

System Privileges
SYSTEM privileges apply to certain system-wide operations, such as creating a new database. The types of operations
allowed under the SYSTEM privilege class are presented in the following table.

 With This Authority  The Holder Can 
SYSADM Have system administrator authority. (System administrator

authority automatically gives the user all  privileges and the ability
to grant them.)

SYSOPR Have system operator authority. (System operator authority gives
the user authority to carry out console operator functions such as
starting and stopping trace activities.)

SYSCTRL Have nearly complete control of the Db2 subsystem, without
having access to user data directly. Designed for administering a
system containing sensitive data.

ARCHIVE Archive the current active catalog.
BINDADD Create application plans by using the BIND subcommand with the

ADD option.
BINDAGENT Bind or rebind a plan or package, or copy a package, on behalf of

the grantor.
BSDS Issue the RECOVER BSDS command.
CREATEALIAS Create new aliases.
CREATEDBA Create new databases and acquire DBADM authority over those

databases.
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CREATEDBC Create new databases and acquire DBCTRL authority over those
databases.

CREATESG Create new storage groups.
CREATETMTAB Create a temporary table
DISPLAY Display information about active threads within Db2 using

DISPLAY THREAD command, and about the status of all Db2
data.

RECOVER Issue the RECOVER INDOUBT command.
STOPALL Use the STOP Db2 command.
STOSPACE Use the STOSPACE facility.
TRACE Use the START TRACE and STOP TRACE commands.

Not all holders of the SYSADM privilege are system administrators. Other users can subsequently be granted the
SYSADM authority, but that authority can be revoked again. The SYSADM authority can never be revoked from the user
assigned the original system administrator authorization ID when Db2 was installed.

The following table describes bundled privileges under system:

Bundled Privilege Includes These Authorizations 
SYSADM All privileges system-wide
SYSOPR DISPLAY

RECOVER
STOPALL
TRACE

When you grant SYSADM authority, the WITH GRANT OPTION is unnecessary. SYSADM is a special case that always
has all privileges, including the option to grant or revoke any other authority from any other user.

Processing Considerations for System Privileges
Not all holders of the SYSADM privilege are system administrators. Other users can subsequently be granted the
SYSADM authority, but that authority can be revoked again. The SYSADM authority can never be revoked from the user
assigned the original system administrator authorization ID when Db2 was installed.

The following table describes bundled privileges under system:

Bundled Privilege Includes These Authorizations
SYSADM All privileges system-wide
SYSOPR DISPLAY

RECOVER
STOPALL
TRACE

When you grant SYSADM authority, the WITH GRANT OPTION is unnecessary. SYSADM is a special case that always
has all privileges, including the option to grant or revoke any other authority from any other user.
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Use Privileges
USE privileges have to do with managing the use of certain Db2 resources. The following table describes the types of
operations allowed for the designated users under the use privilege class:

 With This Authority  The Holder Can 
BUFFER POOL Name the designated buffer pools in a CREATE INDEX or a

CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
TABLESPACE Name the designated tablespaces in a CREATE TABLE

statement.
STOGROUP Name the designated storage group in a CREATE INDEX or a

CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
DISTTYPE Use the identified distinct types.

You can grant or revoke USE authority for only one type of object at a time.

Processing Considerations for Use Privileges
You can grant or revoke USE authority for only one type of object at a time.

Function Privileges
Function privileges have to do with granting privileges on functions. The following table describes the types of operations
allowed for the designated users under the function privilege class:

With This Authority The Holder Can
EXECUTE Run the identified user-defined function.

Procedure Privileges
Procedure privileges have to do with granting privileges on stored procedures. The following table describes the types of
operations allowed for the designated users under the procedure privilege class:

With This Authority The Holder Can
EXECUTE Run the identified stored procedure.

Schema Privileges
Schema privileges involve granting privileges on schemas. The following table describes the types of operations allowed
for designated users under the schema privilege class:

 With This Authority  The Holder Can 
CREATEIN Create user-defined distinct types, user-defined functions, triggers,

and stored procedures in the designated schemas.
ALTERIN Alter user-defined functions and stored procedures, or specify a

comment for user-defined distinct types, user-defined functions,
triggers, and stored procedures in the designated schemas.

DROPIN Drop user-defined distinct types, user-defined functions, triggers,
and stored procedures in the designated schemas.
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Processing considerations are as follows:

• The specified schemas do not need to exist when the GRANT is executed.
• An authorization ID “X” has the implied CREATIN, ALTERIN, and DROPIN privileges for the schema named “X.”

Processing Considerations for Schema Privileges
Processing considerations are as follows:

• The specified schemas do not need to exist when the GRANT is executed.
• An authorization ID “X” has the implied CREATIN, ALTERIN, and DROPIN privileges for the schema named “X.”

Sequence Privileges
Sequence privileges have to do with granting privileges on sequences. The following table describes the types of
operations allowed for designated users under the sequence privilege class:

With This Authority The Holder Can
ALTER Alter a sequence or record a comment on a sequence.
USAGE Use a sequence when NEXT VALUE or PREVIOUS VALUE is

invoked.

NOTE
Applies to Version 8 NFM and later.

Authorization IDs
While users might identify an authorization ID with a user or a set of users, Db2 defines an authorization ID as a character
string that represents a set of privileges. Db2 uses authorization IDs to check authorities for SQL statement execution and
for implicit object name qualifiers.

When a connection occurs between Db2 and a process, Db2 takes the authorization ID and passes it to the authorization
exit. The exit returns a list of one or more IDs, which are used as authorization IDs of the process.

Every process has one primary authorization ID. Any other authorization ID of the process is a secondary ID. Under TSO,
the primary authorization ID is the user's TSO ID. Secondary authorization IDs are not TSO IDs. Secondary IDs are often
ACF2 or RACF group names.

NOTE
In most cases, you can use a role name in place of an authorization ID. You create a role by using the SQL
CREATE ROLE statement. Roles are associated with trusted contexts through which external entities may be
granted privileges.

Standard Grant or Revoke Services
To administer Db2 security, an administrator must have not only the privileges necessary to execute SQL statements,
but also a working knowledge of SQL and the Db2 objects. Security administrators must know the exact names of Db2
objects and authorization IDs. Entering the appropriate GRANT and REVOKE statements manually also increases the
chance of entering the command incorrectly. If even one portion of a GRANT or REVOKE statement fails, the entire
statement fails.
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Overview of Granting and Revoking Db2 Privileges
Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) is a set of online, menu-driven components that enhance and simplify the
standard Db2 security system.

All Grant/Revoke Service components work in concert to provide a fast and easy method of granting and revoking Db2
privileges. In addition, you can authorize or restrict access to any of the components for any user.

If you are not already familiar with Db2 and the way that the Database Management Solutions for Db2 product solutions
work, you may want to read the rest of this section before executing the following steps.

Command Area
Each panel type used in the Grant/Revoke component is divided into two separate areas. The top portion of each panel is
called the command area. The lower portion of each panel is called the display area.

In the command area you select options, enter selection criteria, or elect to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF). The
information you enter in the command area determines the information that appears in the display area. The command
area is made up of the command fields.

Although the actions you can take on each panel might differ, the fields in the command area remain the same from panel
to panel. The Grantor, Item Name, Creator, and Where fields accept the SQL search criteria characters.

Display Area
The lower half of each panel type used in the Grant/Revoke component is called the display area.

For Grant/Revoke panels, the display area is where you select users and objects to include in your GRANT or REVOKE.

The contents of each display area change dynamically according to the information you enter in the command area. The
following table shows how the fields and information in each display area are unique from panel to panel:

Panel Displayed Information
Grant/Revoke Main Menu Help information
Grant panel Grantees and objects
Revoke panels Currently held authorizations
Copy Authorization Copy authorization ID information
Log panels Log information
Revoke Impact Analysis Revoke impact information

The Grant/Revoke Menu display area contains help information. You can return to this menu to check the valid entry
options in the Grant/Revoke panels. (You can also press PF1 to access the online help system from any panel.) All other
display areas list information based on criteria you select in the command area of the panel.

Scrolling the Display Area
You can scroll up or down through the lists in the display area by using the up and down paging keys (F7 and F8 by
default).

In all Revoke, Revoke Impact Analysis, and Log Display screens, all columns scroll together. These screens display users
and objects already linked originally through GRANTs. For these screens, use F7 and F8 to scroll the display up and
down.
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NOTE
In all Grant screens, the column of users you can select scrolls independently of the column of objects you can
select.

SHRINK or Summary Option
In Grant and Revoke screens, you can shrink the listings in the display area to see only the entries you have selected.
Often the selections extend for more than one page, making it difficult to view a global picture of the proposed GRANTs
or REVOKEs. The SHRINK or Summary Option lets you collapse the list to only those you have chosen, yet it lets you
continue to edit your selections.

The SHRINK command works as a toggle key to alternately shrink the display or expand it again. The word SHRINK
appears on the dividing line between the command and display areas when you are viewing a summary of your selections
in this way.

When you shrink the display area listings, you can still use the same paging keys (F7, F8, F10, and F11) to scroll through
the summary listings. Any edits in selections you make on the SHRINK screen will be accepted.

Working with Long Object Names
When your object names are longer than the display area, you can scroll and expand them to view or input data as
follows:

• For fields that cannot be scrolled, such as header fields, place your cursor in the field to be expanded and specify the
EXPAND command (typically, using a PF key setting).

• For scrollable fields, the greater than sign (>) appears for fields with truncated values when the column is not
wide enough to display the long value. You can view or edit this data using scroll commands, or the EXPAND and
SETWIDTH commands.

Distributed Data Facility (DDF) in GRS
Distributed Data Facility (DDF) between Db2 subsystems on different z/OS systems, allowing you to administer security
on remote Db2 subsystems, is supported.

In GRS, the Db2 SSID and location specified on the main menu determine the subsystem to which GRANTs and
REVOKEs will be made. In other words, you can administer security for remote subsystems in GRS when the location
specified on the main menu is non-local.

On GRS panels, such as the following example, the dashed line below the command area always displays the local SSID
as well as the Location (which can be local or remote) on which security is currently being administered.

On the following panel, because the D81A subsystem and the RMT1PTIA location indicate the D81B remote subsystem,
a GRANT or REVOKE issued on this screen will update D81B. (The DDF link between the local and remote subsystems
must have been previously established in the Communications Database.)

RSGRM  ------------------ RC/S Grant/Revoke Menu ----------------------------

Command ==>                                                                  

                                                                             

Option    =>         Role=> N    Grantee => *         Grantor => USER02      

Item Name => *                   Creator => *         Where   => N ________  

                                                                             

Class     => _ DATABASE _ TABLE    _ PLAN     _ PACKAGE  _ SYSTEM   _ USE    

             _ FUNCTION _ PROCEDURE _ SCHEMA  _SEQUENCE                      

---------------------------- SSID: D81A LOC: RMT1PTIA --------------- USER02 
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NOTE
Remember that while GRANTs and REVOKEs you perform could update a remote subsystem catalog, the SRS
tables, Log table, and EQF table are always updated on the local subsystem.

Specify Criteria to Display GRS Selection List Information
Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) lets you enter selection criteria to display selection lists for user IDs and objects.
You can display selection list information as follows:

• To request a user ID selection list, type selection criteria in the Grantee field, and press Enter.
• To request an object selection list, type selection criteria in the Item Name and Creator fields, and press Enter.

The product populates the selection list, according to your specifications.

Standard Grant/Revoke Services Scrolling
Grant panels in Standard Grant/Revoke Services have two scrollable areas:

• The first scrollable area appears on the leftmost portion of the screen and consists of the grantee IDs. You can use the
FIND and SORT primary commands to search for text strings and sort the entries. You can use the ALL and RESET
primary commands to select and unselect user IDs in this area.
Use the F7 (Up) and F8 (Down) keys to scroll this list.

• The second scrollable area appears to the right of the first scrollable area and consists of the object and creator
names.

NOTE
For System and Use classes, no objects are listed. In these cases, only one scrollable area exists.

You can use the FIND2 and SORT2 primary commands to search and sort items in the second scrollable area. You
can use the ALL2 and RESET2 primary commands to select and unselect user IDs in this area.

NOTE
For more information about scrolling (including scroll commands), see the Database Management Solutions for
Db2 for Db2 for z/OS General Facilities Reference section.

Example: Grant Panel with Scrolling Areas

This example shows the scrolling areas on a grant panel:

SDG    ------------------- RC/S Data Base Grant ------------------------------

Command ==>                                                    SCROLL===> PAGE

                                                                Total: 44/133 

Option    => G       Role=> N    Grantee => TD%       Grantor => USER02       

Item Name => *                   Creator => *         Where   => N ________   

                                                                              

Class     => S DATABASE _ TABLE    _ PLAN     _ PACKAGE  _ SYSTEM   _ USE     

             _ FUNCTION _ PROCEDURE _ SCHEMA  _ SEQUENCES                     

Types     => S CRETTAB  S CRETTS   S DROP     S DISPDB   S STARTDB  S STOPDB  

             S IMAGCOPY S LOAD     S RECOVER  S REORG    S REPAIR   S STATS   

             S DBMAINT  S DBCTRL   S DBADM                                    

------ ----------------------- SSID: D81A LOC: LOCAL ---------------- USER02  

  GRANTEE      DATABASE  CREATOR   MESSAGE                                    

_ PUBLIC     _ ABCDD406  USER02                                               

_ ABCD       _ ABCDEF    USER02                                               

_ ABEJADD    _ ABCDEFGH  USER02                                               

_ ABCDEFG    _ ABC       USER2                                                

_ ADKSTDD    _ BRANDIDB  USER02                                               
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_ ALDJO02    _ DBBP1     USER02                                               

_ ALETH02    _ DBDEMO    USER2                                                

_ ALLALDD    _ DBLB1     USER2                                                

_ ANDRO13    _ DBPLEVDD  USER2                                                

GRANT Privileges
GRS enables users with appropriate Db2 authority to grant and revoke privileges without having to manually code the
necessary commands. Online GRANTs and REVOKEs are processed through similar panels that enable specification of
privilege and grantee.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 2 (for Standard Grant/Revoke Services) in the command line on the RC/Secure Main Menu.
The Grant/Revoke Menu appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– (Optional) Type Y in the Role field (to indicate that an explicit Grantee is defined as a role).

NOTE
A role is associated with a trusted context. This field is ignored if Grantee is a pattern rather than an
explicit identifier.

– Specify values in the Grantee, Item Name, and Creator fields.
Note: You can ignore the Grantor field. The field is for revoke activity.
These fields accept selection criteria (to display selection lists for user IDs and objects). Additionally, you can enter
Y in the Where field to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF) to further refine the grantees and objects selected.

– Type G in the Option field (to grant Db2 authorizations).
– Make one of the following entries in the Class field:

• Type A next to a object(to select all types within a privilege class).
• Type S (to select one or more types within a class).

NOTE
You can make only one selection at a time.

Press Enter.
A Grant panel appears, showing the types of available privileges.

3. Do one of the following:
– Verify that the selection of all types contains the desired target types (if you entered A to select all types).

NOTE
You can return to the Grant/Revoke Menu and select individual types within a class.

– Type S in the Types field next to each type, and press Enter.
The Grant panel contains type selections according to your choices.

4. Select users and objects for the grant:
a. Type S (GRANT) or G (GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION) next to each applicable grantee.
b. Type S next to the object for which you want to grant authority for the selected users.

NOTE
To exclude the field from a grant or revoke, leave the field blank.

Press Enter.
Confirmation messages appears as appropriate. If you set the GRS Confirmation Option to Y in the RC/S Profile, the
confirmation panel appears, from which you can complete the grant process.

Example: Grant Privileges for a Database
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In this example, the object class is Database. The database privileges DBADM, DBCTRL, DBMAINT, CREATETAB, and
CREATETS will be granted to PTITO for all selected databases. Selection criteria (DSN%) have been entered in the
header to list only databases whose name begins with DSN. Of the databases listed, DSNDB07 and DSN8D21P have
been selected. All selected privileges will be granted to PTITO for these selected databases.

RSDG   -------------------- RC/S Data Base Grant --------------------------- 

Command ==>                                                    SCROLL===>    

                                                                Total: 2/5   

Option    => G                   Grantee => PTITO     Grantor => USER02      

Item Name => DSN%                Creator => *         Where   => N ________  

                                                                             

Class     => S DATABASE _ TABLE    _ PLAN     _ PACKAGE  _ SYSTEM   _ USE    

             _ FUNCTION _ PROCEDURE _ SCHEMA  _ SEQUENCES                    

Types     => S CRETTAB  S CRETTS   _ DROP     _ DISPDB   _ STARTDB  _ STOPDB 

             _ IMAGCOPY _ LOAD     _ RECOVER  _ REORG    _ REPAIR   _ STATS  

             S DBMAINT  S DBCTRL   S DBADM  

                                 

------ ----------------------- SSID: D81A LOC: LOCAL ---------------- USER02 

  GRANTEE  R    DATABASE  CREATOR   MESSAGE                                   

_ PUBLIC   _  S DSNDBMM   USER02                                              

S PTITO    _  _ DSNRLST   USER02                                              

_          _  _ DSN8D21A  USER02                                              

_          _  S DSN8D21P  USER02                                              

_          _  _ DSN8D21U  USER02                                              

Class and Type Fields for Grants
The following rules apply to the grant class and Type fields:

• You can select only one class per Grant screen. The privilege class you choose determines the authorization types
that appear for you to select in the command area.

• When you enter A to select all types for a class, GRS displays an S next to the class you chose and next to each type
for that class.
The A changes to an S in front of the class so you can omit individual types from the selection, if necessary. If the A
remained, each time you pressed Enter, you would reselect all the types even though you might have blanked out the
S in front of one or more of them.
You can change the selection criteria in the command area at any time. GRS changes the lists in the display area
accordingly. All information remains as defaults (except for Type and Item, which change accordingly if you change any
other variable). For example, you can select all buffer pools by placing an S beside the ALL field.

• If you change to another class, you must press Enter to view the new type listings before you can select the new types.
This is because the authorization types that are valid depend upon which class is selected.

• If you change the type of authorization after you have made selections in the display area, your selections will not be
saved. Your selections in the display area are not processed until you press Enter.

• When you change the types of authorizations, GRS redisplays the list in the display area because the valid objects
might change based on the new authorization types you enter. You can grant the selected authorization types only for
objects on which you have the WITH GRANT OPTION authorities. Thus, when you change the selected authorization
types, the valid objects corresponding to those types might change as well.

• For the SYSTEM privilege class, the Item Name and Creator fields default to an asterisk because system privileges
apply to users, not objects.

• For the USE privilege class, you can choose only one authorization type because each type defines a different Db2
resource. Therefore, the A (All) option is not valid for the use privilege class.

• For the TABLE privilege class, if you select an auxiliary table, the only allowed keyword (Type) is INDEX.
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You can grant or revoke the use of several tablespaces in the same screen, but not the use of a tablespace and a storage
group. The following table shows the authorization types that correspond to each individual privilege class:

DATABASE TABLE PLAN PACKAGE SYSTEM
DBADM
DBCTRL
DBMAINT
CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STARTDB
STATS
STOPSDB

ALTER
DELETE
INDEX
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE
UPDATEC
REFERCOL
REFERNCS
TRIGGER
Global Temporary Table
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
ALTER
Auxiliary Table - INDEX

BIND
EXECUTE

BIND
COPY
EXECUTE
Collection
CREATEIN
PACKADM

SYSADM
SYSOPR
SYSCTRL
ARCHIVE
BINDADD
BINDAGENT
BSDS
CREATEALIAS
CREATEDBA
CREATEDBC
CREATESG
CREATETMTAB
DISPLAY
MONITOR1
MONITOR2
RECOVER
STOPALL
STOSPACE
TRACE

USE FUNCTION PROCEDURE SCHEMA SEQUENCE
BUFFERPOOL
STOGROUP
TABLESPACE
DISTTYPE

EXECUTE EXECUTE CREATEIN
ALTERIN
DROPIN

ALTER
USAGE

NOTE
CREATEIN and PACKADM are actually collection authorities. However, on GRS screens, you must choose the
package privilege class to select either of these authorities.

Db2 considers the four access types listed previously to be relevant for global temporary tables. However, because
Db2 allows only the ALL privilege to be granted or revoked for global temporary tables, any individual privileges that are
meaningful for global temporary tables will be changed to the ALL privilege.

Grant Display Area
After you enter the control information in the command area, the next step in granting Db2 authorizations occurs in the
display area. Here, you select the user and object combinations for your GRANT. Two items determine which users and
objects appear in the display area:

• The information you entered in each field of the command area.
• The authorizations you hold.

GRS lists only objects for which you hold GRANT authority (according to the authorization types you choose).

In Grant panels, the two operation areas for selecting the users and objects are the Grant Operation field and the Object
Operation field.
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Example: Grant Display Area with Grant Operation and Object Operation fields

In this example, operation fields exist as follows:

• The Grant Operation field is available on the far left side of the panel (for example, next to PUBLIC).
• The Object Operation field is available in the DATABASE column (to the left of database DSN8D91A).

RSDG   -------------------- RC/S Data Base Grant ----------------------------

Command ==>                                                    SCROLL===> CSR

                                                                Total: 0/0   

Option    => G                   Grantee => ABC%      Grantor => ABCDE       

Item Name => DSN8D91A            Creator => *         Where   => N _________ 

                                                                             

Class     => S DATABASE _ TABLE    _ PLAN     _ PACKAGE  _ SYSTEM   _ USE    

             _ FUNCTION _ PROCEDURE _ SCHEMA  _ SEQUENCES                    

Types     => S CRETTAB  S CRETTS   _ DROP     S DISPDB   _ STARTDB  _ STOPDB 

             _ IMAGCOPY _ LOAD     S RECOVER  _ REORG    _ REPAIR   _ STATS  

             _ DBMAINT  _ DBCTRL   S DBADM                                   

------------------------------ SSID: D81A LOC: LOCAL ---------------- USER02 

  GRANTEE  R    DATABASE  CREATOR     MESSAGE                                 

_ PUBLIC   _  S DSN8D91A  USER02      SQL Error --> -208                      

_ ABC      _                                                                  

_ ABC@@    _                                                                  

_ ABC@1    _                                                                  

G ABCADM   _                                                                  

_ ABCADM2  _                                                                  

S ABCBL    _                                                                  

_ ABCCH    _                                                                  

Scrolling
The Grant Operation field and Grantee column scroll together, but independent of the list of objects. Use the F7 and F8
keys to scroll the Grant Operation field and Grantee column up and down.

The Object Operation field and Objects column scroll together, yet independent of the Grant Operation field and Grantee
column. Use the paging keys F10 and F11 to scroll the Object Operation field and Objects column up and down.

NOTE
Commands are available for many purposes, including finding text strings (FIND, FIND2) and sorting (SORT,
SORT2). For more information, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2 for z/OS General
Facilities Reference section.

Grant to PUBLIC
The word PUBLIC always appears as the first grantee. PUBLIC refers to all local users. You can choose to grant
privileges to PUBLIC the same way you grant them to any other user. However, Db2 does not allow you to grant PUBLIC
the authority to grant privileges. Therefore, you will get an error message if you try to enter G for PUBLIC.

When performing table GRANT, PUBLIC* appears after PUBLIC. PUBLIC* refers to all users at all locations.

Grant Authority to a New User
GRS displays only users who already hold at least one Db2 authorization. Users who do not hold any Db2 authorizations
do not appear for you to include in your GRANT. However, GRS lets you easily grant authority to new users or users who
do not currently hold any authorizations.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter your selection criteria for the GRANT in the command area and press Enter.
2. Tab to the bottom of the Grant Operation field. GRS provides five blank spaces at the bottom of the column for you to

add new user IDs.
3. In the first blank, type in the GRANT code (S to select or G to grant) and then type in the user ID.

When you grant authority to new users in this manner, you do not authorize the users blanket access to Db2. You grant
them the privileges defined only in the GRANT.

GRS Grant/Revoke Confirmation Screen
After you have specified the GRANT, REVOKE, COPY, or REVOKE ALL authorizations information you want to process,
the optional GRS Grant/Revoke Confirmation screen lets you confirm that you want to continue processing, or to return to
the preceding screen if you were not ready to process your selections. You activate this optional screen by setting a profile
variable.

If you are ready to process your requests, enter Y and press Enter. GRS will process your requests. Otherwise, enter N
and press Enter. You will return to the previous screen to continue specifying your requests.

Processing Error Messages for Your GRANT
If GRS discovers an error in your GRANT, it displays an abbreviated error message at the far right of the display area for
each error it finds. It also displays a message detailing the total number of errors found. GRS returns the cursor to the
Object Operation field opposite the first error message in the list. You can then scroll up and down through the list to view
(and correct) each error for each message you received.

To get more information about an error message, enter ? in the Object Operation field and press Enter. GRS displays an
SQL Error Message screen with the long version of the error message.

When you have processed all the errors, GRS displays a summary screen of your GRANTs. This is a display-only screen
that shows the results of your GRANT. You can scroll the listings in the summary screen with the paging keys (PF7 and
PF8). You can also print the screen by using the PPRINT and QPRINT commands. Press Enter to return to a fresh Grant
screen.

Granting UPDATE Versus UPDATEC
When granting TABLE privileges, you can grant at the column level (UPDATEC) or at the table level (UPDATE). You
cannot select both UPDATEC and UPDATE in the same Grant screen, because they are mutually exclusive.

When you choose UPDATE, you grant at the table level and include authority to access all the columns in each table or
view you name.

When you choose UPDATEC, you grant at the column level, which means you can grant authority to individual columns in
a table or view. GRS displays each column indented under the corresponding table or view, allowing you to select at the
column level.

You can combine column level and table level GRANTs in one screen by choosing another TABLE privilege type with
UPDATEC. With this combination, you can select any column under a table or view, and the GRANT for all the table-level
authorization types you selected applies to that entire table or view. The UPDATEC authority applies only to the specific
columns you select.

You cannot be column specific when you grant an UPDATE authorization. You must use the UPDATEC authorization type
to designate individual columns within tables or views.
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Granting REFERNCS Versus REFERCOL
When granting TABLE privileges, you can grant at the column level (REFERCOL) or at the table level (REFERNCS). You
cannot select both REFERCOL and REFERNCS in the same Grant screen, because they are mutually exclusive.

When you choose REFERNCS, you grant at the table level and include authority to access all the columns in each table
or view you name.

When you choose REFERCOL, you grant at the column level, which means you can grant authority to individual columns
in a table or view. GRS displays each column indented under the corresponding table or view, allowing you to select at the
column level.

You can combine column level and table level GRANTs in one screen by choosing another TABLE privilege type with
REFERCOL. With this combination, you can select any column under a table or view, and the GRANT for all the table-
level authorization types you selected applies to that entire table or view. The REFERCOL authority applies only to the
specific columns you select.

Processing Considerations for GRANTs
The general rules for GRANTs are:

• At the very least, you can grant authority with the WITH GRANT OPTION on each specific object that you have
created to any user on the Db2 system.

• If you have SYSADM authority, you can grant any privilege with the WITH GRANT OPTION.
• You can grant authority to users who have already been granted those authorities by someone else. The additional

GRANT merely allows the users to retain privileges you grant after the initial GRANT is revoked.
• If you grant the same privilege to the same user more than once, revoking that privilege from the user nullifies all

additional GRANTs. It does not nullify any GRANT of that privilege made by others.

REVOKE Privileges
GRS enables users with appropriate Db2 authority to grant and revoke privileges without having to manually code the
necessary commands. Online GRANTs and REVOKEs are processed through similar panels that enable specification of
privilege and grantee.

The general rules for revoking privileges are:

• To revoke privileges, you must have granted at least one specific privilege to each user you name (including PUBLIC),
or you must have SYSADM authority.

• You cannot revoke privileges from yourself. (You cannot use your own user ID in the Grantee field of a Revoke
screen.)

• You can revoke privileges granted by someone else only if you hold SYSADM authority. Therefore, you can designate
grantors only if you hold SYSADM authority, even if the only user ID you list there is your own.

• You cannot revoke authority at the column level. The UPDATEC type, therefore, is not valid in Revoke screens. To
revoke a column authority, you must revoke UPDATE authority on the whole table or view.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 2 (for Standard Grant/Revoke Services) in the command line on the Main Menu.
The Grant/Revoke Menu appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– (Optional) Type Y in the Role field (to indicate that an explicit Grantee is defined as a role).
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NOTE
A role is associated with a trusted context. This field is ignored if Grantee is a pattern rather than an
explicit identifier.

– Specify values in the Grantee, Grantor, Item Name, and Creator fields.
These fields accept selection criteria (to display selection lists for user IDs and objects). Additionally, you can enter
Y in the Where field to use the Extended Query Facility (EQF) to further refine the grantees and objects selected.

NOTE
If you hold SYSADM authority, you can use the Grantor field to select authorizations granted by another
user. The grantors are listed in the display area along with the users and authorizations they granted. If
you do not hold SYSADM authority, Db2 does not allow you to revoke authority you did not initially grant.
Therefore, the Grantor field defaults to your user ID.

– Type R in the Option field (to revoke Db2 authorizations).
– Make one of the following entries in the Class field:

• Type A next to a object (to select all types within a privilege class).
• Type S (to select one or more types within a class).

NOTE
You can select only one class at a time.

Press Enter.
A Revoke panel appears, showing the types of available privileges.

3. Do one of the following:
– Verify that the selection of all types contains desired target types (if you entered A to select all types).

NOTE
You can return to the Grant/Revoke Menu and select individual types within a class.

– Type S in the Types field next to each type, and press Enter.
The Revoke panel contains type selections according to your choices.

4. Type S (Revoke) or R (Revoke Impact Analysis) next to each applicable grantee.

NOTE
To exclude the field from a revoke, leave the field blank.

Press Enter.
One of the following panels appears:
– The confirmation panel (if you set the GRS Confirmation Option to Y in the RC/S Profile), from which you can

complete the process.
– The Revoke Impact Analysis panel (if you are performing a revoke and requested this analysis).

NOTE
If any errors or warnings occur, appropriate messages appear, from which you can gather additional
information.

5. Type one of the following values in the Revoke field if the Revoke Impact Analysis panel appears:
Y

(to process the revoke and process any regrants).
N

(to cancel the revoke).

NOTE
You can also issue the COLLAPSE primary command to remove the user ID from the hierarchy without
disrupting the chain of authorities.

Press F3 (End).
The product processes the revoke request, and GRS displays a completion message that indicates status.
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Class and Type Fields for Revokes
The following rules apply to the REVOKE Class and Types fields:

• You can select only one class per Revoke screen. The privilege class you choose determines the authorization types
that appear for you to select in the command area.

• When you enter A to select all types for a class, GRS displays an S next to the class you chose and next to each type
for that class.

• The A changes to an S in front of the class so you can go back and omit individual types from the selection. If the A
remained, each time you pressed Enter you would reselect all the types even though you had blanked out the S in
front of one or more of them.

• You can change the selection criteria in the command area at any time. GRS changes the lists in the display area
accordingly. All information remains as defaults except for Type and Item, which change accordingly if you change any
other variable.

• If you change to another class, you must press Enter to view the new type listings before you can select the new types.
• If you change the type of authorization after you have made selections in the display area, your selections will not be

saved. Your selections in the display area are not processed until you press Enter.
• If you change the type of authorization in the command area after you have made selections in the display area, your

changes will not be saved. Your selections will not be saved until you press Enter.
When you change the types of authorizations, GRS redissolves the list in the display area because the valid user and
object combinations might change. The display area lists the users who hold at least one of the selected authorization
types. GRS displays only those users from whom you can revoke authorizations. Therefore, if you change the
authorization type, the list of valid user and object combinations might also change.

• For the SYSTEM privilege class, the Item Name and Creator fields default to * (asterisk) because system privileges
apply to users, not objects.

• For the USE privilege class, you can choose only one type of object with each screen. The A (All) selection is not valid
for the use privilege class. Thus, you can revoke the use of several table spaces in the same screen, but not the use of
a table space and a storage group.

• For the TABLE privilege class, if you select an auxiliary table, the only allowed keyword (Type) is INDEX.

Revoke Display Area
After you make your selections in the command area, the next step in revoking Db2 authorizations occurs in the display
area. Here you select the individual authorizations on individual objects you want to revoke from each individual user. The
following factors determine the information that appears in the display area:

• Information you entered in each field of the command area.
• Authorizations that you hold.

According to the types you choose, GRS lists only the authorizations you hold authority to revoke. On the Grant panel,
you link users, objects, and authorizations.

On the Revoke panel, you select user and object authorization combinations that are already linked through a GRANT.
Each listing in the Revoke panel display area is composed of the following:

• Grantee
• Authorization types that the user holds on the object (if you have selected more than one)

In the following example, DBADM, CREATETAB, and CREATETS are authorization types held by user ABCDEE:
ABCDEE

_ DBADM

_ CREATETAB

_ CREATETS

• The object of the authorizations
• Information about the object.
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To process the REVOKEs, enter your selections in the Revoke Operation field and press Enter. When you press Enter,
each authorization you selected on each selected object is revoked from each selected user. If there are no errors, GRS
processes the REVOKEs and displays a summary panel of the issued REVOKEs you selected.

The listings in the Revoke display area correspond across the panel and scroll together as user and object authorization
units. Use the F7 and F8 keys to page up and down through these listings.

Revoke Operation Field
The Revoke Operation field provides the blanks where you make your individual selections for REVOKE. The Revoke
Operation field appears next to the user IDs and next to the authorization types in each listing. When you make your
selections in the Revoke Operation field, you are choosing a unit comprised of a user, an object, and the authorizations
that user holds on that object.

The user IDs listed in the Grantee column are based on the information you entered in the Grantee field of the command
area. The corresponding object for which that Grantee holds the selected authorizations is based on your entries in the
item names, grantor and Creator fields in the command area.

If you have selected more than one type in the command area, GRS lists under each user ID the selected authorization
types the user holds on the object listed. The listing is limited to authorization types that you have the authority to revoke.
If you only selected one type, each listing represents that authorization type.

PUBLIC is listed as one of the users in the Revoke Operation field only if PUBLIC has been granted the authorizations
you defined. You can revoke authorizations from PUBLIC only if you were the user who granted the authorizations or if
you hold SYSADM authority.

Object Level Versus Type Level
If you selected more than one type in the command area, you can make selections in the display area on the object level
or the individual authorization type level.

When you select at the object level, you mark with one selection all the displayed authorization types that user holds
for that object. In the example screen in Revoke Display Area, the selection for grantee PTI005 shows a REVOKE at
the object level. The user is requesting to see a Revoke Impact Analysis of a REVOKE of the entire authorizations user
PTI005 holds for the DSNDB05 database.

To select at the object level, enter your selection in the Revoke Operation field next to the user ID. GRS processes the
REVOKE for all the selected authorization types listed under that user ID.

Selecting at the type level means you mark only the specific authorization types you want to revoke from the user for
that object. In the same example screen, the entries made for grantee PTI002 show selections at the type level. The
user has selected to revoke only the DBADM authorization and to see a Revoke Impact Analysis of a REVOKE on the
CREATETAB authorization user PTI002 holds on the DSNDB05 database.

To revoke at the individual type level, enter your selections in the Revoke Operation field next to the specific types of
authorizations for that object you want to revoke from that user. GRS processes the REVOKE for only the authorization
types you select.

NOTE
You cannot make selections at both the individual type level and the object level for the same listing.

Processing Error Messages for Your REVOKE
If GRS discovers an error in your REVOKE, it displays an abbreviated error message at the far right of the display area
for each  error it finds. It also displays a message detailing the total number of errors found. GRS returns the cursor to the
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Revoke Operation field opposite the first error message in the list. You can then scroll through the list to view (and correct)
each error for each message you received.

To get more information about an error message, enter ? in the Revoke Operation field and press Enter. GRS displays an
SQL Error Message screen with the long version of the error message.

When you have processed all the errors, GRS displays a summary screen of your REVOKEs. This screen is a display-
only screen that shows the results of your REVOKEs. You can use the F7 and F8 keys to scroll the listings in the
summary screen. Press Enter to return to a fresh Revoke screen.

Using Revoke Screens to Query
GRS displays the lists of users who have been granted authority according to the criteria you enter in the command area.
You can use the Revoke screen to query the system so that you can review authorizations without actually carrying out a
REVOKE command.

For example, you can determine which users hold TABLE privileges granted by user X. Enter the user ID for user X in the
Grantor field and enter A in the column next to Table on the top half of the screen. GRS displays the list of users that were
granted any TABLE privilege by user X and the specific authorizations they each hold.

If you want to review the privileges of only one user and see who granted each privilege, enter the ID number for the
user in the Grantee field on the top half of the screen. GRS displays the grantors of the privileges along with each object
authorized to that user for the class and types you specified.

Revoke Impact Analysis
GRS lets you see what impact, if any, a REVOKE will have on the user you named and on all possible dependent users.

When you revoke a privilege from one user, you also revoke that same privilege from all users to whom that user has
granted the privilege. This is called the cascade effect of the REVOKE. If you are not fully aware of who will be affected by
a REVOKE and how the REVOKE will affect each user in the chain, you could disrupt activities of many users.

The Revoke Impact Analysis displays one impact report for all items selected with an R. This report displays all users who
will be affected if you carry out the REVOKEs you defined on the Revoke screen. You then have the opportunity to view
the effects of the Revokes, and to decide if they, as a group, should be executed.

You can use the COLLAPSE command in the command lines of the Revoke Impact Analysis screen and the Revoke All
Authorities screen. The COLLAPSE command automatically regrants authorities after a REVOKE to preserve the chain.

Also, GRS lets you regrant specific authorities from Revoke Impact Analysis. This option provides Revoke Cascade
Prevention: you can regrant an entire authorization chain simply by specifying a new grantor ID at the time of the
REVOKE.

The Revoke Impact Analysis screen also recreates any views that might be affected when a REVOKE cascade occurs.
This view recreation occurs automatically during a Revoke Impact Analysis. You do not need to specify any information or
choices to make this happen.

You can perform Revoke Impact Analysis reports in batch mode by running the RCS#RVKE batch job. This batch program
is located in the RCS#RVKE member of highlvl.SRCLIB.

You can request Revoke Impact Analysis by:

• Selecting a class -- Enter R next to a User/Class listing to perform analysis for all the authorities listed under that item.
In this example, the effects of revoking all privileges for user ID B0625TO granted by A0625TO on table
PTLOG_CATSTATS will be analyzed.

• Selecting an authority -- Enter R next to a specific authority to analyze the effects of revoking that one authority.

When you enter R and press Enter, the Analysis results appear.
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Automatic View Recreation
Revoke Impact Analysis recreates any views that are affected when a REVOKE cascade occurs and the hierarchy is
collapsed after issuing the COLLAPSE command.

For example, assume the following settings:

• USERBOB grants SELECT authority on a table to USERTONY, who in turn grants the same to USERLISA.
• USERLISA creates a view using the granted authority.

If USERBOB revokes authority from USERTONY, and the authority is regranted to USERLISA, the view that USERLISA
originally created is recreated.

This view recreation is automatically performed during a Revoke Impact Analysis after issuing the COLLAPSE command;
that is, no input is required from the user to have this process performed.

Revoke Impact Analysis Results
The results for the first Revoke Impact Analysis request are shown in the first section.

The results for each item requested for analysis are separated by single lines in the Grantee and Grantor fields.

The results for each object are separated by double lines in the object information (type, name, and qualifier) area. Other
fields are display only.

GRS analyzes all REVOKEs together, not separately. This is important when analyzing the effects of the REVOKEs, as
one REVOKE can affect another. GRS analyzes the effects of all the REVOKEs, and then presents one report.

Revoke Impact Analysis accurately lists the cumulative effects of all the REVOKEs in a single report.

The Revoke Impact Analysis display area might not be large enough to contain all the listings in a given REVOKE. Use
the Total field in the command area as a reference to find out if the listings extend below the display area. To scroll the
display up and down, use the PF paging keys.

Regranting Authorities
GRS lets you regrant authorities revoked through Revoke Impact Analysis.

RSRI   ----------------- RC/S Revoke Impact Analysis -------------------------

Command ==>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

   Revoke?   => Y                                               Total: 18     

------------------------------ SSID: D81A ---------------------- B0625T0     >

LV GRANTEE  GRANTOR  AUTH        TP NAME               QUALIFIER DATE         

 1 USER02   A0625TO  SELECT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 A0625TO  USER02   SELECT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 B0625JS  USER02   SELECT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 1 USER02   A0625TO  INSERT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 A0625TO  USER02   INSERT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 B0625JS  USER02   INSERT      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 1 USER02   A0625TO  DELETE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 A0625TO  USER02   DELETE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 B0625JS  USER02   DELETE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 1 USER02   A0625TO  UPDATE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 A0625TO  USER02   UPDATE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 B0625JS  USER02   UPDATE      T  PTLOG_CATSTATS     PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

-- -----------------             ===========================                  
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 1 USER02   A0625TO  SELECT      T  PTLOG_MAIN_DD02    PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

-- -----------------             ===========================                  

                                                                              

 1 USER02   NEWGRNT  SELECT      T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 A0625TO  USER02   SELECT      T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

 2 B0625JS  A0625TO  SELECT      T  PTLOG_RDAMSG       PTI       YYYY/MM/DD   

You can regrant authorities in two ways, as shown in the previous example:

Revoke?
Set the Revoke? option to Y to regrant authorities. All listed authorities will be revoked.

NEWGRNT
Enter the new grantor ID in the Grantor field to grant an authority from a different grantor ID. In the example, the
ID NEWGRNT has been entered.

This indicates that when all listed authorities have been revoked, NEWGRNT will grant SELECT authority on
PTLOG_RDAMSG to B0625TO. B0625TO will then regrant the authority to A0625TO and B0625JS. The entire authority
chain for that ID and all authorities below it is recreated.

NOTE
The grantor ID must have appropriate authority to execute the grant and the grantor ID must be your primary ID
or one of your secondary IDs, or you must be a SYSADM.

You can enter as many new Grantor IDs as you want. All authority chains for all new grantor IDs will be recreated.

When you have entered the appropriate information, press F3 (End) to process. The REVOKEs are processed and the
message, “THE FOLLOWING GRANTS ARE TO BE REDONE” appears.

• You can make further changes before executing the GRANTs and REVOKEs.
• Press PF3 (End) to execute the REVOKEs and GRANTs.
• Enter CANCEL to cancel the REVOKEs and GRANTs.

If errors are encountered while the GRANTs are being executed, an error message appears.

Using Revoke Impact Analysis Screens to Query
You can use the Revoke Impact Analysis screens to query the system to review who has what authority, exactly as you
can with the Revoke screens, without carrying out the REVOKE.

Enter the selection criteria for the variables you want to review on the Revoke screen exactly as you would for a REVOKE,
but enter R for each user in the Revoke Operation field. When you press Enter, GRS displays a Revoke Impact Analysis
screen for each REVOKE. You do not actually execute the REVOKE unless you type Y at the REVOKE? prompt.

GRS Copy
You can copy some or all authorities held by one user to another user using Grant Revoke Services. The Copy option is
listed on the Grant/Revoke Menu in the middle of the screen, along with Grant, Revoke, Log, and Revoke All.

To select the Copy function, enter C in the Option field. All other fields are ignored.

Copy Authorizations
When you press Enter, the GRS Copy Authorizations screen appears. The GRS Copy Authorizations screen is where you
specify the source and target IDs and subsystems. You can also provide information about the authorizations you want to
copy.
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Press Enter to process your selections.

Detail of Authorizations
If you specify Y for the Detail of Authorities option, the Detail of Authorizations panel is always displayed after the GRANT
and REVOKE appears before GRANT and REVOKE are issued.

The header displays the COPY FROM and GRANT TO IDs and Db2IDs and the total number of objects displayed. You
can explode, shrink, and delete the object entries.

Press PF3 (End) to process your selections.

The following example shows the Detail of Authorizations screen with Explode turned on for a single entry. You can also
use the EXPLODE primary command to explode the entire list. The SHRINK primary command shrinks the entire list.

RSDETL   ---------------- RC/S Detail of Authorizations --------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                             Total: 278       

COPY FROM AUTHID => USER2       SSID => D81A  LOCATION => LOCAL               

GRANT TO  AUTHID => NEWTEST     SSID => D81A  LOCATION => LOCAL               

------------------------------ SSID: D81A --------------------------- ABCDEF  

O   TY  NAME                QUALIFIER MESSAGE                                 

__  DB  PTIDEMO                       RS020E - GRANT(S) COMPLETED             

__  P   PPASCEN1                                                              

__  P   TZOQQF1                                                               

__  SY  USER2                                                                 

__  T   ACT                 USER02                                            

__  G   SELECT                                                                

__  Y   INSERT                                                                

__  Y   DELETE                                                                

__  Y   UPDATE                                                                

__  Y   INDEX                                                                 

__  Y   ALTER                                                                 

__  T   ACT                 USER2                                             

__  T   DEMO_SCENARIO1      PTI                                               

__  T   DEMO_SCENARIO2      PTI                                               

__  T   DEPT                USER02                                            

__  T   DEPT                USER2                                             

__  T   EACT                USER2                                             

__  T   EDEPT               USER2                                             

__  T   EEMP                USER2                                             

Notice the Exploded Table Entry field on the previous screen. The E (Explode) line command has been used for the
table DSN8220.ACT to display all the associated privileges. The SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, INDEX, ALTER
privileges will be granted. The G displayed next to SELECT shows that it will be granted WITH GRANT OPTION.

You can use the D (delete) line command to delete specific authorities that you do not want copied. The RESET primary
command returns the list of objects back to its original status.

Confirmation Screen for Copying Authorizations
After you have specified the copy information you want to process, the GRS Grant/Revoke Confirmation screen lets you
confirm that you want to continue processing, or return to the preceding screen if you want to review your selections
before processing them.
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Revoke All Authorities
You can revoke all authorities from a specific user ID on a particular subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Standard Grant/Revoke Services at the Main Menu.
The Grant/Revoke Menu appears.

2. Select option D (Revoke All Authorities) at the Grant/Revoke Menu.
The Revoke All Authorizations panel appears.

3. Enter the user ID whose authorities you want to revoke.
You can specify that you do not want to view the details of the REVOKE; the default, however, is to view the details.
The Detail of Authorizations panel displays the user ID from which authorities are being revoked, and each object that
the REVOKE would affect.

4. Specify the user ID whose authorities you want to revoke. You can specify a Db2 subsystem other than the one you
are on, and you can specify whether to see the details of the REVOKE (the default is yes). If you choose to see the
details of the REVOKE, you can specify D, E, S, or R beside items for which you want to take the following actions:

D
Deletes the object or authority from the deletion list (keep the authority).

E
Explodes the object entry. The privileges for this object are displayed.

S
Shrinks (collapses) the object entry. The privileges for this object are hidden.

R
Displays the Revoke Impact Analysis for this object or authority.

If you request a Revoke Impact Analysis, that panel appears next. If you perform a global or object Revoke Impact
Analysis, the Revoke Impact Analysis panel appears. If you perform a REVOKE from this panel, the Details of
Authorization panel appears. The list of objects will shrink (collapse), and a message will be displayed next to each
object that was selected for REVOKE, indicating if the REVOKE was successful. The revoked objects are then
removed from the object list on the detail panel.
Otherwise, skip Step 5.

5. Specify, at the Revoke Impact Analysis screen, whether to issue the COLLAPSE command after the REVOKE. (The
default is no.)
The COLLAPSE command removes the user ID from the hierarchy without disrupting the chain of authorities.The GRS
Confirmation screen appears.

6. Enter Y to confirm your processing request.
After you have specified the REVOKE information you want to process, the GRS Grant/Revoke Confirmation screen
lets you confirm that you want to continue processing, or return to the preceding screen if you want to review your
selections before processing them
If you receive errors from an attempted GRANT or REVOKE, you can request extended error information by entering a
question mark (?) in front of the object names where the error occurred.

7. Make new selections or press F3 (End).
You return to the Grant/Revoke Menu.

Log Display
Each GRANT and REVOKE generated by Standard Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) and Security Request Services (SRS)
is logged in a history file. The GRS Log Display provides a simple means for you to review the GRS history log without
returning to the Main Menu.
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NOTE
This section discusses the Log Display option that is accessed from GRS. GRS Log Display logs GRANTs and
REVOKEs issued in GRS only. To display information about GRANTs and REVOKEs executed in SRS, use
the Log Maintenance option displayed on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu. For more
information, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2 for z/OS General Facilities Reference
section.

The GRS log provides a comprehensive audit trail of security changes made to the Db2 system. This can be invaluable for
tracing security changes.

WARNING
The log is available for the current GRS session only. If you leave GRS and return to the RC/Secure Main Menu,
the log records are no longer available in GRS. However, you can still view the records in Log Maintenance by
selecting option W on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu.

With the Log option, you can view any portion of the history log. The screen initially defaults to show your current GRANT
or REVOKE session. You can, however, access the EQF screen and enter values to view the listings of any GRANT or
REVOKE command executed by any user through the GRS program.

You access a log display by entering L (Log) in the Option Field at any Grant/Revoke screen.

Controlling the Log Display
The log display, like all displays in the Grant/Revoke feature, is divided into a command area and display area.

The command fields in the log display default to * (all) if you have not entered any values. If you have entered values in
the command fields, these fields control the transactions displayed on the log display.

You control what appears on Log Display by using the command fields and the Extended Query Facility (EQF).

Command Fields
You can control the specific listings in the display area of the Log Display screen by entering selection criteria in the
Command fields. You can enter single values or use the SQL wildcards. The criteria you enter determine the listings that
appear in the display area of the screen.

Unlike the other Grant/Revoke screens, the Log Display screen lets you select more than one class in the same screen.
You can choose one or many classes. The GRANTs and REVOKEs that appear in the display area depend on the
privilege classes you indicate in the command area.

Also, unlike the other Grant/Revoke screens, you cannot select specific types in the command area. GRS displays all
authorization types for the classes you choose unless you select specific types on the EQF screen.

Display Area of the Log Display Screen
The display area of the Log Display panel lists the GRANTs and REVOKEs from the log history file according to the
criteria you enter in the command area and EQF screen. It is a display-only area of the screen where all information is
protected from entry.

RSLD     -------------------- RC/S Log Display -------------------------------

Command ==>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                Total: 14     

Option    => L                   Grantee => *         Grantor => *            

Item Name => *                   Creator => *         Where   => N ________   

                                                                              

Class     => S DATABASE _ TABLE    _ PLAN     _ PACKAGE  _ SYSTEM   _ USE     

             _ FUNCTION _ PROCEDURE _ SCHEMA  _ SEQUENCES                     
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------------------------------ SSID: D81A --------------------------- USER02  

                            GRANTEE    OBJECT             CLASS               

OPER   DATE       TIME      GRANTOR    CREATOR           TYPE       OPERATOR  

GRANT  90DD11     HH:MM:SS  PTIDB      DB2                DATABASE     ABCDE  

                            ABCDE      PTIDDS               CREATETAB         

                                                            CREATETS          

                                                            DBADM             

                                                            DISPLAYDB         

                                                            RECOVERDB         

                                                                              

GRANT  90DD11     HH:MM:SS  PTIDB1     DB2                DATABASE     ABCDE  

                            ABCDE      PTIDDS               CREATETAB         

                                                            CREATETS          

                                                            DBADM             

                                                            DISPLAYDB         

                                                            RECOVERDB         

COLLAPSE Command
The COLLAPSE command is used on the Revoke Impact Analysis screen and the Detail of Authorizations screen for the
Revoke All Authorities option.

The COLLAPSE command revokes authorities from the ID you specify, then causes the ID in the next higher level of
the hierarchy to regrant the authorities to the ID in the next lower level of the hierarchy. By using COLLAPSE, revoking
authorities from one ID does not affect the authorities of other IDs in the chain.

For example, assume that user A grants authorities to user B, and user B grants authorities to user C. If you want to
revoke authorities from user B, the normal REVOKE process would also delete authorities from user C. However, by using
the COLLAPSE command, authorities are revoked from user B, but are then regranted so that user A now grants directly
to user C.

The following table describes the granting and revoking of authorities between users:

Hierarchy: Revoke from B Using Standard Revoke: Revoke from B Using COLLAPSE
Command:

A grants to B A keeps authorities A regrants to C
B grants to C B loses authorities B loses authorities
not applicable C loses authorities C keeps authorities

COLLAPSE in Revoke Impact Analysis
You can use the COLLAPSE command on the Revoke Impact Analysis screen.

In the following screen, a Revoke Impact Analysis was requested for user COLID1. The analysis shows that COLID1
granted SELECT authorities to COLID2 for the TABLE_ONE, TABLE_TWO, and TABLE_THREE objects. If COLID1s
authorities are revoked without using COLLAPSE, then COLID2s authorities will also be revoked. By using COLLAPSE,
user TDPHIL will regrant SELECT authority to COLID2.

RSRI   ------------------- RC/S Revoke Impact Analysis ---------------------

Command ==> COLLAPSE                                         SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                             

    Revoke?   => N                                           Total: 18       

 ------------------------------ DB2 ID: PTI2 ----------------------- USER02 
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LV GRANTEE  GRANTOR  AUTH        TP NAME               QUALIFIER DATE       

 1 COLID1   USER02   SELECT      T  TABLE_ONE          ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

 2 COLID2   COLID1   SELECT      T  TABLE_ONE          ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

 1 COLID1   USER02   SELECT      T  TABLE_TWO          ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

 2 COLID2   COLID1   SELECT      T  TABLE_TWO          ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

 1 COLID1   USER02   SELECT      T  TABLE_THREE        ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

 2 COLID2   COLID1   SELECT      T  TABLE_THREE        ABCDE     YYYY/MM/DD

The following field is shown on the Revoke Impact Analysis screen:

Command Line
Enter COLLAPSE in the command line to revoke authorities for user COLID1. The authorities for COLID2 will be
regranted by TDPHIL who originally granted authorities to COLID1.

NOTE
The COLLAPSE command ignores any entry in the Revoke? field. When you use the COLLAPSE
command, you specify that you want to revoke the authorities of the specified ID.

See the following screen for the results.

RSRI      --------------- RC/S Revoke Cascade REGRANTs --------------------- 

Command ==>                                                 SCROLL ===> DATA 

RS055I - The following GRANTS are to be redone                              

----------------------------- SSID: D81A ---------------------------USER02

LV GRANTEE  GRANTOR  AUTH       DATE     TIME  TP NAME             QUALIFIER

 1 COLID2   USER02   SELECT     YY/MM/DD HH:MM T  TABLE_ONE        ABCDE

 1 COLID2   USER02   SELECT     YY/MM/DD HH:MM T  TABLE_TWO        ABCDE

 1 COLID2   USER02   SELECT     YY/MM/DD HH:MM T  TABLE_THREE      ABCDE

In the previous example, COLID1s authorities have been revoked and the hierarchy will be modified when you press F3
(End) so that TDPHIL grants to COLID2. There will be only one level instead of two. Press Enter to return to the Grant/
Revoke screen.

If you decide against doing the COLLAPSE, enter CANCEL in the command line. When you press Enter, the REVOKE
will be rolled back.

Modification of the Hierarchy after the REVOKE
The RC/SecureDetail of Authorizations screen, which is used for the Revoke All Authorities option, contains a Collapse
after revoke field. This field lets you indicate whether you should use the COLLAPSE command to modify the hierarchy
after performing the REVOKES.

Press F3 (End) to process your choices.

Revoking in Batch Mode
GRS allows REVOKES and Revoke Impact Analysis reports to be executed in batch mode. By running the batch job
described in this section, you can perform REVOKES or an analysis, such as deleting the authorities of former employees
or limiting a users authority to specific object types.

A batch program is located in the RCS#RVKE member of high-level.CDBASRC. By executing this member, with some
modifications, you can perform any of the following tasks:
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• List one or more authorization IDs from whom you want to revoke (or analyze) all authorities for all object types. This is
the default.

• Indicate all authorities for a specific object type should be revoked (or analyzed) for the IDs listed in the member.
• Specify which Db2 subsystem the REVOKE and analysis applies to. This lets you delete authorities for one subsystem,

while retaining authorities for a different Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
For a description of this member, see the “Using Batch SRSLOAD Call to Maintain Security” section.

Modifying Member RCS RVKE
Modifying member RCS#RVKE consists of specifying a job statement, site library names, parameters, and REVOKE
information.

Specifying Job Statement, Library, and Parameters

Before running RCS#RVKE, you must make a few modifications. You must:

• Specify a job statement.
• Enter your site's library names in place of the library names listed in the member.
• Specify parameters to indicate whether the authorities will be revoked, a Revoke Impact Analysis report will be

generated, and if the hierarchy should be collapsed when authorities are revoked.

Instructions are included in the RCS#RVKE member to assist you in defining parameters and specifying libraries. You can
find a copy of the RCS#RVKE member in the “Using Batch SRSLOAD Call to Maintain Security” section.

Specifying Information for the Revoke

In addition, you need to specify the REVOKE information. Requirements are as followsfor for listing information for the
REVOKE:

1. You must specify at least one Authid statement, which lists an ID that you want to process. You can enter as many
authorization IDs as you like; however, you must create a different Authid statement for each ID. Masks and selection
criteria are not accepted.

2. The keyword Authid must begin in column 1.
3. The actual ID must begin in column 10.
4. The Db2 subsystem ID must begin in column 20.
5. If you do not specify an object type, all object types are assumed. The default for Type is all.
6. If you do specify an object type, the authorities for that particular object type are revoked and analyzed.

Batch Reports
When you run the batch program, a report is automatically generated. The contents of that report vary, depending upon
your parameter entries:

• Process Revokes (Y/N)
• Revoke Impact Analysis (Y/N)
• Collapse (Y/N)
• REBUILD ID

These parameters are described in the RCS#RVKE member described in CDBASRC.

It is possible to output the generated DDL to a sequential file by setting the parameter LISTDDL to Y.
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The format and contents of the report are similar to the online format. However, all the batch reports show the SQL that
was or will be executed for a REVOKE. The actual SQL statement that was or would be executed for a REVOKE is listed
in the report. This provides another check for your entries.

SET CURRENT SQLID
Db2 passes the primary ID to an authorization exit. The exit can return a list of one or more authorization IDs, and this list
of IDs constitutes the authorization IDs of the process. However, only one is a primary ID. Any other authorization IDs of
the process are secondary IDs.

At any time, the SQL authorization ID of a RC/Secure process is the value of a special register called CURRENT SQLID.
This special register can be initialized by the authorization exit. If it is not, its initial value is the primary ID.

The SET CURRENT SQLID statement can change the value. Unless some authorization ID of the process has SYSADM
authority, the new ID must be one of the authorization IDs of the process. Thus, CURRENT SQLID usually contains either
the primary ID or one of its secondary IDs.

The Db2 SET CURRENT SQLID command is fully supported using the SET CURRENT SQLID command. The SET
CURRENT SQLID command lets you set the current SQLID to one of your secondary IDs. This command can take
several forms:

SET SQLID authid

SET SQLID = authid

SET CURRENT SQLID authid

SET CURRENT SQLID = authid

In the previous examples, authid represents an authorization ID. You can also enter USER instead of an authorization ID
(SET SQLID USER). This will change the current SQLID to your primary ID.

The current SQLID is saved in your profile until you change it. This SQLID will also be used in other Db2 products.

Using Secondary IDs
You can use a secondary ID to perform GRANTs or REVOKEs under that authorization ID. Db2 uses the current SQL
ID, not your primary SQL ID, to check your privileges. This means that in one session, you can perform GRANTs or
REVOKEs under multiple IDs that have different Db2 privileges.

To change the current SQL ID, enter the SET SQLID command in one of the formats listed in the previous section. The
current SQL ID appears on every GRS screen.

For example, A0625TO is the current SQL ID is the ID used for authorization checking. The current SQL ID value is
changed and used in all Broadcom Db2 products until you change it.

Security Request Services
Security Request Services (SRS) is a complete Db2 security administration tool that enables a security administrator to
grant and revoke Db2 object privileges without having the Db2 privileges. Security can be administered centrally or by
department.

Grant or Revoke Security through Security Request Services
To grant or revoke security through Security Request Services:

1. Add or remove users from a user domain.
2. Add or remove Db2 objects and their associated privileges from an application domain. Application domains contain

Db2 privileges on Db2 objects.
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3. Relate or remove the relationship of a user domain to an application domain.

Selection Criteria on SRS Screens
Some Security Request Services (SRS) screens let you enter selection criteria in the lower portion of the screen to display
an object or authorization ID selection list. The only type of selection criteria these fields accept is the percent sign.

For example, you can enter PTI% in the AUTHID field on a SRS screen to display a selection list of all IDs that begin with
PTI.

The percent sign signifies that zero or more characters can occupy that position and all remaining positions to the end of
the name, or to the next character.

NOTE
The asterisk and the underscore are not valid when used as selection criteria in selection fields that are not in
the header. You will receive an error message if you try to use them.

Entering Masks
The department definition, user registration, and domain administration options of SRS let you use masks to represent
multiple entries. A mask is a series of characters followed by an asterisk, where the asterisk represents one or more
characters.

Masking lets you register multiple users with a single entry or define several privileges with a single entry.

For example, the mask PTI* matches PTI, PTI004, and PTIDEVELOP. The mask T* matches TESTING, T03, and
TSO003. An asterisk without any leading characters means all.

Using an SRS Selection List
Security Request Services (SRS) lets you enter selection criteria to display selection lists for user IDs and objects.

To request a user ID selection list, enter selection criteria in the Auth ID field and press Enter.

To request an object selection list, enter selection criteria in the Object Type and Object Name and Qualifier fields and
press Enter.

You can change the selection criteria to change the list of objects or user IDs. If you select items before changing the
selection criteria, the items remain selected and will appear on the next screen. You can use the SHRINK command to
display a list of all selected items.

Domain Administration for SRS
Because groups of users often share the use of applications, they also share groups of Db2 object privileges. SRS's
domain administration facility lets you group Db2 object privileges into application domains and to place users into user
domains. The domain administrator can also form a template of a domain from one Db2 subsystem to another.

Security Request Execution
When you request security changes through domain relationships, all GRANTs and REVOKEs are pending. You can view
a list of pending privileges through the Report facility.

SRS implementation runs online or as a batch job that executes all the necessary GRANTs and REVOKEs. The job can
be executed during off-peak hours to optimize performance and reduce catalog contention.
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Recover Dropped Object Security
SRS contains the Recover Dropped Object Security option, which lets an RC/S security administrator (RCSADM and
RCSADM2) or a domain administrator recover SRS object authorities that were lost when the object was dropped. You
can display a list of objects defined to SRS, then indicate which objects need to have GRANTs re-executed.

Security Request Tasks
Security Request Services lets you:

• Define usage privileges.
• Define the maximum Db2 objects and their associated privileges that can be granted to a specific user or department.

(Using departments is optional.)
• Group, add, and delete Db2 objects and their associated privileges into application domains.
• Add and delete objects and their associated privileges in a user domain.
• Group users into user domains.
• Add and delete users in a user domain.
• Define execution procedures.
• Relate application domains to user domains.
• Template a domain across Db2 subsystems.
• List which users belong to which departments (optional).
• Analyze any pending changes to see how they affect users' privileges.
• Perform online or batch execution to implement pending changes.

The following illustration shows the order in which these tasks must initially be performed.

     ┌───────────────────────────────┐

1.   │ Define SRS Usage Priveleges   │     User Registration

     └────┬──────────────────────────┘

          │

          │

          ▼

     ┌───────────────────────────────┐

2.   │ Define MAXIMUM DB2            │     Department

     │ Object Privileges per         │     Definition

     │ Department                    │     (Optional)

     │ ***                           │

     │ Define Users per              │

     │ Department                    │

     └────┬──────────────────────────┘

          │

          │

          ▼

     ┌───────────────────────────────┐

3.   │ Group DB2 Objects and their   │     Domain

     │ associated privileges into    │     Administration

     │ Application Domains           │

     │ ***                           │

     │ Group Users into User Domains │

     │ ***                           │

     │ Define Execution Procedures   │

     └────┬──────────────────────────┘
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          │

          │

          ▼

     ┌───────────────────────────────┐

4.   │ Relate Application Domains to │     Domain

     │ User Domains                  │     Relationships

     └────┬──────────────────────────┘

          │

          │

          ▼

     ┌───────────────────────────────┐

5.   │ Execution                     │

     └───────────────────────────────┘

Security Request Services tasks are as follows:

1. User Registration -- Initially after installation, users do not have the authority to use the user registration component.
User registration lets you specify which users are authorized to use which components. An administrator (RCSADM
or RCSADM2) should authorize the users who are entitled to perform user registration, and authorize users to access
specific components.

2. Department Definition -- Department definition specifies which users can be added to each department and the
maximum privileges that users in each department can be granted. This does not grant any privileges; it sets a limit on
those privileges that can be granted later through Domain Relationships.
If departments are being used, the users that belong to each department must also be defined. Initially after
installation, all objects and users can be defined in any department's domains.
You must have department definition authority to perform this service. We recommend that only the database
administrator (DBA) should perform this service. Use of departments is optional.

3. Domain Administration -- In this step, you group Db2 objects and their associated privileges into application domains
and users into user domains, and define execution procedures.
You must have domain administration authority to service user or application domains. These authorizations are
performed through user registration.

4. Domain Relationships -- To grant Db2 objects and their associated privileges to a group of users, you must relate an
application domain to a user domain.
You must have domain administration authority to perform this service.

5. Execution -- You can submit an online or batch job to execute your security requests.
Analysis can be performed at any time to assess the effects of pending changes.

Security Request Services Menu
The Security Request Services menu appears when you select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.

You select an option by entering the number or letter displayed next to the option name in the command line and pressing
Enter. For example, to Exit Security Request Services, enter X in the command line and press Enter.

NOTE
If RCSSECID in the SECURE parmlib member is set to YES, a Userid field appears at the top of this screen.
By entering a user ID in this field, you can switch to a secondary authorization ID when using SRS. You must
also specify values for RCSSTDGR and RCSLIMGR in the parmlib member to control which user ID is used to
perform the grants and revokes during an Analysis and Execution run.

The following groups of services appear on the SRS Main Menu:

Domain Services
Lets you work with domains, objects, and users registered in departments for objects that the department is
authorized to use.
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Reporting Services
Lets you view the relationships among authorization IDs, application domains, user domains, and objects.

Security Administration Services
Lets you administer security to users registered in departments for objects that the department is authorized to
use.

Miscellaneous
Provides an online tutorial to learn about SRS. Use the Exit option to return to the Main Menu.

Distributed Data Facility (DDF) in SRS
 RC/Secure supports Distributed Data Facility (DDF) between Db2 subsystems on different MVS systems, allowing you to
administer security on remote Db2 subsystems.

Unlike GRS, SRS does not use the LOCATION field from the main menu to determine location. Instead, it relies upon
DDF information in the PARMLIB member SECURE. So, before you can access a remote subsystem through SRS, the
SECURE parmlib member must have been edited to incorporate the appropriate DDF information.

NOTE
For more information about editing the SECURE parmlib member, see the EP option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu.

In SRS, you access a remote subsystem through the Db2 ID field. The Db2 ID can refer to a local subsystem or it can
designate a remote subsystem as defined in the SECURE parmlib member. To access a remote subsystem in SRS, you
enter the Db2 ID of the subsystem you want to access in the Db2 ID field on an SRS screen.

For Db2 ID, enter the ID of the subsystem you want to access. The subsystem can be local or, if the SECURE parmlib
member includes the appropriate DDF information, the subsystem can be remote.

Note: The SSID on the dotted line always shows the local subsystem. In this example, the local SSID is different
from the Db2 ID because another subsystem is being accessed. Remember that while GRANTs and REVOKEs you
perform could update a remote subsystem catalog, the SRS tables, Log table, and EQF table are always updated on
the local subsystem. Whenever DDF is used to access a remote subsystem, the actions of the local SRS definitions
are executed at the remote location. Use of DDF does not provide for access to remote SRS definitions, only remote
execution.

Secondary Authorization ID Table
This table, PTRCS_PRISEC_0200, contains primary to secondary relationships. This table contains the following
columns:

• Db2ID (Db2 ID for this relationship). CHAR(4) data type.
• PRIMARY_ID (Primary authorization ID). CHAR(8) data type.
• SECONDARY_ID (secondary authorization IDs associated with the primary ID). CHAR(8) data type.
• ADD_DATE (Date the relationship was added to the table). DATE data type.
• DELETE_DATE (Date on which the secondary ID was no longer related to the primary ID). DATE data type.

SRS Tables
SRS stores all its information in standard Db2 tables created at installation time.

The following list provides the table names:
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• PTRCS_APLCOL_0200
• PTRCS_APLDOM_0200
• PTRCS_DOMDIR_0200
• PTRCS_DOMREL_0200
• PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200
• PTRCS_DPTDEF_0200
• PTRCS_ERRPRC_0200
• PTRCS_EXCPRC_0200
• PTRCS_USRDOM_0200
• PTRCS_USRREG_0200

 

PTRCS_APLCOL_0200
The PTRCS_APLCOL_0200 table contains the following columns:

NAME
Specifies the application domain.
Data type: CHAR(25)

Db2ID
Specifies the Db2ID of the application domain.
Data type: CHAR(4)

DEPT
Specifies the department of the applicatioin domain.
Data type: CHAR(8)

CREATOR
Specifies the table/view creator.
Data type: VARCHAR(128)

OBJNAME
Specifies the table/view name.
Data type: VARCHAR(128)

OBJTYPE
Specifies the object type. T for table or V for view.
Data type: CHAR(2)

COLUMN_NAME
Specifies the table/view column name.
Data type: VARCHAR(30)

PENDING
Specifies the pending status for the column (Y, G, D, or blank).
Data type: CHAR(1)

AUTH
Specifies the authorization implemented for the column. Y or G.
Data type: CHAR(1)

LONG_QUAL
Specifies the backup of CREATOR.
Data type: VARCHAR(128)

LONG_OBJECT
Specifies the backup of OBJNAME.
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Data type: VARCHAR(128)
LONG_COLUMN

Specifies the backup of COLUMN_NAME.
Data type: VARCHAR(30)

PTRCS_APLDOM_0200
This table contains application domain information. The following table describes column name, data type, and description
regarding PTRCS_APLDOM_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
NAME CHAR(25) Name of the application domain.
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID of the application domain.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department of the application domain.
QUALIFIER VARCHAR(128) Object qualifier.
OBJNAME VARCHAR(128) Object name.
OBJTYPE CHAR(2) Object type.
UPDATE_USER VARCHAR(128) ID of the user who last updated the

application domain.
UPDATE_DATE DATE When the application domain was last

updated.
IMPLEMENTED TIMESTAMP When the privileges were implemented

(when the online or batch execution was
performed).

AUTHS VARCHAR(25) The authorizations selected for the object.
The first byte is empty. Bytes 2 through
25 (maximum) indicate the authorizations
granted for the object (Y, G, or blank).

LONG_QUAL VARCHAR(128) Backup for CREATOR
LONG_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) Backup of OBJNAME
PENDING VARCHAR(25) The first byte indicates whether a change

(Y) or a delete (D) is pending. Bytes
2 through 25 (maximum) indicate the
authorization selections pending for the
object (Y, G, R, or blank).

Values for the AUTHS and PENDING columns are specified for each authorization in the order listed in the following chart
(the same order the authorizations are displayed on the Authorization Selection panel, with the exception of the System
authorities).

The number of bytes used to store the authorization and pending information depends on the object type. For example, if
the object type is plan, the authorizations available are EXECUTE and BIND. Therefore, the flags will occupy bytes 2 and
3, respectively.

Object Type Byte Authority
Auxiliary Table 2 INDEX
Buffer Pool 2 USE OF
Collection 2

3
CREATE IN
PACKADM
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Database 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CREATETAB
CREATETS
DROP
DISPLAYDB
START
STOPDB
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STATS
DBMAINT
DBCTRL
DBADM

Distinct Type 2 USAGE
Function 2 EXECUTE
Global Temporary Table 2 ALL
Package 2

3
4

EXECUTE
COPY
BIND

Plan 2
3

EXECUTE
BIND

Procedure 2 EXECUTE
Schema 2

3
4

ALTERIN
CREATEIN
DROPIN

Sequence 2
3

ALTER
USAGE

Storage Group 2 USE OF
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System 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BINDADD
CREATEDBA
CREATEDBC
CREATESG
CREATEALIAS
DISPLAY
RECOVER
BSDS
TRACE
STOP
STOSPACE
MONITOR1
MONITOR2
SYSOPR
SYSADM
ARCHIVE
BINDAGENT
SYSCTRL
CREATETMTAB

Table 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN
INDEX
ALTER
REFERENCES
REFERCOL
Note: If UPDATE COLUMN is selected,
the pending flag for the UPDATE
COLUMN privilege is stored in the
PTRS_APLCOL_0200 table.

Tablespace 2 USE OF
View 2

3
4
5
6
7

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN

PTRCS_DOMDIR_0200
This table contains the information used to list the domains on the Domain Administration panel. The following table
describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTRCS_DOMDIR_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
NAME CHAR(25) Domain name.
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID of the domain.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department of the domain.
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TYPE CHAR(1) The type of domain:
U User A Application

DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(25) Domain description.
LAST_UPDATE DATE When the domain was last updated.
PENDING CHAR(1) Pending status of the domain (Y, D, or

blank).
EXP_DATE DATE When the domain is due to expire.
EXEC_PROC CHAR(1) Execution procedure associated with

domain (P -- yes, blank -- no)

PTRCS_DOMREL_0200
This table contains domain relationships. The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding
PTRCS_DOMREL_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
USER_DOMAIN CHAR(25) User domain name.
APPL_DOMAIN CHAR(25) Application domain name.
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID of the domains.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department of the domains.
PENDING CHAR(1) Pending status of the relationship (Y, D, or

blank).
UPDATE_USER VARCHAR(128) User who last updated the relationship.
UPDATE_DATE DATE When the relationship was last updated.
IMPLEMENTED TIMESTAMP When the relationship was implemented

through online or batch execution.
EXP_DATE DATE When the relationship is due to expire.

PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200
If the department definition entry specifies the UPDATE COLUMN privilege, the individual column information is stored in
this table. The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTRCS_DPTCOL_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID of the department.
DEPT CHAR(8) The department.
CREATOR CHAR(8) Table/view creator.
OBJNAME VARCHAR(18) Table/view name
OBJTYPE CHAR(2) Object type:

T -- Table V -- View
COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
AUTH CHAR(1) The authorization selected for the column

(Y or G)
LONG_QUAL VARCHAR(128) The full version of CREATOR
LONG_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) The full version of OBJNAME
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LONG_COLUMN VARCHAR(30) The full version of COLUMN_NAME

PTRCS_DPTDEF_0200
This table contains department definition entries. The following table describes column name, data type, and description
regarding PTRCS_DPTDEF_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID of the department.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department name.
QUALIFIER VARCHAR(128) Object qualifier.
OBJNAME VARCHAR(128) Object name.
OBJTYPE CHAR(2) Object type.
UPDATE_USER VARCHAR(128) Users who last updated the department

definition entry.
UPDATE_DATE DATE When the department definition entry was

last updated.
AUTHS VARCHAR(25) The authorizations selected for the object.
LONG_QUAL VARCHAR(128) The backup of CREATOR
LONG_OBJECT VARCHAR(128) The backup of OBJNAME

Values for the AUTHS column are specified for each authorization in the order listed in the following chart (the same order
the authorizations are displayed on the Authorization Selection panel, with the exception of the System authorities).

The number of bytes used to store the authorization information depends on the object type. For example, if the object
type is plan, the authorizations available are EXECUTE and BIND. Therefore, the flags will occupy bytes 2 and 3,
respectively.

NOTE
The Database and System object types include an ALL authority, which includes all authorities for that object
type. The ALL authority is not a Db2 authority; it is used only to determine whether a privilege can be added to
an application domain. The ALL privilege for Database and System is not available for application domains.

Object Type Byte Authority
Auxiliary Table 2 INDEX
Buffer Pool 2 USE OF
Collection 2

3
CREATE IN
PACKADM
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Database 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CREATETAB
CREATETS
DROP
DISPLAYDB
START
STOPDB
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STATS
DBMAINT
DBCTRL
DBADM

Distinct Type 2 USAGE
Function 2 EXECUTE
Global Temporary Table 2 ALL
Package 2

3
4

EXECUTE
COPY
BIND

Plan 2
3

EXECUTE
BIND

Procedure 2 EXECUTE
Schema 2

3
4

ALTERIN
CREATEIN
DROPIN

Sequence 2
3

ALTER
USAGE

Storage Group 2 USE OF
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System 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BINDADD
CREATEDBA
CREATEDBC
CREATESG
CREATEALIAS
DISPLAY
RECOVER
BSDS
TRACE
STOP
STOSPACE
MONITOR1
MONITOR2
SYSOPR
SYSADM
ARCHIVE
BINDAGENT
SYSCTRL
CREATETMTAB

Table 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN
INDEX
ALTER
REFERENCES
REFERCOL

Tablespace 2 USE OF
View 2

3
4
5
6
7

ALL
SELECT
INSERT
DELETE
UPDATE
UPDATE COLUMN

PTRCS_ERRPRC_0200
This table contains information for execution procedures that failed during execution. The following table describes column
name, data type, and description regarding PTRCS_ERRPRC_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
ERR_DATE DATE Date the execution procedure failed.
ERR_TIME TIME Time execution procedure error occurred.
AUTH_ID CHAR(8) Authorization IDs of the person for whom

the execution procedure was executed.
DOM_Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID associated with execution proc.
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DOM_DEPT CHAR(8) Department associated with the execution
procedure.

DOM_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of domain associated with the
execution procedure (A or U).

APPL_DOM CHAR(25) Name of application domain associated
with the execution procedure, if applicable.

USER_DOM CHAR(25) Name of the user domain associated with
the execution procedure.

EPROC_DOM CHAR(25) Domain associated with the execution
procedure.

EPROC_TYPE CHAR(2) Type of execution procedure:
AA -- Application Add
AD -- Application Delete
UA -- User Add
UD -- User Delete

SEQ_NUM INTEGER Order for the error message.
EXEC_PROC VARCHAR(54) Execution procedure filename.
ERROR_MSG VARCHAR(80) Reason the execution procedure failed.

PTRCS_EXCPRC_0200
This table contains information about execution procedures that are associated with an application or user domain. The
following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTRCS_EXCPRC_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
NAME CHAR(25) Domain name associated with the

execution procedure.
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2 ID associated with the execution

procedure.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department associated with the execution

procedure.
TYPE CHAR(1) Type of domain (A -- application, U -- user)

associated with the execution procedure.
RETRO CHAR(1) Indicates if execution procedure should be

executed retroactively (Y or N).
EXEC_TIME CHAR(1) When execution procedure should be

executed (A -- add, D -- delete).
FILENAME VARCHAR(54) Execution procedure filename.
IMPLEMT_DATE DATE Date the execution procedure was defined.

PTRCS_USRDOM_0200
This table contains user domain entries. The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding
PTRCS_USRDOM_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
NAME CHAR(25) Name of the user domain.
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Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2ID of the user domain.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department of the user domain.
AUTHID CHAR(8) Authorization ID.
DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(25) Description of the user domain.
PENDING CHAR(1) Pending status of the authorization ID

within the user domain (Y or D).
UPDATE_USER VARCHAR(128) User who last updated the user domain

entry.
UPDATE_DATE DATE When the user domain entry was last

updated.
IMPLEMENTED TIMESTAMP When the user domain entry was

implemented through online or batch
execution.

PTRCS_USRREG_0200
This table contains user registration entries. The following table describes column name, data type, and description
regarding PTRCS_USRREG_0200:

Column Name Data Type Description
Db2ID CHAR(4) Db2ID of the user registration entry.
DEPT CHAR(8) Department of the user registration entry.
AUTHID VARCHAR(128) Authorization ID.
UD_ALLOW CHAR(1) Indicates when the user can be added to a

domain:
Y if the user can.
Blank if the user cannot.

DOMAIN_ADMIN CHAR(1) Indicates when the user can perform
domain administration:
Y if the user can.
Blank if the user cannot.

DEPT_ADMIN CHAR(1) Indicates if the user can perform
department administration:
Y -- Yes.
Blank -- No.

USER_ADMIN CHAR(1) Indicates if the user can perform user
registration:
Y if the user can.
Blank if the user cannot.

UPDATE_USER VARCHAR(128) Who last updated the entry.
UPDATE_DATE DATE When the entry was last updated.

User Registration
User registration lets you determine which authorization IDs can access which SRS components. Initially, the security
administrators, RCSADM and RCSADM2, are the only two IDs authorized to use SRS. RCSADM and RCSADM2 are the
default names assigned to the security administrators at installation.
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The security administrators always have access to all SRS components although their IDs do not show up on user
registration. (RCSADM and RCSADM2 do not show up on user registration because their SRS authorization information
is not saved in the SRS tables so that their access to SRS does not depend on the SRS tables being up to date. This
is similar to the IBM practice of not storing installation SYSADM information in the Db2 catalog tables so the systems
administrator's ID can be checked when the catalog tables are unavailable.)

User registration lets you define SRS privileges for each user. These privileges include:

• User Registration -- Can the user perform user registration?
• Domain Administration -- Can the user define and relate domains?
• Department Definition -- Can the user define departments?

Access User Registration
You can access user registration.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (SRS) on the Main Menu.
The SRS Menu appears.

2. Select 9 (User Registration) on the SRS Menu.
The User Registration panel appears.

User Registration and SRS Access
When a user tries to perform any function within SRS, SRS checks user registration to see if the authorization ID has the
appropriate privilege. A user can hold a privilege for:

• All subsystems (and all departments)
• A specific subsystem (and all departments in that subsystem)
• A specific subsystem and departments
• A specific department on all subsystems

How specific the entry is determined by how the privilege is applied. For each entry, the following information appears:

AUTHID
The authorization ID that is being granted access to an SRS component.

Db2ID
The ID of the Db2 subsystem for which the entry is valid. This limits the access to entries whose Db2ID is the
same.

DEPT
If used, departments further limit the access of the ID. The ID can perform the function only if the entry's Db2ID
and department are the same.

By default, a user has no SRS privileges. To use an SRS component, the user must be registered. A user registration
entry must be made and Y (GRANT privilege) must be entered for all components the user should have access to. A user
will not have access to any component that does not have a Y entered for it.

NOTE
You can enter B (browse only) in any field except USER REG in place of Y for all components the user should
be able to access.

Note, for example, the domain administration entry for B0625TO shown in the following table:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 * B0625TO Y N/A N/A
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This entry allows the ID B0625TO to perform domain administration when the domain's Db2ID is PTI2.

If you add department information, the ID's access is further limited. The following table shows includes an example of
domain administration privileges in SUPPORT only:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 SUPPORT B0625SJ Y N/A N/A

This entry allows the ID B0625SJ to perform domain administration only for the SUPPORT department when the Db2ID is
PTI2.

If you want the user to be able to only review and display domain or department information, then enter B (Browse) in the
field. The following table includes a B entry for DOMAIN ADMIN:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 SUPPORT B0625SJ B N/A N/A

This entry allows the ID B0625SJ to browse domain administration information for the SUPPORT department when the
Db2ID is PTI2.

Masking Usage for User Registration
You can enter a mask instead of a specific authorization ID to specify a group of authorization IDs. However, a specific ID
always takes precedence over a masked ID.

A specific ID takes precedence over a masked ID if the Db2ID and Department are the same for both. A masked ID
can be an asterisk or a one-to-seven character string followed by an asterisk. Masking is optional. The following table
illustrates masked and explicit entries:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 * B0625KC Y N/A N/A
PTI2 * B0625* N/A N/A N/A

Because the entry with the explicit authorization ID takes precedence over the masked ID, B0625KC is allowed to perform
domain administration when the Db2ID is PTI2.

The following table illustrates the order of precedence SRS uses when searching for an ID's authorizations. This chart
assumes that departments are not being used. (Examples using departments will follow.) In this and following charts, Db2
represents an explicit Db2ID; AUTHID represents an explicit authorization ID; AUTHID* represents a masked ID; and *
means an asterisk was entered to specify all.

Db2ID AUTHID
Db2 AUTHID
Db2 AUTHID*
* AUTHID
* AUTHID*
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The most explicit combination is a specified Db2ID and a specified authorization ID. The following table shows how a
single authorization ID, B0625KC, might match four user registration entries for Db2ID PTI2.

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAINADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
* * B0625* N/A Y Y
* * B0625KC Y Y Y
PTI2 * B0625* N/A Y N/A
PTI2 * B0625KC Y N/A N/A

Using the order of precedence outlined, you can determine which entry SRS will use to determine B0625KC's privileges
for entries using PTI2.

Because the entry that specifies PTI2 for Db2ID and B0625KC for AUTHID has the most explicit information, SRS will use
this entry to determine which components B0625KC can access. For entries whose Db2ID is PTI2, B0625KC can perform
domain administration.

B0625KC cannot perform department administration or user registration.

Order of Precedence for Masks
So far, an authorization ID mask has been defined as an asterisk or a one- to seven-character string followed by an
asterisk. Masks have been treated as a single entity throughout. However, there is an order of precedence within masks.
Again, SRS considers the most explicit entry first.

The order of precedence for masks is as follows, where U through n represents a string of n characters:

1. U23456*
2. U2345*
3. U234*
4. U23*
5. U2*
6. U*

Using this order, SRS finds authorization ID B0625K*, which contains six characters and an asterisk, before B0625*,
which contains only five characters and an asterisk.

Departmental Security
For those installations using departmental security, the order of precedence becomes slightly more complicated. Four
entries, which contain department information, are added to the order of precedence. The following table shows an
example of specifying a specific department on all Db2 subsystems. The remaining four entries are the same.

Db2ID DEPT ID
Db2 DEPT ID
Db2 DEPT ID*
Db2 * ID
Db2 * ID*
* DEPT ID
* DEPT ID*
* * ID
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* * ID*

NOTE
The basic rule remains that SRS considers the most explicit entries first.

How the Order of Precedence Affects SRS Privileges
As stated previously, a user can hold a privilege for:

• All subsystems (and all departments)
• A specific subsystem (and all departments in that subsystem)
• A specific subsystem and departments
• A specific department on all subsystems

For example, consider this entry shown in the following table for all departments. (For the next few examples, only one
SRS privilege, user registration, is used to simplify the explanation. More complex examples will follow.)

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PTI2 * B0625KC N/A N/A Y

The previous entry indicates that B0625KC can perform user registration for all departments in PTI2. Compare this to the
entry in the following table (for one department only):

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PTI2 DEV B0625KC N/A N/A N/A

The previous entry prohibits B0625KC from performing user registration for the DEV department in PTI2, because there is
no Y entry in the User Registration Administration field. Using the order of precedence, we see that if B0625KC attempted
to perform user registration for the DEV department in PTI2, SRS would find this entry first and prohibit the action.

If B0625KC attempted to perform user registration for any other department in PTI2, only the previous entry (the one with
the asterisk in the Department field) would match. Therefore, the action would be allowed.

Because B0625KC is prohibited from performing user registration for department DEV in PTI2, she would see all user
registration entries for PTI2 except those whose department is DEV. (SRS does not display entries the user is not
authorized to change.) Entries for other Db2IDs would also not be displayed.

More Examples
A few more examples of how user registration for B0625TO affects SRS usage are described in the following table:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
* * B0625TO Y Y Y
PTI2 DEV B0625* N/A N/A N/A

Using the user registration entries shown, if B0625TO were to attempt the following actions, which would she be able to
perform? Each possibility is considered and resolved in the following section.

1. Domain administration for:
– Department DEV in PTI2

Both entries match. The second, more explicit entry comes first in the order of precedence. Using this entry, SRS
determines that B0625TO cannot perform this function.

– Department SUP in PTI2
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Only the first entry matches. B0625TO can perform this function.
2. Department Administration for:

– Department DEV in PTI2
Both entries match. The second, more explicit entry comes first in the order of precedence. Using this entry, SRS
determines that B0625TO cannot perform this function.

– Department SUP in PTI2
Only the first entry matches. B0625TO can perform this function.

3. User registration for:
– Department DEV in PTI2

Both entries match. The second, more explicit entry comes first in the order of precedence. Using this entry, SRS
determines that B0625TO cannot perform this function.

– Department SUP in PTI2
Only the first entry matches. B0625TO can perform this function.

Restricting Users from Domain Access
You can also restrict users from having any access to a specific subsystem and department. See the following example,
which illustrates restricting users from subsystem and department.

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
* * * N/A N/A N/A
* * B0625TO Y Y Y

By entering asterisks in the Db2ID, Department, and Authid fields and not making an entry in the Domain Admin, Dept
Admin, or User Reg Admin field, you are restricting all users from accessing any departments or subsystems. Due to the
second entry, user B0625TO has authority for all departments and subsystems, but all other users do not have access to
any departments or subsystems.

For the entry containing all the asterisks, if you do make an entry (Y or B) in the Domain Admin or Dept Admin field, or a Y
entry in the User Reg Admin field, you will be granting that authority to all users for all departments on all subsystems.

The Browse (B) authority can be used only in the Domain Admin and Depart Admin fields. B is not a valid entry for the
User Reg Admin field. Only Y or blank is accepted for this field. It is the entry or lack of an entry in the Domain Admin,
Dept Admin or User Reg Admin fields that determines whether users are granted privileges.

Which User Registration Entries Are Displayed
SRS does not display all user registration entries for all IDs. SRS displays the user registration entries for which an ID is
authorized to perform user registration. SRS also displays all entries that have asterisks (*), as shown in the Db2ID and
Department columns in the following example, and the entries that have a specific Db2ID and an asterisk, as shown in the
Department field in the following example.

This enables a security administrator to see all entries that pertain to a department, even if he or she is not authorized to
change those entries. For example, the DEV department administrator can change the DEV department user registration
entries. Although the administrator cannot change the entries whose department is *, those entries would be displayed
because they pertain to the DEV department.

The following table shows how user registration affects the entries a user can view while in user registration. Which
entries would user B0625PH be able to see in user registration and why?

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
* * B0625* Y Y Y
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* * B0625PH Y Y Y
PT12 * B0625* Y Y Y
PT12 * B0625PH Y Y Y
PT12 DEV B0625* N/A N/A Y
PT12 DEV B0625KC Y Y N/A
PT12 DEV B0625PH Y Y N/A
PT12 DEV B0625TO Y Y N/A

B0625PH is not able to perform user registration for department DEV in PTI2 but is able to perform user registration for all
other PTI2 departments, so B0625PH would see only the entries shown in the following table:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
* * B0625* Y Y Y
* * B0625PH Y Y Y
PT12 * B0625* Y Y Y
PT12 * B0625PH Y Y Y

Because the displayed entries are limited, entries for other departments might exist even though they are not displayed.
If the user tries to add an entry for a department that excludes him or her from user registration, SRS issues an error
message warning that the user is not authorized to perform user registration for that department.

You should use caution when adding entries that restrict user registration. If you inadvertently add an entry that prohibits
your ID from performing user registration for a department, you will not be able to see or update that entry the next time
you access user registration. Someone else who can perform user registrations for the department, such as RCSADM or
RCSADM2, can correct the wrong entry.

Order of Precedence Quick Reference
The following table presents the order of precedence for user registration entries.

Db2ID DEPT ID
Db2 DEPT ID
Db2 DEPT ID*
Db2 * ID
Db2 * ID*
* DEPT ID
* DEPT ID*
* * ID
* * ID*

Order of Precedence for the Masks

The following presents the order of precedence for masks.

1. U23456*
2. U2345*
3. U234*
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4. U23*
5. U2*
6. U*

The order of precedence used by SRS to check user registration entries is explained in detail in the previous sections of
this section.

How to Determine Entries
Use masking and asterisks to make generic entries for general rules. Use explicit entries to specify the exception. Keep in
mind that for each Db2ID/DEPT/ AUTHID entry, SRS will consider only one user registration entry: the one that is first in
the order of precedence.

Masking Notes
Masking authorization IDs in user registration lets you define multiple IDs with a single entry. This capability can make it
easier to define groups of entries.

However, using masking also adds complexity. To successfully use masks, you must completely understand SRS's order
of precedence for user registration.

Before using masks, you should consider the intricacy it offers. You might decide that the simplicity of explicit entries
outweighs the power of masked entries.

Capabilities
In summary, user registration lets you define SRS privileges for each user. These privileges include:

• User Registration -- Can the user perform user registration?
• Domain administration -- Can the user define and relate domains?
• Department Definition -- Can the user define departments?

SRS Privilege Levels
We suggest four levels of SRS privileges:

1. User Registrars -- Initially, the security administrators are the only two users authorized to use any component of SRS,
including user registration. You might want to authorize one or two other users to perform user registration.

2. Database Administrators -- The DBA should be authorized to perform department definition. Depending on your
organization, you might want to allow the DBA authorization for all SRS functions.

3. Department Administrators -- The department administrator assigns privileges for those in the department. Department
administrators generally need authorization to perform only domain administration.
Some administrators might also have user registration authority for their department. This will, however, allow them to
modify their own SRS authority and they could give themselves Department definition authority.

4. Users -- Users need only to be placed in domains.

NOTE
For information about enabling or restricting users from being added to domains, see the “Department
Definition” section.

Authorize Users to Access SRS Components
Use the User Registration panel to authorize users to access SRS components.
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SRS uses user registration entries to check an authorization ID's SRS privileges, but several user registration entries
might match a single authorization ID. SRS uses its order of precedence to look for a matching entry. The privileges in
the entry highest in the order of precedence are the only ones SRS uses. Entries lower in the order of precedence are not
used. So, although a matching entry can be changed or deleted, an authorization ID's SRS privileges cannot change.

Changing an authorization ID's SRS privileges changes only what the ID will be able to do in the future. It does not affect
the ID's membership in domains or the privileges that the ID had previously granted.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select User Registration from the Security Request Services screen.
The RC/S User Registration panel appears.

NOTE
The data displayed on the User Registration panel is stored on the Db2 subsystem specified on the Main
Menu. The Db2ID in the header of the User Registration panel does not affect where the data is stored.

3. Complete the following fields:
– Fill in the header fields (Db2ID, Department, Auth ID) as necessary. These fields accept selection criteria to limit the

entries displayed to those that match your criteria.
– Fill in the Domain Admin, Dept Admin, and User Reg Admin fields as follows:

• Enter Y to grant the listed privilege to the specified user.
• Enter B (Browse) to grant the user to the authority to display and review information.
If you do not want to assign the listed privilege, leave the field blank.

Press Enter.
The users you registered now appear as registered users in the display area. Use the FIND, SORT, and PRINT/
QPRINT commands to find a specific entry, sort the entries using the Db2ID, DEPT, AUTHID, USER, and DATE fields,
and print the displayed entries.

NOTE
By default, the entries are sorted by the columns Db2ID, DEPT, AUTHID. Within each column, masks come
before text strings. For authorization IDs, shorter masks precede longer masks.

You can change the privileges granted for any entry by simply typing over the displayed information with the new
information. You cannot change the Db2ID, department, or authorization ID.

4. To add a new entry, perform the following tasks:
– Use the first line, entering information in each field, and press Enter.
– Use the INSERT line command to add new blank lines anywhere in the listing. Then add information in each field

and press Enter.
5. To delete an entry, enter D on each line you want to delete and press Enter.

Deleting an authorization ID changes only what the ID will be able to do in the future. It does not affect the ID's
membership in domains or the privileges that the ID had previously granted.

Example: How to Register Users Using SRS Privilege levels

We suggest four levels of privileges. This example shows how to register users for these different SRS privilege levels.
These examples assume that:

• There is only one Db2 subsystem, PTI2.
• There are only two departments, DEVLPMNT and MARKTNG.
• All users have authorization IDs that begin with B0625.
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The following table shows entries for how you can authorize one or two users, in addition to RCSADM and RCSADM2, to
perform user registration:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 DEVLPMNT B0625KC N/A N/A Y
PTI2 MARKTNG B0625SJ N/A N/A Y

B0625KC can perform user registration for DEVLPMNT only. B0625SJ can perform user registration for MARKTNG only.

The DBA should be authorized to perform department definition. The following table shows AUTHID assignments for
B0625SM related to the DEVLPMNT and MARKTNG departments:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 DEVLPMNT B0625SM N/A Y N/A
PTI2 MARKTNG B0625SM N/A Y N/A

B0625SM is the database administrator. She can perform department definition for both departments.

The department administrator assigns privileges for those in the department. The following table shows entries indicating
that B0625PH is the department administrator for DEVLPMNT and B0625TO is the department administrator for
MARKTNG:

Db2ID DEPARTMENT AUTHID DOMAIN ADMIN DEPT. ADMIN USER REG ADMIN
PT12 DEVLPMNT B0625PH Y N/A N/A
PTI2 MARKTNG B0625TO Y N/A N/A

Domains
Db2 privileges let you perform actions, for example, executing a plan or executing SQL statements online. The privileges
users need depend on users' job functions. For example, end users in accounting need to execute the plan ACCTPLAN.
(The users must have EXECUTE authority on the plan. If the plan contains dynamic SQL, the users must also have the
proper authorities on the tables referenced by the plan.) Supervisors in accounting need not only to execute ACCTPLAN,
but also to select data from the PAYROLL table. Developers need administrative privileges within a test database. They
also need to be able to bind the plan they are working on.

Overview of Grouping Authorization IDs and Privileges into Domains
With Security Request Services (SRS), you can group authorization IDs into user domains and group Db2 objects and
their associated privileges into application domains. For example:

• End users in the accounting department could be placed in user domain U1.
• Accounting supervisors are placed in user domain U2.
• Developers working on the new plan PAYPLAN are placed in user domain U3.
• Privileges necessary to execute ACCTPLAN are placed in application domain A1.
• SELECT authorities on payroll information are placed in application domain A2.
• Application domain A3 contains DBADM privileges for the test database and BIND privileges for the PAYPLAN.

See the following illustration:
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The process of defining and updating user and application domains is discussed in Domain Administration. Domain
Relationships addresses the process of relating user domains to application domains.

Domain Relationships
To grant the accounting end users the privileges they need to execute plan ACCTPLAN, user domain U1 must be related
to application domain A1. When this domain relationship is defined, granting and revoking privileges is as easy as adding
and removing users, objects, and privileges from domains.

As users come into and leave the organization, their authorization IDs are added to and removed from user domains. SRS
automatically generates and executes the appropriate GRANT and REVOKE statements. For example, if authorization
ID ACCT4 is removed from user domain U1 and ACCT5 is added to user domain U1, all privileges necessary to execute
ACCTPLAN are revoked from ACCT4 and granted to ACCT5.

However, the results could be slightly different if the person using authorization ID ACCT4 is being trained for the position
of accounting supervisor. For example, if while in training ACCT4 remains in user domain U1 and is also added to user
domain U2, ACCT4 would retain the privileges necessary to execute ACCTPLAN. ACCT4 would also be granted SELECT
on PAYROLL privileges.

When the person who is ACCT4 is promoted, ACCT4 would be removed from user domain U1, but remain in U2. Before
revoking any privilege, SRS checks to see if the privilege is required for another job function. (SRS makes this decision
based on the authorization ID's other domain relationships.) As an accounting supervisor, ACCT4 still needs to execute
plan ACCTPLAN. SRS determines this by evaluating the membership of ACCT4 in user domain U2 and its relationship
to application domain A1. Thus, ACCT4 keeps the EXECUTE on ACCTPLAN and SELECT on PAYROLL privileges. SRS
helps ensure that no privilege that is required for another job function is revoked because the current function, which also
uses that privilege, is no longer needed.
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If an object privilege, such as UPDATE on PAYROLL, were added to application domain A2, it would be granted to ACCT4
and all other users in user domain U2.

Advantages of Domains
SRS presents many advantages over manually administering Db2 security. There are advantages when granting
privileges, revoking privileges, and copying privileges from one subsystem to another. You can easily add users to one or
more user domains, and you can add objects to one or more application domains.

Granting Privileges

Using SRS to administer security has distinct advantages over hand-coding and executing GRANT statements.

Without SRS, a security administrator would have to determine the following information when granting privileges:

• Which privileges are needed for which job functions.
• Which users have which job functions.

After the administrator has determined which users need which privileges to perform which functions, he or she would
then have to hand-code and execute the SQL necessary to grant the appropriate privileges.

When a new user is added, the entire process is repeated.

Security Request Services (SRS) simplifies the task of granting privileges by allowing the administrator to save the
evaluation procedures and use them as the basis for security administration. With SRS, the security administrator
determines:

• Which privileges are needed for which job functions.
The administer creates an application domain for each job function. This application domain contains a list of the Db2
objects and associated privileges that are necessary to perform the function.

• Which users have which job functions.
SRS enables the administrator to group users into user domains. This permits the administrator to handle a group of
users with similar privilege requirements as a single entity.
The user domain is then related to an application domain through a domain relationship.

SRS automatically generates and executes the SQL necessary to grant the privileges.

When a new user is added, his or her authorization ID is added to the appropriate user domain. Any privileges related to
the domain through domain relationships are automatically granted.

SRS makes granting privileges much easier, less time consuming, and less error prone than hand-coding SQL
statements.

Revoking Privileges

The advantages of using SRS are even clearer when revoking privileges. Without SRS, the security administrator must
consider the following information to prevent an ID from performing certain functions:

• The IDs that are involved.
• The functions you want to prohibit the IDs from using.
• The objects and privileges required to perform those functions.
• Whether the user needs the privilege for any other functions.
• Whether related authorization IDs (secondary IDs) hold this privilege.
• The effects of the REVOKE cascade.
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When the administrator has performed this complex analysis, he or she must still write and execute the SQL required to
revoke the privilege.

SRS simplifies this process. To prevent a user from performing certain functions, the security administrator considers the
following information:

• The IDs that are involved.
• The functions the ID is prohibited from using.
• The user domains that define the job function.

The security administrator then simply deletes the ID from the user domains determined in Step 3. SRS automatically
revokes all privileges contained in the related application domains.

SRS also prevents REVOKE problems:

• SRS determines if the user needs the privilege for any other functions by examining the IDs placed in other user
domains. If the ID requires a privilege because of another domain relationship, the privilege is not revoked.

• SRS eliminates the need for secondary authorization IDs. Because only primary authorization IDs are used, you do
not have to search through all secondary IDs for each primary ID. (If your site uses secondary IDs, you can use SRS
to create a user domain with the secondary ID as its only ID, then relate the user domain to an application domain that
contains the appropriate privileges.)

• Because SRS executes all GRANTs and REVOKEs through a single authorization ID, problems associated with
REVOKE cascades are virtually eliminated. (If you use other authorization IDs to grant and revoke privileges outside
of SRS, you can use RC/Secure Grant/Revoke Services (GRS) to assess the effects of the REVOKE cascade. GRS
provides Revoke Impact Analysis, which permits you to see the effects of a REVOKE, before it is executed.)

Templating Domains Across Db2 Subsystems

You can template application and user domains across Db2 subsystems. For example, you might have developed a TEST
subsystem and are ready to copy the domains and security requirements to a PROD subsystem.

Domain Administration Feature
The domain administration feature lets you:

• Place users in user domains
• Place Db2 object privileges in application domains
• Remove users from user domains
• Remove Db2 object privileges from application domains

You can also template application and user domains across Db2 subsystems.

Domain Administration Panel
You access user and application domains from the Domain Administration panel. From this panel, you can create a new
domain, or analyze, delete, view, template, or update an existing domain. You can also associate execution procedures
with a domain.

You access the Domain Administration panel by selecting Domain Administration from the Security Request Services
panel.

The information you enter in the header fields controls the entries that appear in the Domain Administration fields. The
default for all fields is all (*).
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NOTE
If the domain has a D pending status when you request to update it, the Deleted Domain Restore panel appears.
This panel shows the domain type, name, description, Db2ID, and department. The following message is also
displayed:

The above domain had previously been deleted. Do you wish to UNDELETE this domain now (Y/N)?

Specify Y to undelete the domain and displays its Domain panel.

Domain Template
You can use the Template option to create a new domain based on an existing one. The new domain type must be the
same type as the existing one.

You can create templates of application and user domains across Db2 subsystems very easily. For example, suppose you
have developed a TEST subsystem and are ready to copy the domains and security requirements to a PROD subsystem.
You simply select the domain you want to template by entering T (Template) on the Domain Administration panel. When
the Domain Template screen appears, you can change any of the information as appropriate, and press Enter.

If you changed the Db2 ID, a message appears asking you whether the domain should be inserted into the RC/
Secure tables on the current subsystem. You can respond to this question in one of two ways:

• If you answer Y (Yes), the domain will not be templated across subsystems, but will remain on the current subsystem.
• If you answer N (No), the domain information will be placed in the RC/Secure tables in the Db2 ID you specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter T in the Option (O) field on the Domain Administration panel, next to the domain you want to use as a template.
The Domain Template panel appears.
You can change any information in the fields except the domain type.

NOTE
If you are not using departmental security, NOT-USED appears in the Department field.

2. Press Enter.
The new domain information is saved and the domain panel appears.

Object Template
The Object Template panel works the same way as the Domain Template panel. You can change the object name and
qualifier, but cannot change the object type.

You can create an object based on an existing object.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter U (Update) on the Domain Administration panel next to the application you want to use as a template.
The Application Domain panel appears.

2. Enter T next to the entry you want to template.
The Object Template panel appears.

3. Specify all the information, then press Enter.
The Authorization Selection panel for the new object appears. The Authorization Selection panel displays the same
selected privileges as the original object. You can change any of the authorization selections.
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User Domains
A user domain is a group of user IDs that belong to the same department operating on the same Db2 subsystem. If
you are already familiar with Db2 and how Broadcom Db2 products work, you might not need to read the detailed
explanations.

You can create a user domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services on the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select Domain Administration (1) from the Security Request Services screen.
The Domain Administration panel appears.

3. Complete the following tasks to create a new user domain:
– Change the information in the header fields, if necessary. These fields accept selection criteria.
– In the display area, fill in at least these required fields:

• Db2ID
• DEPARTMENT (if your site uses departmental security)
• TY (U)
• NAME

– Fill in the Description and Deletion Date if necessary
Press Enter.
The User Domain panel appears. This panel also appears when you modify an existing user domain or create a new
domain based on an existing one on the Domain Administration panel.
The information in the header fields controls which authorization IDs display for the user domain. Use this feature to
reduce the number of entries displayed. These fields do not affect the IDs that actually belong to the user domain. You
can use the FIND and RFIND commands to find specific entries

4. Complete the following tasks:
– Press tab until the cursor is in the display area.
– Enter a value in the Authid field to specify the authorization ID of the user you want to add to the domain.

To display a selection list, enter selection criteria. The IDs that appear on the list are all authorization IDs that
have been granted Db2 privileges. You can change the selection criteria in the Authid field at the top of the panel
to change the list of authorization IDs displayed. If you had selected any IDs, they remain selected for the user
domain, even though they are not displayed. Use the SHRINK command to display all selected IDs.

– (Optional) Specify a description for the user in the Description field.
Press Enter.
The new user now appears as an entry in the display area.
To add additional users, repeat these steps. Use the first line or any blank line to add IDs to the domain.

5. Press F3 (End).
The IDs are saved and the Domain Administration panel appears. Y appears in the P column, indicating that the
changes are pending until execution.

Application Domains
An application domain is a group of Db2 object privileges that belong to a department and reside on the same Db2
subsystem. If you are already familiar with Db2 and how Broadcom Db2 products work, you might not need to read the
detailed explanations.

Create Application Domains
You can create application domains.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Domain Administration (1) from the Security Request Services menu.
The Domain Administration panel appears.

2. Change the information in the header fields, if necessary.
These fields accept SQL selection criteria.

3. Fill in at least these required fields in the display area:
– Db2ID
– Department (if your site uses departmental security)
– TY (A)
– Name

4. Fill in the Description and Deletion Date if needed, then press Enter.
The Application Domain screen appears so you can select Db2 privileges for the domain.

5. Change the information in the header fields, if necessary.
These fields accept SQL selection criteria.

6. In the display area, complete the following fields to indicate what object you want to add to the domain:
– Type
– Name
– Qualifier
Press Enter.
The Object Selection List screen appears.

7. Enter S in the selection field next to the objects you want to select.
8. Press PF3 (End) to save your selections.

The Authorization Selection panel appears.
9. Enter Y (GRANT) or G (GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION) in the authority fields to grant authorities. If you do not want

to grant an authority, leave the field blank.
If you enter a Y or G in the UPC field for tables, the Update Column Selection screen appears.

10. Press F3 (End) three times to exit to the SRS Menu.

Application Domain Screen Layout
On the Application Domain screen, you can select Db2 object privileges for the domain. You access this screen from the
Domain Administration panel. To display it, enter S (Select) or U (Update) in the Option (O) column of a line that has an A
in the Type column.

Header Information

The information in the header fields controls which Db2 object privileges appear for the application domain. You can use
the header fields to reduce the number of entries displayed. These fields do not affect the privileges that actually belong to
the application domain.

When you complete the header fields and press Enter, a check to see if the objects exist in the specified subsystem is
performed. If the objects do not exist, a message appears. You then have two options:

• Verify your entries to see if you made an error, or check the object name to help ensure that you are adding the correct
object. If you discover an error, correct it and re-enter the information.

• Ignore the message and press Enter to continue with your adding process. Note, however, that the object must be
created before you run implementation or you will receive an SQL error.

A message also appears if RC/Secure is unable to connect to Db2 to verify the objects. (In this case, you should contact
your system administrator.)
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When the object privileges appear, you can use the FIND and RFIND commands to find specific entries.

NOTE
For more information about these commands, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 General
Facilities Reference section.

The following describes the header fields on the Application Domain screen:

Type
Specifies the Db2 object type. You can enter a specific object type abbreviation. See the description of the Type
field that follows for a listing of valid type abbreviations. The default is all (*) types.

Pending
Specifies whether to limit the entries listed according to whether entries have a pending status code. If changes to
the entry are pending, a pending status appears. Changes are pending until execution.
Y

Displays only entries with changes pending.
N

Displays only entries with no changes pending.
+

Displays only entries in RECOVER PENDING status.
*

Displays all entries. This is the default.
Name and Qualifier

Enter the Db2 object name and qualifier. These fields accept selection criteria. The default is all (*).

Domain Information

The domain name, description, Db2 ID, department, deletion date, and execution procedure appear for your reference. All
fields, except Description and Deletion Date, are display only. You can update the Description and Deletion Date at any
time.

The following section describes the Domain Information fields.

O (Option)
Use the following options to manipulate the entries:
A

Shows the effects of adding this privilege to the domain, including all domain relationships. Analyze is
valid for any entry with a pending status.

D
Deletes the object from the domain. After you enter the delete option, D appears in the Pending field.
This indicates that a delete is pending. The delete is pending until batch execution. If the object has only
pending authorities, it is deleted immediately.
Use the U option to undelete an object whose deletion is pending. SRS will display the Deleted Object
Restore screen, which lets you confirm or cancel the deletion.

E
Displays (explodes) all privileges associated with the entry.

I
Inserts a blank line. You can insert multiple blank lines by entering I#, where # is the number of blank
lines you want to insert. When you insert a blank line, you can enter an object type and name or selection
criteria to display an object selection list.
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R
Resets the status flag of an object which is in Pending Recovery status (indicated by +).

S
Toggles off the Explode option.

T
Creates a new object entry based on this object. The Object Template screen will appear.

U
Updates a single object or multiple objects, as long as all lines are the same object type. You can enter U
on one line to update a single object (or on multiple lines to make multiple updates).
You can also update multiple objects of the same type by specifying the object type in the header, and
entering ALL UPDATE (or ALL) in the command line.

NOTE
You cannot use the asterisk (*) as the object type when using the ALL UPDATE command.

You can also use the U option to undelete an object whose deletion is pending. SRS displays the Deleted
Object Restore screen, which lets you confirm or cancel the deletion.

P (Pending)
Displays information about pending changes. If changes to the entry are pending, a status of pending appears.
This field is display only. Pending changes are implemented upon execution. Possible status codes are:
Y

Indicates that changes are pending.
D

Indicates delete pending.
+

Indicates that dropped object recovery is pending.
Type

Specify the type of object.

BP -- Buffer Pool SC -- Schema
CL -- Collection SG -- Storage group
DB -- Database SQ -- Sequence
DT -- Distinct type SY -- System
FN -- Function T -- Table
G -- Global temporary table TS -- Tablespace
P -- Plan V -- View
PK -- Package X -- Auxiliary table
PR -- Stored procedure

Object/Privilege
When Explode is off, only the object name and qualifier display. When Explode is on, the privileges are also listed
under each object name and qualifier.
When adding a new entry, you can enter selection criteria to further limit the selection list.

Name
Enter the name of the object. If you are adding a new object entry, you can enter selection criteria to display an
Object Selection list.
You can enter the ALL keyword to specify all buffer pools.
For object type System, SRS automatically generates the name (SYSTEM); you cannot enter any other name.
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For object type Package, enter the collection name.
Qualifier

The following list provides an example of object type abbreviations and their corresponding qualifiers:

BP -- (must be blank) SC -- (must be blank)
CL -- (must be blank) SG -- (must be blank)
DB -- (must be blank) SQ -- Schema
DT -- schema SY -- (must be blank)
FN -- schema T -- Creator ID
G -- Creator ID TS -- Database name
P -- (must be blank) V -- Creator ID
PK -- Package name, *, or blank X -- Creator ID
PR -- schema

Updated By
Displays the authorization ID of the user who last updated the entry and the date of the update.

Implemented
Displays the date and time that the privilege was granted (when implementation was run). If implementation has
not been run, PENDING displays.

Update an Object with a Pending Delete
If the object has a D pending status when you request to update it, the Deleted Object Restore screen appears. This
screen shows the object type, name, qualifier, domain name, Db2ID, and department. The following message also
displays:

The above object had previously been deleted. Do you wish to UNDELETE this object now (Y/N)? 

To update the object with a pending delete, respond with one  of the following values:

• Enter N to return to the Application Domain screen without undeleting the domain. (You want the domain to still be
marked for deletion.)

• Enter Y to undelete the domain and display its Authorization Selection panel. (You do not want the domain to be
marked for deletion.)

Resetting Recovery Pending Status
When you attempt to recover a dropped object, the object appears with a special status of “+” to indicate recovery
pending. You cannot update an object which has this status as this could cause inconsistencies. Instead, use the R line
command to reset the status of the object and turn off the pending flag. The object is no longer considered to be pending
recovery and can be updated using the U line command.

Object Selection List
When adding a new entry, you can enter selection criteria in the Object Name and Qualifier fields on the Application
Domain screen to display an object selection list. The Type field on the Application Domain screen identifies the object
type.

This screen displays the object types, names, and qualifiers that match the selection criteria and that are eligible to be
added to the domain.
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To change the list of objects displayed, you can change the name and qualifier, but not the object type. If you had selected
any objects, they remain selected, even though they are not displayed. Use the SHRINK command to view a list of all
selected objects.

The following describes the fields on the Object Selection List screen.

S (Selection)
Enter S in the Selection field to select an object, and press Enter. The S remains displayed after you press Enter.

(Object) NAME and QUALIFIER
Displays the objects that match the selection criteria and are eligible to be added to this domain are listed.
This information is display only. (To be eligible to be added to the domain, the object must be allowed in the
department assigned to the domain. This is determined through department definition.)

NOTE
To select a large number of items, use the ALL command. Enter A (all) in the command line to select all the
objects on the selection list. You can blank out some selections before pressing Enter.

To exit without selecting any objects, use the CANCEL command.

To save your selections, use the END command. The Authorization Selection panel appears for the selected objects.

NOTE
To display the selected objects only, use the SHRINK command. All selected objects appear, regardless of
whether they match the selection criteria. Reenter the SHRINK command to display the objects, selected
and not selected, that match the selection criteria. Enter R (RESET) in the command line to unselect all listed
objects.

Masked Object Names
On the Application Domain screen, you can indicate multiple objects with a single entry by entering masks for object
names and qualifiers. For example, you can indicate all tables whose names begin with TEST by entering the table name
TEST*.

NOTE
Adding a masked entry does not affect the pending status of an application domain. This is because the masked
entry will always be in the domain and can be expanded at any time.

The masked entry is identified by the following fields:

Name
During batch or online execution, you can enter a mask so that all objects can be included in the application
domain for processing.

Implemented
When you create a masked entry (determined by the use of an asterisk (*) as the last character), SRS displays
the word Masked so you can easily see which entries are masked.

Expand Masks During Execution

The masked names are expanded at execution time; that is, the objects that fit the mask are listed in a report and added
to the domain. The report describes which objects are built from the masks and is issued when you request to expand the
masked objects. You can expand masked objects in batch or online mode.

To expand the masked object names at execution time, enter Y in the Expand Masked Objects field on the second
Implementation Job Creation panel.
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Performing GRANTs and REVOKEs

If you specify Y or R for the Perform Grants and Revokes field on the first Implementation Job Creation panel, and Y for
the Expand Masked Objects field on the second Implementation Job Creation panel, the expanded object names are
inserted into the domain tables.

If you specify N (analysis only) for the Perform Grants and Revokes field and Y for the Expand Masked Objects field, you
will see the expanded object list, but the names will not be inserted into the domain tables. After entries are inserted into
the domain tables, the domains are updated with the expanded names.

NOTE
For more information about this screen, see the “Analysis and Execution” section.

Executing Online or in Batch Mode

If you enter B (batch) in the Execute Batch or Online field on the first Implementation Job Creation panel, and Y in the
Expand Masked Objects field on the second Implementation Job Creation panel, a separate report detailing masked
objects is created and the job is executed in batch mode.

If you enter O (online) in the Execute Batch or Online field and Y in the Expand Masked Objects field, the expanded object
report appears. Press PF3 (END) to return to the Implementation Job Creation panel. The Expand Masked Object field
changes to N. You can then cancel or execute the implementation job.

NOTE
For more information about this screen, see the “Analysis and Execution” section.

Authorization Selection
The Authorization Selection panels appear when you:

• Update a single existing object entry.
• Update multiple entries of the same object type at the same time, by specifying the object type, and using the ALL

UPDATE command.
• Select objects for a new entry.

Each selected object must have at least one selected authorization. If the object has no selected authorization, you are
prompted to add an authorization or delete the object.

The fields on the Authorization Selection panel are:

Domain Information
The domain name, description, Db2 ID, and department are displayed for your reference.

Object Name and Qualifier
The name and qualifier of the object.

Privileges
For each object type, a different set of object privileges appears.

• Y -- Grant the authority. The GRANT is pending until implementation is executed.
• G -- Grant the authority, with the WITH GRANT OPTION. The GRANT is pending until implementation is

executed.

NOTE
For SRS to properly manage all security, it is suggested that the G option not be used. If the G option
is used, cascading might occur when SRS revokes the privilege.

• R -- Revoke. The REVOKE is pending until implementation is executed.
• * -- An asterisk appears in the second part of the field if the change is pending.
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If you want to delete a Y or G that is pending, simply blank out the letter. If you want to delete a Y or G that has been
executed, you must revoke the privilege using the R option.

If you enter Y or G in the UPC (Update Columns) column, a column selection list appears. This screen is described in
Column Authorization Selection.

Selecting Multiple Authorities
You can easily select multiple authorities on the Authorization Selection panel when used for application domains and
department definitions. Simply, enter =Y, =G, or =R in an authority field, and SRS automatically enters Y, G, or R in the
same authority field for all the following entries.

For example, if multiple tables are listed on a Table Authorization Selection panel, and you enter =Y in the first table's SEL
field, SRS will enter Y in all the following tables' SEL fields.

You can also enter = (equal sign and space bar) to enter blanks. This is an easy way to change incorrect entries.

Column Authorization Selection
When you select UPC (Update Columns) or RFC (Reference Columns) on the Authorization Selection panel for tables,
the Column-Userid Selection screen appears. If a Y or G without an asterisk appears in the UPC or RFC field, type over
the Y or G with another Y or G to display the Column-Userid Selection screen.

The fields on the Column Userid Selection screen are:

Table and Domain Information
The object type, object name, creator, Db2 ID, department, domain name, and description appear for your
reference.

S (Selection)
By entering an option, you can select or delete a column's authorizations.

• Y -- Grant a column UPC authorization, RFC authorization, or both.
• G -- GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION.
• D -- Delete a column's authorizations.

P (Pending) (Display only)
If the column has a GRANT pending or implemented, a status code appears. The following list provides an
example of valid status codes:

• Y -- GRANT pending
• G -- GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION PENDING
• Y> -- GRANT executed
• G> -- GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION executed
• YD -- Delete (REVOKE) pending.
• GD -- Delete (REVOKE) pending.

COLUMN
The name of the column as defined in the table. You can add names for columns that do not yet exist.

NOTE
To assist you in administering security for objects that will be created, SRS lets you enter table and column
names for tables and columns that have not yet been defined. However, use this option with caution, as it could
cause the execution of GRANT or REVOKE statements to fail if the table exists, but the columns do not.

This is because one GRANT or REVOKE statement is executed for the table. If any portion of this statement fails (for
example, UPDATE privileges on a column that does not exist), the whole statement fails.
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Bind Agent Authorization Selection
When you enter Y following the BAGT (Bind Agent) column on the Authorization Selection panel for SY objects, the
Column-Userid Selection screen appears.

The following describes the files on this screen:

AGT
Specify Y if you want to grant a user bind authorization.

P (Pending) (Display only)
If the user has a GRANT pending or implemented, a status code appears. (Y -- GRANT pending).

USERID
Enter the ID of a user from whom the BINDAGENT privilege will be granted.

NOTE
The ID must be for a user who has the BINDAGENT privilege.

Press Enter to process the authorization requests. A value appears in the P (Pending) column.

Press F3 (End) to return to the Authorization Selection panel. A Y* will appear in the field beneath the BAGT column. To
add more authorizations, type over the Y with another Y. To return to the Application Domain screen, press PF3 once
more.

Explode
The EXPLODE command shows the privileges that have been selected for each object. You can specify EXPLODE in two
ways:

• Line Command -- Enter E in the Option (O) column next to the object you want to explode. The line command (E)
affects that item only.

• Primary Command -- Enter EXPLODE in the command line at the top of the screen to explode all the objects. The
primary command (EXPLODE) affects all entries.

The line command takes precedence over the primary command.

Exploded Entry
The entry for the table DEPT has been exploded to show all its associated privileges. The privileges are listed under the
object name. In this example, the privileges are SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, INDEX, ALTER, and UPDATE-COLUMN.

Privilege Actions
The three possible actions for each privilege are:

• Y -- GRANT
• G -- GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION
• R -- REVOKE

Pending Status
If the privilege action is pending, an asterisk (*) appears next to the action letter. If the privilege has been executed, an
asterisk is not displayed. In this example, only the SELECT WITH GRANT OPTION has been granted. All other actions
are pending.
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Update Column Names
If the UPDATE-COLUMN privilege is selected, the column names are listed. If the privilege action is pending, an asterisk
appears next to the column name.

The SHRINK command unexplodes the entry, so that only the object name and qualifier, and not all selected privileges,
are listed. SHRINK also works as a line command (S) and a primary command (SHRINK).

Defining Domain Relationships
When you have defined user and application domains, you must define the relationships between them. These
relationships determine which privileges should be granted to or revoked from which users.

To give a user a set of Db2 object privileges, you simply assign the user ID to a user domain. If the user domain is related
to an application domain, all privileges in the application domain are granted to the ID.

To revoke a set of Db2 object privileges from a user, you delete the user ID from the user domain. If the user domain is
related to an application domain, all privileges in the application domain are revoked from the ID.

You define these relationships through Domain Relationships, which you select from the Security Request Services
screen. Defining a relationship is easy; create an entry that lists the Db2 subsystem ID, the department name, and the
user and application domains.

If you are already familiar with Db2 and how Broadcom Db2 products work, you might not need to read the detailed
explanations.

Define Relationships Between Domains
You can define relationships between domains.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select Domain Relationships, and press Enter.
The Domain Relationships screen appears.

3. Change the information in the header fields, if necessary.
These fields accept selection criteria.

4. In the display area, fill in at least the following required fields:
– Db2ID
– Department (if your site uses departmental security)
– User Domain
– Appl Domain
Press Enter.
A Y appears in the Pending field to show that the relationship is pending until execution.

5. Press F3 (End).
The Security Request Services screen appears.

Domain Relationship Screen
This section describes how you use the Domain Relationship screen to define, analyze, delete, template, and undelete a
Domain Relationship, or modify the deletion date for the Domain Relationship.

NOTE
Press PF11 to display additional fields.
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The information entered in the Db2 ID, User Domain, Department, Appl Domain, and Pending fields controls the entries
listed in the following. SQL selection criteria are accepted.

O (Option)
Enter an option and press Enter to manipulate an entry.
A

Shows the effects of adding this relationship. Analyze is valid for any entry with a pending status.
D

Deletes this entry. The deletion is pending [D appears in the pending (P) column] until the implementation
job is executed. If the entry is pending [Y appears in the pending (P) column], the delete is immediate.

T
Creates a new relationship based on this one. The Security Template screen appears. This screen lets
you change relationship information to create a new relationship.

U
Undeletes this entry. Valid only for entries with a delete pending [D in the pending (P) column].

BA
Browses the application domain. The domain appears, but you cannot make any changes to it.

BU
Browses the user domain. The domain appears, but you cannot make any changes to it.

UD
Adds, changes, or removes the deletion date for the domain relationship.

P (Pending)
Displays the status of the entry. If the entry is pending, a pending status appears. Changes are pending until
execution. Possible status codes are:
Y

Indicates that the add is pending.
D

Indicates that the delete is pending.
Db2ID

Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID. This value is required.
Department

Specifies the department name for the domains. This value is required. The domains must be in the same
department.

User Domain
Specifies the name of the user domain in the relationship. When creating a new domain, you can enter selection
criteria to get a selection list.

Appl Domain
Specifies the name of the application domain in the relationship. You can enter selection criteria when creating a
new domain to get a selection list.

Selecting User Domains
When creating a new domain relationship, you can enter selection criteria in the User Domain field on the Domain
Relationship screen to view a user Domain Selection List. The Domain Selection List screen appears.

Press F11 to display additional fields.

To change the entries that appear, change the selection criteria in the header fields, and press Enter.
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The following fields are shown on the Domain Selection List screen:

Department
Specifies the name of the department associated with the user domain. You can change this name or use
selection criteria to specify a different department.

Domain Name
Specifies the name of the user domain. You can change this name or use selection criteria to specify a different
user domain.

Pending
Determines whether user domains that have pending changes will be included in the user domain list. The default
is all (*).

S (Select)
Selects a domain for the relationship or browse a domain.
S

Selects a domain. You can select only one domain.
B

Browses the domain.
Domain

Displays the domain name. You cannot change this information.
Description

Displays the domain description.

The END command (PF3) saves your selections and displays the Domain Relationship, with your new relationship
included.

NOTE
If you entered selection criteria in the user and application domain fields on the Domain Relationship screen,
both selection lists are processed before you return to the Domain Relationship screen.

Selecting Application Domains
When creating a new Domain Relationship, you can enter selection criteria in the Appl Domain field on the Domain
Relationship screen to display the Domain Selection List screen.

You can change the selection criteria, or select or browse a domain.

The following fields are shown on the Domain Selection List screen:

Department
Specifies the name of the department associated with the application domain.

Domain Name
Specifies the name of the application domain. An asterisk (*) indicates all application domains.

Pending
Determines whether application domains that have changes pending will be included in the application domain
list. The default is all (*).

O (Option)
Specifies an option for processing application domains.
B

Browses the application domain. Do not add or delete objects.
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S
Selects this application domain. Add the objects to or delete the objects from this application domain.

The END command (F3) saves your selections.

Template of a Domain Relationship
If you enter T (template) in the Option (O) field on the Domain Relationship screen, the Security Template screen appears.
This screen provides an easy way to create domain relationships between a user and application domain located in the
same Db2 subsystem and department (if applicable).

You can use the information displayed or change the name of the user domain, application domain, the Db2 ID for the
subsystem, and the department (if applicable) for the relationship you want to create.

Press F3 (End) to save the relationship and exit the screen. Enter CANCEL in the command line if you do not want to
save the changes you made on the Security Template screen.

Change a Deletion Date
When you enter the UD line command and press Enter, the Security Update screen appears.

To change a deletion date, in the Deletion Date field, enter a date for deleting the Domain Relationship. All other fields on
this screen are for display only.

Domain Actions
You can grant or revoke privileges through a variety of methods.

Changing User Domains
If the user domain is not related to an application domain, changing the user domain has no effect on any user's
privileges. The following conditions apply only if the user domain is related to one or more application domains.

Adding Authorization IDs

Adding an authorization ID to a user domain grants the ID all privileges in all application domains related to the user
domain.

Use this method to add a new user to an existing group of users. The user will be granted the privileges already assigned
to the user domain.

Deleting Authorization IDs

Deleting an authorization ID from a user domain revokes all privileges in all application domains related to the user
domain.

Use this method if an ID has been removed from a group of users. The privileges assigned to the group will be revoked
from the ID.

Changing Application Domains
If the application domain is not related to a user domain, changing the application domain has no effect on any user's Db2
object privileges. The following conditions apply only if the application domain is related to one or more user domains.
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Adding Db2 Object Privileges

When you add a Db2 object privilege to an application domain, the privilege is granted to all IDs in all user domains
related to the application domain through Domain Relationships.

Use this method when additional privileges are required for an existing application or function.

Deleting Db2 Object Privileges

When you delete a Db2 object privilege from an application domain, the privilege is revoked from all IDs in all user
domains related to the application domain through Domain Relationships.

Use this method when objects have been deleted or if access to objects becomes more restrictive.

Adding a Domain

Adding a new application or user domain has no effect on any user's privileges. A Domain Relationship must be defined
for users' privileges to be affected.

• Create a user domain to organize user IDs that have the same application requirements into groups.
• Create an application domain to organize Db2 object privileges required for a single application or function into a

group.

Deleting a User Domain

When you delete a user domain, you revoke from all IDs in the user domain, all privileges in all application domains that
are related to that user domain.

Delete a user domain if the group of user IDs is disbanded.

Deleting an Application Domain

When you delete an application domain, you revoke all privileges in the application domain from all IDs in all user domains
related to the application domain.

Delete an application domain if the application is no longer valid. If the requirements for the application domain have
changed, or if another application has replaced the current application, change the Db2 object privileges in the application
domain to reflect these changes. Do not delete it. This way the appropriate GRANT and REVOKE statements are
automatically executed, so all users who were authorized to use the old application can use the new application.

Deleting Domain Relationships

Deleting a domain relationship revokes all the Db2 object privileges in the application domain from all IDs in the user
domain. The user and application domains remain intact and are not affected by a domain relationship deletion.

Use this option to revoke a set of Db2 object privileges from a group of user IDs if the user and application domains are
still valid and are related to other domains through other domain relationships.

Add or Delete Users and Objects
You can add or delete users and objects by selecting the Add/Delete Users and Add/Delete Objects options.
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Add/Delete User Screen
The Add/Delete Users option is intended for use by domain administrators. It allows the administrator to quickly add or
delete new users to existing user domains. When you select option 3, Add/Delete Users, on the Main Menu, the Add/
Delete User screen appears.

The following fields are shown on the Add/Delete User screen:

Authid
Filters the list of authorization IDs after you have generated the list using the AUTHID field in the body line.

Action
Indicates which action should be performed.
A

Adds the authorization IDs to a user domain.
D

Deletes the authorization IDs from a user domain.
Db2 ID

Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem where the user domain is located.
O (Option)

Indicates which action you want to perform with that Authid line.
D

Deletes the line, so it is not processed.
I

Inserts a new line.
?

Displays help.
Authid

Specifies the authorization ID you want to add to or delete from the user domain. You can use wild card
characters % to specify selection criteria to display a selection list from which you can choose an Authid.

Description
Specifies a description of the authorization ID, such as the name of the person you are adding or deleting.

When you have made your entries, press Enter. Next, press PF3 (End) to exit this screen and display a list of user
domains on the Domain Selection List screen.

NOTE
For deletes, you are shown only domains that actually contain the users selected.

NOTE
When you have selected a user domain, press PF3 (End) to exit this screen. You have now completed the
process of adding or deleting users to a user domain.

Add or Delete Objects
The Add/Delete Objects option is intended for use by domain administrators. It lets the administrator quickly add or delete
new objects to existing application domains.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add/Delete Objects on the SRS Main Menu.
The Add/Delete Object screen appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
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Type
Specifies the type of object you want to add or delete. Valid entries are:
(asterisk) -- All objects PR -- Stored procedure
BP -- Buffer pool SC -- Schema
CL -- Collection SG -- Storage group
DB -- Database SQ -- Sequence
DT -- Distinct type SY -- System
FN -- Function T -- Table
G -- Global temporary table TS -- Tablespace
P -- Plan V -- View
PK -- Package X -- Auxiliary table

Qualifier
Specifies a qualifier for the object types listed in the following section. Leave the field blank for all other object
types.
Before you enter a value for this header field, you must enter a value in the QUALIFIER field in the body of the
panel.
(asterisk) -- All qualifiers SQ -- Schema
DT -- Schema T -- Creator ID
FN -- Schema TS -- Database name
G -- Creator ID V -- Creator ID
PK -- Package name X -- Creator ID

Name
Specifies the name of the object.

Action
Indicates which action should be performed.

A
Adds the objects to an application domain.

D
Deletes the objects from an application domain.

Db2 ID
Specifies the name of the Db2 subsystem where the application domain is located.

O (Option)
Indicates which action you want to perform with that line.

D
Deletes the line, so it is not processed.

I
Inserts a new line.

?
Displays help.

Type
Specifies the type of object you want to add to or delete from the application domain. See the previous Type field
description for a list of valid object types.

Name
Specifies the name of the object. You can specify the ALL keyword to specify all buffer pools.

Qualifier
Specifies the qualifier for the object, if needed. See the previous Qualifier field description for a list of object types
that require qualifiers. Enter selection criteria in this field to generate a selection list.
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3. Press Enter, and then press PF3 (End).
The Authorization Selection panel appears, where you can select the authorities to associate with that object.

Authorization Selection for Objects
After you have specified which objects you want to add to an application domain, the Authorization Selection panel for the
specified object type appears.

When you press PF3 (End) on the Authorization Selection panel, the Domain Selection List screen appears automatically.
Specify which application domain the objects should be added to or removed from.

NOTE
For deletions, only application domains that contain the objects selected will appear.

When you have selected an application domain, press PF3 (End) to exit this screen. You have now completed the process
of adding or deleting objects to an application domain.

Verify Your Additions and Deletions for the Domain
You can verify that the users and objects were actually added or deleted from the domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Domain Administration on the SRS Main Menu.
The Domain Administration panel appears.

2. Enter S (select) in the O (option) column next to the domain you added the ID or object to or deleted the ID or object
from.
When the domain information appears, any new users or objects that you added to the domain should appear in
the list. Any user or objects that you deleted from the domain will not be displayed or marked DELETE PENDING
indicating your deletion was successful.

Execution Procedures
Execution procedures are files that are executable by the Batch Processor. They are executed automatically during
implementation and can be associated with application or user domains.

A common use for execution procedures is security-related tasks. For example, you can use an execution procedure to
insert rows into PRF or QMF user profile tables.

Associate a Procedure With a Domain
You can associate an execution procedure with a domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter P (Proc) in the Option (O) field on the Domain Administration panel next to the User domain or application
domain to which you want to assign an execution procedure.

2. Enter U (Update) in the Option (O) field on the Domain Administration panel next to the User domain or application
domain you want to update. The User domain or application domain screen appears.

3. Enter PROCS in the command line on the User domain or application domain screen.
The Execution Procedures screen appears. That screen is where you specify the names of the data sets containing
the execution procedures, when the execution procedure should be executed, and whether the procedure should be
executed retroactive to its creation.

NOTE
For more information about the fields on this screen, see the online help.
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The header portion of this screen displays the name, description, Db2 ID, and department of the domain with which
the execution procedure will be associated.

4. (Optional) Enter I (insert) or D (delete) in the O (option) column to insert or delete a line, respectively.
5. Press PF3 (End) to save the information and return to the previous screen.

NOTE
If the Execution Procedure fails during implementation, the implementation itself will not fail. GRANT and
REVOKE are not affected.

Using Symbolic Variables
This section describes how to use symbolic variables in your execution procedure. The variables and examples are
provided for your information.

Symbolic variables can be included in the execution procedure file. Values are resolved at execution time. The following
symbolics can be included in execution procedures:

%ZDATE
Date of the implementation.

%ZTIME
Time of the implementation.

%GRANTEE
Authorization ID of the user for whom the execution procedure is being executed.

%GRANTOR
Authorization ID of the user authorized to perform GRANTs.

%RCSECID
RC/Secure grantor ID. (The RC/Secure grantor ID is specified as RCSGRNT in the SECURE member of high-
level.CDBAPARM at installation time. The default is RCSECUR.)

%EXECUTOR
Authorization ID of the user executing the job.

%APPLDOM
The application domain associated with the execution procedure.

%USERDOM
The user domain associated with the execution procedure or the user domain related to the application domain
associated with the execution procedure.

%PROCDOM
The user or application domain associated with the execution procedure.

%DEPTNAME
The department associated with the domain.

%Db2ID
The Db2 subsystem ID associated with the domain.

%ACTION
The action associated with the execution procedure: Add or Delete.

%DCLTYPE
The type of DCL to be executed, based on the action. When the action is Add, the DCLTYPE is GRANT. When
the action is delete, the action is REVOKE.

%DOMTYPE
The domain type:
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• A -- Application
• U -- User

%PROC
Execution procedure file name.

Example
Assume you have several consultants working on a project, and you place them in their own user domain, CONSULT.
These consultants need access to the IBM QMF product and require a database and tablespace for saving QMF data.

To satisfy these requirements, do the following:

1. Relate the CONSULT user domain to the application domain for QMF so that the users are granted the authorities
needed to use QMF.

2. (Optional) Create an execution procedure, USERADD, to create the database and tablespace that will contain the
saved QMF data. Then you could associate the USERADD execution procedure to the CONSULT user domain. If you
enter A (Add) in the Exec Time field, the execution procedure will be implemented whenever a user is added to the
CONSULT user domain.
A second execution procedure, USERDEL, would delete the database and tablespace. Again, you associate the
USERDEL procedure to the CONSULT user domain. If you enter D (Delete) in the Exec Time field, the USERDEL
execution procedure will be implemented whenever a user is deleted from the CONSULT user domain.

3. Specify an execution time in the Exec Time field on the Execution Procedures screen to assign an execution time.
Valid values are:

A
Executes the USERADD procedure when user IDs are added to the CONSULT user domain.

D
Executes the USERDEL procedure when user IDs are deleted from the CONSULT user domain.

You can also assign a deletion date to the CONSULT user domain. The USERDEL execution procedure would then
delete all the databases and tablespaces associated with the users in the CONSULT user domain on the specified
deletion date.

4. Press F3 (End) to save the information and return to the previous screen.

See the following User Domain panel to see how a deletion date is assigned:

RSDOMU   --------------------- RC/S User Domain ---------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE  

                                                                              

Authid => *                  Pending => *                                     

 ------------------------------ SSID: D81A ----------------------- USER02     

Domain Name   => DEVELOP1                            DB2 ID     => D81A       

Description   => ABCDE'S TEST GROUP                  Department => DEVLPMNT   

Deletion Date => MM/DD/YY                            Exec Proc  => P          

                                                                              

                                        +---UPDATED BY---+                

O   P  AUTHID    DESCRIPTION            USER      DATE    IMPLEMENTED     

__     ________  _______________________                   <=== NEW        

__  D  ABCDEF                           ABCDEA    YYYY/MM/DD  YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

In the Deletion Date field, specify the date you want the domain deleted in any of the following formats:

• ISO -- International Standards Organization.
Format: yyyy-mm-dd Date: 2001-04-30

• USA -- IBM USA standard.
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Format: mm/dd/yyyy. Date: 04/30/2001
• EUR -- IBM European standard.

Format: dd.mm.yyyy. Date: 30.04.2001
• JIS -- Japanese industrial standard Christian era.

Format: yyyy-mm-dd. Date: 2001-04-30

Using Symbolics in Execution Procedures
The following procedures demonstrate how symbolics are used in execution procedures:

USERADD execution procedure

USERDEL execution procedure

USERADD Execution Procedure

The USERADD execution procedure creates a database and tablespace for each user in the user domain. The symbolic
%GRANTEE is used to assign the user's ID to the name of the database and tablespace. For example, if the user's ID is
TDPHIL, the database created for that user is named TDPHILDB and the tablespace is TDPHILTS.

--    CREATE USER DATABASE

CREATE DATABASE %GRANTEE.DB

STOGROUP TESTSG

BUFFERPOOL BPO;

--    CREATE USER TABLESPACE

CREATE TABLESPACE %GRANTEE.TS

IN %GRANTEE.DB

USING STOGROUP TESTSG

PRIQTY 1

SECQTY 1

ERASE NO

FREEPAGE 0

PCTFREE 25

BUFFERPOOL BPO

LOCKSIZE ANY

CLOSE NO;

NOTE
When using symbolics in execution procedures, remember that the resulting names can contain no more than
eight characters. Therefore, the %GRANTEE symbolic should contain six characters or less.

USERDEL Execution Procedure

The USERDEL execution procedure deletes the database and tablespace that was previously created by the USERADD
execution procedure for each user in the user domain. The symbolic %GRANTEE is used to specify the user's ID, which
is part of the database and tablespace name. By dropping the database, the associated tablespace is also dropped.

--    DROP USER DATABASE

DROP  DATABASE %GRANTEE.DB;

NOTE
Not all Batch Processor commands are appropriate for execution procedures. The allocations made for SRS
implementation may prohibit the use of any program (such as the load utility) that requires the same allocations.
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Capture Execution Procedure Text
After all symbolic variables have been resolved, you can capture the text of an execution procedure before execution and
save it for later use. This lets you use the fully resolved execution procedure at a different location whenever you want to.

NOTE
This capability is only available in batch analysis and execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the batch implementation job to add a ddname for EPTODISK, which specifies an output data set with an LRECL
of 80.

2. In the execution procedure to be captured, add EPTODISK as the first statement on line 1 column 1.

NOTE
You can also add EPTODISK to the model JCL if this will be a feature that is used repeatedly at your site.

During processing, the analysis and execution job will attempt to open the EPTODISK output file. If successful, the fully
resolved execution procedure text will be written and actual execution of the execution procedure will be bypassed.

NOTE
For more information about specifying batch options and editing the JCL, see the “Analysis and Execution“
section.

Maintaining Failed Procedures
The Failed Execution Proc Maintenance option on the SRS Menu lets you view the status of execution procedures that did
not complete execution successfully.

When you select this option, the Failed Execution Proc Maintenance screen appears.

Press F11 to display additional fields.

Header Info
You can limit the entries listed by entering information in the following fields:

Auth ID
Enter the authorization ID of the user for whom the execution procedure is being executed.

User Domain
Enter the user domain associated with the execution procedure, or the user domain related to the application
domain associated with the execution procedure. (An application domain can be related to multiple user
domains.)

Proc
Enter the execution procedure name.

Db2 ID and Department
Enter the Db2 subsystem ID and department associated with the execution procedure.

Proc Type
Specify Add or Delete.

Proc Domain
Enter the user or application domain name associated with the procedure.

For all these fields, the default is all (*). Selection criteria are accepted.
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Execution Procedure Information
The following information is listed for each execution procedure.

O (Option)
Specifies any one of the following line commands:
R

Reruns the execution procedure. The procedure will be rerun when the implementation job is rerun. The
status will change to R when you exit Failed Execution Proc Maintenance.

E
Restores the error status of the procedure. This option can be used only on entries whose status is R.
This option cancels the rerun request.

D
Deletes the execution procedure entry from the maintenance table. This does not delete the procedure
file or its association with the domain. The entry will be deleted when you exit Failed Execution Proc
Maintenance. You will not be able to rerun the entry after it has been deleted.

S
Shows the error that caused the execution procedure to terminate.

NOTE
The E, R, and D line commands remain in the Option (O) field, and do not take effect until you exit the
Failed Execution Proc Maintenance screen.

S (Status) (Display only)
The status of the execution:
E

Indicates that the execution procedure did not successfully execute.
R

Indicates that a request has been made to rerun the execution procedure.
DATE (Display only)

Displays the date the procedure was executed.
TIME (Display only)

Displays the time of the execution.
AUTH ID (Display only)

Displays the authorization ID for which the procedure was executed.
Db2ID and DEPT (Display only)

Displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department associated with the procedure.
PROC_DOMAIN (Display only)

Displays the domain associated with the procedure.
PROC_TYPE (Display only)

Displays the type of procedure: A (Add) or D (Delete).
USER_DOMAIN (Display only)

Displays the user domain associated with the procedure. The execution procedure filename appears on a
separate line under the AUTHID, Db2ID, and DEPT fields.

Output Options
When implementing a job that contains execution procedures, you can indicate in the Execution Proc Output field on the
Implementation Job Creation panel whether to have output for execution procedures. Valid values are:
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• Y -- Always produce Batch Processor output from execution procedures.
• N -- Do not produce Batch Processor output from execution procedures.
• E -- Produce output from the Batch Processor only when the Execution Procedure execution fails.
• O -- Same as Y, but will override the generation of a .CONNECT command, allowing this to be specified in the

execution procedure.

NOTE
For more information about this screen and executing implementation jobs, see the “Analysis and Execution”
section.

Department Definition
Some organizations prefer to administer security on a departmental basis, rather than a system-wide basis. For these
organizations, SRS provides departmental security. Departmental security allows privileges to be granted on a per-
department basis. With departmental security, each department has its own security administrator, who is authorized to
perform domain administration for that department.

What is Departmental Security?
Some organizations prefer to administer security on a departmental basis, rather than a system-wide basis. For these
organizations, SRS provides departmental security.

Departmental security allows privileges to be granted on a per-department basis. With departmental security, each
department has its own security administrator, who is authorized to perform domain administration for that department.

What is Department Definition?
Department definition is the process of setting the parameters for a department, and is accomplished through the
Department Definition screen in SRS. This screen is described fully in Screen Operation.

NOTE
Department definition is necessary only when you are using departmental security. If you are using centralized
security, you do not have to perform department definition. The instructions presented in this section are based
on the assumption that you are using departmental security.

To define a department, a security administrator (often the DBA) specifies:

• The users that belong to a department
• The maximum set of Db2 privileges (superset) that can be granted through SRS for the department

When department definition is complete, the departmental security administrator can create user domains, application
domains, and relationships between domains, exactly as with centralized security. The difference is, when creating and
modifying application domains for a department, the department administrator can choose only the Db2 object privileges
that belong to that department. Likewise, when creating and modifying user domains, a department administrator can
choose only authorization IDs that belong to that department.

Departmental Domain Administration
When a departmental security administrator attempts to create a user or application domain, SRS first checks to make
sure the administrator is authorized to perform domain administration for that subsystem and department. (How SRS
checks user authorization is discussed in detail in “User Registration.”) When SRS determines that the administrator is an
authorized department administrator, the user is allowed to access the domain administration component.

If the departmental security administrator requests an authorization ID or object privilege selection list when creating the
domain, only IDs or object privileges that belong to that department appear in the selection list. If the administrator tries
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to add an ID or object privilege that has been excluded from the department, SRS issues an error message and does not
allow the selection.

Object Privileges for a Department Example
To illustrate the concepts presented, assume the Development (DEV) department is limited to the following privileges:

SELECT, UPDATE, and INSERT privileges on table DSN8220.DEPT

SRS would allow the DEV department administrator to add only the privileges listed previously into an application domain
for the DEV department. The DEV department could not, for instance, be granted the DELETE privilege for any table.
If the DEV department administrator requests a selection list of privileges to create or update an application domain,
SRS displays only the objects allowed through department definition. If the department administrator tries to select a
privilege that is not in the department's Db2 object privilege superset, SRS issues an error message and does not allow
the selection.

Assign Users to Departments or Assign Db2 Object Privileges for a Department
Use the following instructions as a quick start to department definition. Department definition involves determining which
users can be added to the user domains for a department and which object privileges can be added to the application
domains for a department.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select Department Definition from the RC/S Security Request Services menu.
The RC/S Department Definition screen appears.

3. Change the information in the header fields, if necessary.
These fields accept selection criteria.

4. In the display area, fill in at least the following required fields:
– Db2ID
– Dept
– Type (U)
– Name
In the Dept field, enter the name of the department you are defining. In the Name field, enter the authid you want to
add to the department; to add more than one authorization ID at a time, you can use a mask.
Press Enter.
The Authorization Selection panel appears.

5. Enter Y in the Define In Domain field.
6. Press PF3 (END).

The Department Definition screen appears.
7. In the display area, fill in the following fields:

– Db2ID
– Dept
– Type
– Name
– Qualifier (as appropriate)
The Name and Qualifier fields accept selection criteria.
Press Enter.
The Authorization Selection panel appears. (If you entered selection criteria, the Object Selection List screen appears
prior to the Authorization Selection panel.)
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8. Select the object privileges you want by entering Y (to grant the privilege) or G (GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION)
under the appropriate privilege field and beside the table to which the privilege applies.

9. Press F3 (End).

Application Domain Creation Flow Diagram
The following flow illustration shows how department definitions are used during the creation or update of an application
domain. The example assumes the user has appropriate SRS privileges to create the application domain.
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Department definition processing occurs as follows:

1. The department administrator wants to add SELECT and UPDATE privileges on table DSN8220.DEPT to application
domain RCS1. The administrator accesses domain administration and creates an entry that specifies PTI2 as the
Db2ID, DEV as the department, and table DSN8220.DEPT as the object.
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2. SRS searches for department definition entries that match the Db2ID, DEPT, and OBJECT criteria entered. The
following table shows the entries that match:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T DSN* D*
PTI2 DEV T DSN8220 DEPT
PTI2 * T DSN8220 DEPT

1. SRS applies its order of precedence to determine which entry will be used to check maximum privileges (superset).
Because it is the most specific entry, the middle entry is used. (The concept of order of precedence was introduced in
“User Registration.” A detailed explanation of how order of precedence works with departmental definition is provided
later in this section.)

2. The Db2 privileges associated with the entry -- SELECT, UPDATE, and INSERT ON TABLE DSN8220.DEPT -- are
defined as the maximum privileges for the application domain entry.
From these maximum privileges, the department administrator chooses the SELECT and UPDATE privileges. These
privileges are added to application domain RCS1.

Steps 1-4 are repeated for each entry the department administrator wants to add to the application domain.

Masking
Department definition, like user registration, accepts masks to indicate multiple entries. A mask is a string of one to seven
characters followed by an asterisk. In both user registration and department definition, masks are allowed for authorization
IDs and also for Db2 object names to indicate multiple objects. For example, you could enter DE* for a table name to
indicate all tables whose name begins with DE.

Masking lets you indicate multiple objects with a single entry. It also introduces the possibility that more than one entry
might match a given request. For example, suppose the DEV department administrator is trying to add table privileges for
a table named DEPT.SRS searches for the DEV departments maximum object privileges for the DEPT table. It finds two
DEPT entries for tables for the DEV department in PTI2: DEPT and DE*. Both entries match.

Each of the two entries described could associate very different privileges with the objects. For example, the DEPT entry
might include SELECT, ALTER, UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT privileges, while the DE* entry might include UPDATE
privileges only on one column. Therefore, it is important to know which entry SRS will use. The next section describes
how SRS selects an entry.

How SRS Checks for Object Privileges
The “User Registration” section introduced the concept of order of precedence to explain how SRS determines an
authorization ID's SRS privileges. SRS also uses an order of precedence when searching department definition for a
department's users and maximum Db2 privileges. As in user registration, the more explicit entry is considered first.

The following table shows the order of precedence used for department definition. QUAL represents a specific object
qualifier; Q* represents an object qualifier mask. NAME represents a specific object name; N* represents an object name
mask. No qualifier is considered for authorization IDs.

Db2ID DEPT OBJECT QUALIFIER OBJECT NAME
Db2 DEPT QUAL NAME
Db2 DEPT QUAL N*
Db2 DEPT Q* NAME
Db2 DEPT Q* N*
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Db2 * QUAL NAME
Db2 * QUAL N*
Db2 * Q* NAME
Db2 * Q* N*
* DEPT QUAL NAME
* DEPT QUAL N*
* DEPT Q* NAME
* DEPT Q* N*
* * QUAL NAME
* * QUAL N*
* * Q* NAME
* * Q* N*

Now, recall the previous example in which SRS found two matching entries: DEPT and DE*. These entries are shown in
the following table:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T DEPT *
PTI2 DEV T DE* *

Which entry would SRS find first and thus use for the DEV department's superset of privileges? Based on the information
provided previously about order of precedence, you can determine that SRS would use the first entry because it is more
specific than the second. So, whichever privileges are listed under the first entry would be the privileges SRS uses. To
complicate the example a little more, we can add object name qualifiers.

If all entries matched, SRS would use the first entry because, as the most explicit entry, it is first in the order of
precedence. That means that the privileges listed in the first entry would be the maximum privileges for those objects for
that department.

For object qualifiers and names, a longer mask is considered before a shorter mask, as shown in the following table:

ORDER MASK
1 U234567*
2 U23456*
3 U2345*
4 U234*
5 U23*
6 U2*
7 U*

Based on order of precedence, you can determine which of the following entries SRS will use for the name DEPT:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T DEP* DSN8220
PTI2 DEV T DE* DSN8220
PTI2 DEV T D* DSN8220
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All entries match. The Db2ID, DEPT, and qualifier are identical for all entries, so only the name needs to be considered.
The first entry has the longest mask for object name; therefore it is the one SRS will use.

For entries whose object qualifier and name are masked, the qualifier is considered before the name. Then the same
order of precedence for masks is used for the name.

The following table illustrates the order of precedence for object name and qualifier masks:

QUALIFIER NAME
Q234567* N234567*
Q234567* N23456*
Q234567* N2345*
Q234567* N234*
Q234567* N23*
Q234567* N2*
Q234567 N*
Q23456* N234567*
Q23456* N23456*
Q23456* N2345*
Q23456* N234*
Q23456* N23*
Q23456* N2*
Q23456* N*

Using the order of precedence, determine which of the following entries SRS will use:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T D* DSN822*
PTI2 DEV T DEP* D*

The first entry has a more explicit qualifier mask than the second entry. Therefore, although the second entry has a more
explicit object name, SRS will use the first entry.

For DSN8220.DEPT, SRS would use the first entry because if both the qualifier and name are masked, SRS considers the
qualifier before the name.

More Examples of How SRS Determines Department Privileges

A few more examples of how SRS determines department privileges are described in the following section:

Which of the following entries would SRS use to determine what privileges could be added to a DEV department's
application domain for the table DSN8220.DEPT?

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
* * T DEPT DSN8220
PTI2 * T D* DSN*
PTI2 * T * DSN8220
PTI2 DEV T * *
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Using the order of precedence, SRS looks for Db2ID and DEPT information first. Because the last entry has the most
specific Db2ID and DEPT information, it is first in the order of precedence, and thus it is the entry SRS uses.

The following table shows entries that SRS could use to determine what privileges could be added to a DEV department's
application domain for the table DSN8220.DEPT:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T * *
PTI2 DEV T * DSN*
PTI2 DEV T * DSN8220
PTI2 DEV T DE* DS*
DTI2 DEV T DEP* DSN*

Because the Db2ID and DEPT information is the same for all entries, you need to consider only the object name and
qualifier. Almost all entries for both name and qualifier are masks. However, the third entry does have an explicit qualifier:
DSN8220. Because an entry with a specific object qualifier and a masked name precedes an entry with a masked qualifier
and name, this entry is first in the order of precedence and will be used first.

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2* DEV T * *
PTI2 DEV T * DSN*
PTI2 DEV T DEP* DS*
PTI2 DEV T DE* DSN*

Because all object names and entries are masked, you must use the order of precedence for object name and qualifier
masks. This precedence states that the qualifier is considered first. The more explicit (longer) qualifier masks are
considered before the shorter masks. Using this rule, SRS first considers the entries whose qualifiers are DSN*.

Between these two entries SRS will choose the one with the most specific object name mask. In this case, that entry is
shown in the following table:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
PTI2 DEV T DE* DSN*

Restricting Objects from Domains
SRS provides a default department definition entry for each object type. This entry is for all Db2IDs and departments,
all objects (Db2ID, Department, Object Name and Qualifier = *) and includes G for all authorizations (Y for user
authorizations). Thus, by default, all users can be added to all user domains, and all object privileges can be added to all
application domains. (This enables sites that use centralized security to bypass department definition.)

If you want to prohibit objects from being added to application domains or users from user domains, you must create
department definition entries that restrict the addition. You can handle this in one of two ways:

• You can change the default entries
• You can create restrictive entries on a per-Db2ID or per-department basis

You can change the default entries, so that by default no objects or users can be added to domains. To do this, you
update the default entries (Db2ID, Department, Object Name and Qualifier = *) and blank out the G or Y in all the
Authorization Selection panels. This creates entries that prohibit objects or users from being added to domains unless a
more specific department definition entry exists that allows the addition. Deleting the entry has the same effect.
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The following example illustrates how you can restrict new tables from being assigned to a user domain:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
* * T * *

When you press Enter after creating or updating this entry, the Authorization Selection panel appears, which looks like the
following example for the Table (T) object:

Db2ID DEPARTMENTTABLE
NAME

CREATOR ALL* SEL INS DEL UPD

* * * * N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

NOTE
By entering asterisks in the Db2 ID, Department, Table Name and Creator fields and not making an entry in the
authorization fields, you restrict all tables that are not already assigned to an application domain from being
assigned to one.

If you do make an entry (Y or G) in the authorization fields, you will be allowing that authority to all tables in any
department and Db2 subsystem. It is the entry or lack of an entry in the authorization fields that determines which
authorities are tied to the table.

For each department (or Db2ID), you can create an entry for each object type where the name and qualifier is an asterisk
(*). Do not select any authorizations. This creates an entry that restricts the object from being added to a domain unless a
more specific entry exists that allows the addition.

Restricting Users from Domains
The following table shows entries for how you can restrict new users from being assigned to a user domain:

Db2ID DEPT TYPE NAME QUALIFIER
* * U * *

When you press Enter after creating or updating this entry, the Authorization Selection panel appears.

NOTE
By entering asterisks in the Db2 ID, Department, and User Authid fields and not making an entry in the Define
in Domain field, you restrict all users who are not already assigned to a user domain from being defined in a
specific domain or department or Db2 subsystem.

If you do make an entry Y in the Define in Domain field, you will allow all users to be defined in any domain in any
department and Db2 subsystem. It is the entry or lack of an entry in the Define in Domain field that determines whether
users can be defined in user domains. If you are using departmental security, you will probably find it easier to change or
delete the default entries to restrict all privileges.

Notes on Masking and Order of Precedence
Masking object names and qualifiers in a department definition lets you define multiple objects for a department with a
single entry. This capability can make it easier to define groups of entries. However, using masking also adds complexity.
To successfully use masks, you must completely understand SRS's order of precedence for department definition.

Before using masks, you should consider the intricacy they offer. You might decide that the simplicity of explicit entries
outweighs the power of masked entries.
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Screen Operation
A security administrator (usually a DBA) defines departments through the Department Definition screen.

If you are already familiar with Db2 and how Broadcom Db2 products work, you might not need to read the detailed
instructions.

Department Definition Screen Header Information
You can enter information in the header fields to limit the number of entries displayed.

Department Definition Fields
The department definition fields provide the following information:

O (Option)
Enter one of the following valid options:
D

Deletes the entry.
E

Displays (explodes) all the object privileges in this entry.
I

Inserts a blank line with the same Db2 ID and department as the line where you entered the command.
You can change the Db2 ID and department.

S
Turns off the Explode option.

T
Displays the Object Template screen, which lets you create a new object entry based on a current one.
The Template option is not valid for object type system.

U
Displays the Authorization Selection panel, where you can update authorization selections, but not object
information.

Db2ID
Enter the ID of the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. This has no effect on the Db2 subsystem where
SRS stores its internal information. SRS information, including department definition entries, is stored on the Db2
subsystem specified on the Main Menu.

DEPT
Enter the name of the department for which the definition is being made. If the Db2ID is * (all), the department
must be * (all).
Entries whose department is an asterisk (*) also appear because they pertain to all Departments.

NOTE
If you are not using departmental security, NOT-USED appears in the Dept field.

TYPE
Enter a valid Db2 object type abbreviation. Valid type abbreviations are:
BP -- Buffer pool SC -- Schema
CL -- Collection SG -- Storage group
DB -- Database SQ -- Sequence
DT -- Distinct type SY -- System
FN -- Function T -- Table
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G -- Global temporary table TS -- Tablespace
P -- Plan U -- User (authorization ID)
PK -- Package V -- View
PR -- Stored procedure X -- Auxiliary table

NAME
Enter the name of the object. For object type package, the name field contains the collection name. For object
type system, SRS automatically generates the name (SYSTEM). You cannot enter any other name. For object
type user, the name is the authorization ID of the user.
You can enter the ALL keyword to specify all buffer pools.
You can enter a mask to represent multiple objects.
To display an object selection list, enter selection criteria.
Multiple privileges can be listed, indented under each object name.

Qualifiers
Enter the object qualifier. You can enter a mask to represent multiple objects. To display an object selection list,
enter selection criteria. The following lists of object type abbreviations and the qualifier for each object type.
BP -- (Must be blank) SC -- (Must be blank)
CL -- (Must be blank) SG -- (Must be blank)
DB -- (Must be blank) SQ -- Schema
DT -- Schema SY -- (Must be blank)
FN -- Schema T -- Creator ID
G -- Creator ID TS -- Database name
P -- (Must be blank) U -- (Must be blank)
PK -- Package name, *, or blank V -- Creator ID
PR -- Schema X -- Creator ID

User (Display only)
The ID of the user who last updated this entry.

Date (Display only)
When this entry was last updated.
When the Department Definition screen initially appears, authorization IDs (object type U) are grouped together
at the bottom of the object list. If you use the SORT command, the authorization IDs will sort, along with the other
object types.

Explode and Shrink
Ordinarily, the Department Definition screen displays only the Db2 ID, department, object type, and qualified name for
each entry. It does not show the privileges for each object. The Explode option lets you display the privileges for some or
all entries. You can turn off the Explode option by using the SHRINK command.

The Explode option works as a line command and a primary command. The EXPLODE primary command turns Explode
on for all entries. The EXPLODE line command works only for that entry. The line command takes precedence over the
primary command. The SHRINK command also works as both a line command and primary command.

NOTE
for a list of privileges associated with each object type, see the “Db2 Security Basics” section.

The privileges were granted with one of the following values:

• Y -- GRANT
• G -- GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION

To return the display to normal, use the SHRINK command.
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Object Template Option
The Object Template option of the Department Definition screen lets you create a new object entry based on a current
one. You can change the object name and qualifier and the privileges associated with the object. You cannot use the
Object Template option to change  the Db2 ID, department, or object type. To change any of these fields, you must create
a new entry.

To access the Object Template screen, enter T (template) in the Option (O) field next to the entry you want to template on
the Department Definition screen.

The Object Template screen fields are:

Object Type (Display only)
The object type.

Db2ID, Department, Object Name, Qualifier
You can change the Db2 ID, department, object name, and qualifier to enter a new object's information.

NOTE
Selection criteria are not allowed. However, you can enter a mask to represent multiple objects.

When you have entered all the information, press Enter. (To return to the Department Definition screen without saving the
new object information, use the CANCEL command.)

When you press Enter, the Authorization Selection panel for the new object appears. The Authorization Selection panel
displays the same selected privileges as the original object. You can change any of the authorization selections.

Selecting Objects
The following screen shows how you can enter selection criteria in the object name field of the Department Definition
screen to get an object selection list.

RSDEPD   ---------------- RC/S Department Definition -------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

  DB2ID => *          Type => *   Name      => *                              

  Dept  => *                      Qualifier => *                              

----------------------------------SSID: D81A ---------------------- USER02

                                                                              

                      +--------OBJECT/PRIVILEGE---------+  +--UPDATED BY----+ 

  O   DB2ID  DEPT     TYPE  NAME               QUALIFIER   USER      DATE     

  __  PTI2   DEVELOP  DB    %_________________ _________  <=== NEW            

  __  *      *        P     ST*                          USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  *      *        T     PROJ               ABCDE1    USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  *      *        TS    DSN8S21D           ABCDE1    USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  *      *        TS    DSN8S21R           ABCDE1    USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  *      *        V     *                  ABCDE1    USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  *      *        V     VPROJ              ABCDE1    USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

  __  PTI2   D1       T     *                  *         USER02     YYYY/MM/DD

Notice the first line on the previous screen. The entry on the first line is a new entry. The object name for this entry
consists of selection criteria (%) that will display a list of all databases in the current subsystem (PTI2).

From the selection list, you can select any number of specific databases for department definition. When you select the
databases, you can select the privileges associated with each database.

New entries can be added, not only on the first line, but also on any inserted lines.
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When you press Enter, the next screen shows an Object Selection List.

The fields on the Object Selection List screen are:

Object Type, Object Name
This is the object type, name, and qualifier information you entered on the previous screen. You can change the
name and qualifiers to display a new list.
If you select objects, then change the name and qualifier information, the selected objects remain selected, even
though they are no longer displayed. When the Authorization Selection panel appears, all selected objects will be
displayed.

S (Selection)
Enter S in the Selection field to select an object.

NAME (Display only)
The object name.

QUALIFER (Display only)
The object's qualifier.

After you have selected databases, you can assign privileges per database. If you select multiple objects, each object
becomes its own entry.

ALL

Enter A (ALL) in the command line to select all the objects on the selection list. You can blank out some selections before
pressing Enter. The ALL command is an easy way to select a large number of items.

CANCEL

The CANCEL command returns to the Department Definition screen without selecting any objects.

END

The END command (F3) saves your selections and displays the Authorization Selection panel.

SHRINK

Use the SHRINK command to display only the selected objects. All selected objects are displayed, regardless of whether
they match the selection criteria.

Reenter the SHRINK command to display the objects, selected and not selected, that match the selection criteria.

NOTE
For more information about SHRINK, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2 for z/OS
General Facilities Reference section.

Authorization Selection Privileges
The Authorization Selection panel is where you select the privileges that will be associated with the selected Db2 object.
When selected, the Db2 object privileges become part of the privilege superset for the department. That means that they
can be added to application domains for the department and thus granted to users in the department.

The Authorization Selection panel appears when you:
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• Specify an object name on the Department Definition screen.
• Specify an object name on the Object Template screen.
• Select an object from an Object Selection screen.

The fields on the Authorization Selection panel for databases are:

Db2ID, DEPARTMENT, and DATABASE NAMES (Display only)
This information is presented for each entry.

Authorities
Enter the authorities available for the selected object type displayed to the right of the object name.
Y

Grant the authority. Allows only Y to be specified in domain administration.
G

Grants the authority, WITH GRANT OPTION. Allows Y or G to be specified in domain administration.

NOTE
The ALL authority on the Database Authorization Selection allows the execution of any operation that the
database supports. It lets you grant any or all authorities. In this way, it is the same as the DBADM authority.

When you are creating a new entry, you can select several objects from the Object Selection List. All the selected objects
will appear on the Authorization Selection panel. After you save your authorization selections, each object will be saved as
a separate entry.

Select Multiple Authorities
You can easily select multiple authorities on the Authorization Selection panel when used for application domains and
department definitions.

By entering =Y, =G, or =R in an authority field, SRS will automatically enter Y, G, or R in the same authority field for all the
following entries.

For example, if multiple tables are listed on a Table Authorization Selection panel, you can enter =Y in the first table's SEL
field. SRS will enter Y in all the following tables' SEL fields.

You can also enter = (equal sign and space bar) to enter blanks. This provides an easy method of changing incorrect
entries.

Object Privileges
The authorities displayed on the Authorization Selection panel depend on the type of object selected.

When the object type is user, there is only one privilege: DEFINE IN DOMAINS. This is not a Db2 privilege, but an SRS
department privilege. You can add an entry that allows  a user to be added to domains, or you can add an entry that
restricts  users from being added to domains.

Authorization Selection for Users
When the object type in department definition is user, you are determining which authorization IDs can be added to a user
domain for that department.

To define a user as a member of the department, you simply make a department definition entry with an object type of U,
entering the user's authorization ID as the object name. (You cannot enter an object name qualifier. Masking is accepted
for the object name field for authorization IDs.)
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You can enter selection criteria on the Department Definition screen to display a User Selection list. The IDs that appear
on the list are all authorization IDs that have been granted Db2 privileges.

Remember that the Authorization Selection panel appears when you perform one of the following tasks :

• Specify an object name (authorization ID) on the Department Definition screen.
• Specify an object name (authorization ID) on the Object Template screen.
• Select an object (authorization ID) from an Object Selection screen.

The fields on the Authorization Selection panel for authorization IDs are:

Db2ID, DEPARTMENTS (Display only)
The Db2ID and department appears for each entry.

USER AUTHID (Display only)
The authorization Ids.

DEFINE IN DOMAIN
The only authority available for authorization IDs is DEFINE IN DOMAIN.
Enter Y if you want to allow the user to be added to user domains for this department. Leave the field blank if you
want to restrict the user from being added to domains for this department.

Restricting entries does not remove a user from domains in which they are already defined.

Recover Dropped Objects Security
The Recover Dropped Object Security option lets you recover object authorities that were defined in SRS that were lost
when an object was dropped and recreated. (In contrast, the SYNCHRONIZE field on the Consistency Report panel lets
you update the Db2 catalog to match the grants recorded in SRS.)

Follow these steps:

1. Enter R in the command line on the SRS Main Menu, and press Enter to select the Recover Dropped Object Security
option.
The Recover Dropped Object Security panel appears.

NOTE
You must be RC/Secure RCSADM or RCSADM2 named at installation time or be a domain administrator to
perform this function. RCSADM and RCSADM2 can perform this action on any object in any domain. Domain
administrators can perform this only on objects in the domains they administer.

2. You can display a list of objects defined in SRS, then select those for which you want authorities regranted using the
header fields (Db2 subsystem ID, Db2 object type, name, and qualifier).

3. Press Enter to process your request.
The object name, qualifier, and type are displayed.

4. To regrant all authorities that are previously granted for an object through SRS, select the object by entering S in the S
(Select) column. The object appears in domain administration with a special pending status of +, which indicates that a
recovery is pending.

All authorities that were previously granted for the object (for all domains) are placed in pending status and will be
executed when the implementation job is run.

Secondary Authid Services
The Secondary Authid Services feature lets you generate secondary authorization ID reports and build a table that stores
report information.

NOTE
You must build the secondary ID table for any IDs you want to report on before you request a report.
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• Build a secondary ID table that stores authorization ID information.
• Generate secondary ID reports:

– List all secondary IDs for a primary ID
– List all combined authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs.

You access Secondary Authid Services by selecting it from the Main Menu. To select it, enter 3 in the command line at the
top of the screen and press Enter. The Secondary ID Services menu appears.

RC/SecureSecondary ID Services screen allows you to select from the available options.

1 Secondary ID Reporting 

This option enables you to generate the following reports:

1) Primary - Secondary ID Report

2) Primary ID Db2 Authorities Report.

2 Secondary ID Table Build 

This option builds a table that stores the information displayed in Secondary ID reports. You must build the Secondary ID
table for any IDs you want to report on before you request the report.

Press <Enter> now for more information on other options for the screen. To select an option, simply enter the
corresponding number in the command line, then press <Enter>.

Secondary Authid Services lets you:

• Build the secondary authorization ID table, which stores secondary authorization ID information.
• Perform secondary authorization ID reporting:

– List all the secondary IDs for a primary ID.
– List all the combined authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs.

Follow these steps: 

1. Type 3 (Secondary Authid Services) in the command line on the Main Menu, and press Enter.
The Secondary ID Services menu panel appears.

2. Build the secondary ID table:
a. Type 2 (Secondary ID Table Build) in the command line and press Enter.

The Secondary List Build panel appears. Build the secondary ID table for any IDs you want to report on before you
request a report.

b. Build the list of IDs you want to report on:
• Enter a primary ID in the Primary ID field. Do not use masks.

Note: To refresh secondary ID table data, enter REFRESH for the primary ID. This value refreshes the data for
all IDs on the table. The Db2ID field is ignored.

• Enter the Db2 subsystem ID where the primary ID holds authorities in the Db2ID field. If left blank, the current
subsystem value is used. This value is ignored when the primary ID is REFRESH.

• Select one or multiple IDs that belong to SRS user domains using the Domain Select List field. To limit the
displayed IDs, use the header fields on the User Domain Selection panel. When you have selected all the
domains that you want, press F3 (end) to return to the Secondary List Build panel.

• Use the S (Option) to insert (I) blank lines or delete (D) a line.
Press F3.
The Primary/Secondary Relationships panel appears.

c. Specify the information that is necessary to execute the table build job online or in batch. Online execution is valid
only when PTLTSRB has been installed. If PTLTSRB is not installed, execute the job in batch mode.
The table build report shows updates for the primary ID, secondary IDs that were added or deleted, and the second
primary ID requested. If no updates were required, a message is issued.
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d. Press F3 (end) to return to the Secondary ID Services panel.

NOTE
If you want to report on IDs that have not been added to the table, build a list of the new IDs and submit the
job. Information for the new IDs is added to the table. You can also run a job to refresh the data for the IDs
that are already in the table so that it is up-to-date.

3. Generate secondary authorization ID reports as follows:
a. Type 1 (Secondary ID Reporting) and press Enter.

The Secondary ID Reporting menu panel appears.
b. To list all secondary IDs for a primary ID, type 1 (Primary - Secondary ID reports) on the command line and press

Enter.
The Secondary Authid Report panel appears. This report displays all secondary IDs for the specified primary IDs
and Db2 subsystems. You can also list all the primary IDs for a secondary ID. To switch the header fields display
on and off, use the HEADER primary command.
Note: To list all secondary IDs associated with a primary ID, enter all asterisks (*) for the secondary ID and specify
the primary ID name.

c. To list all Db2 authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs, type 2 (Primary ID Db2 Authorities
Report) on the command line and press Enter.
The Db2 Authorities Report panel appears. This report also displays any secondary IDs that hold Db2 authorities.
You can control the IDs and authorities displayed. To switch the header fields display on and off, use the HEADER
primary command. Use the Option field to EXPLODE or SHRINK the listing.

Secondary Authorization ID Services Overview
The Secondary Authid Services feature lets you generate secondary authorization ID reports and build a table that stores
report information.

Note: You must build the secondary ID table for any IDs you want to report on before you request a report.

• Build a secondary ID table that stores authorization ID information.
• Generate secondary ID reports:

– List all secondary IDs for a primary ID
– List all combined authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs.

You access Secondary Authid Services by selecting it from the Main Menu. To select it, enter 3 in the command line at the
top of the screen and press Enter. The Secondary ID Services menu appears.

RC/SecureSecondary ID Services screen allows you to select from the available options.

 

1 Secondary ID Reporting

This option enables you to generate the following reports:

1) Primary - Secondary ID Report

2) Primary ID Db2 Authorities Report.

 

2 Secondary ID Table Build

This option builds a table that stores the information displayed in Secondary ID reports. You must build the Secondary ID
table for any IDs you want to report on before you request the report.

Press <Enter> now for more information on other options for the screen. To select an option, simply enter the
corresponding number in the command line, then press <Enter>.
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How to Generate Secondary Authorization ID Reports
Secondary Authid Services lets you:

• Build the secondary authorization ID table, which stores secondary authorization ID information.
• Perform secondary authorization ID reporting:

– List all the secondary IDs for a primary ID.
– List all the combined authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 (Secondary Authid Services) in the command line on the Main Menu, and press Enter.
The Secondary ID Services menu panel appears.

2. Build the secondary ID table:
a. Type 2 (Secondary ID Table Build) in the command line and press Enter.

The Secondary List Build panel appears. Build the secondary ID table for any IDs you want to report on before you
request a report.

b. Build the list of IDs you want to report on:
• Enter a primary ID in the Primary ID field. Do not use masks.

Note: To refresh secondary ID table data, enter REFRESH for the primary ID. This value refreshes the data for
all IDs on the table. The Db2ID field is ignored.

• Enter the Db2 subsystem ID where the primary ID holds authorities in the Db2ID field. If left blank, the current
subsystem value is used. This value is ignored when the primary ID is REFRESH.

• Select one or multiple IDs that belong to SRS user domains using the Domain Select List field. To limit the
displayed IDs, use the header fields on the User Domain Selection panel. When you have selected all the
domains that you want, press F3 (end) to return to the Secondary List Build panel.

• Use the S (Option) to insert (I) blank lines or delete (D) a line.
Press F3.
The Primary/Secondary Relationships panel appears.

c. Specify the information that is necessary to execute the table build job online or in batch. Online execution is valid
only when PTLTSRB has been installed. If PTLTSRB is not installed, execute the job in batch mode.
The table build report shows updates for the primary ID, secondary IDs that were added or deleted, and the second
primary ID requested. If no updates were required, a message is issued.

d. Press F3 (end) to return to the Secondary ID Services panel.

NOTE
If you want to report on IDs that have not been added to the table, build a list of the new IDs and submit the
job. Information for the new IDs is added to the table. You can also run a job to refresh the data for the IDs
that are already in the table so that it is up-to-date.

3. Generate secondary authorization ID reports as follows:
a. Type 1 (Secondary ID Reporting) and press Enter.

The Secondary ID Reporting menu panel appears.
b. To list all secondary IDs for a primary ID, type 1 (Primary - Secondary ID reports) on the command line and press

Enter.
The Secondary Authid Report panel appears. This report displays all secondary IDs for the specified primary IDs
and Db2 subsystems. You can also list all the primary IDs for a secondary ID. To switch the header fields display
on and off, use the HEADER primary command.
Note: To list all secondary IDs associated with a primary ID, enter all asterisks (*) for the secondary ID and specify
the primary ID name.
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c. To list all Db2 authorities that are held by a primary ID and its secondary IDs, type 2 (Primary ID Db2 Authorities
Report) on the command line and press Enter.
The Db2 Authorities Report panel appears. This report also displays any secondary IDs that hold Db2 authorities.
You can control the IDs and authorities displayed. To switch the header fields display on and off, use the HEADER
primary command. Use the Option field to EXPLODE or SHRINK the listing.

Catalog Consolidation
Catalog Consolidation helps improve Db2 performance by consolidating authority tables. This processing can be
accomplished by consolidating primary or secondary ID authorities, combining duplicate authorities, or using both
consolidation methods.

If consolidating authorities would cause a REVOKE cascade, where revoking one authority causes other authorities to
also be revoked, there are options to help address this event. You can:

• Generate a report that lists any REVOKE cascades that will occur if the authority is revoked during consolidation.
• Permit the authorities in the REVOKE cascade to be revoked.
• Decide against consolidating any authorities that would cause a REVOKE cascade.

The Catalog Consolidation feature is a very powerful tool for consolidating the system tables and improving Db2s
performance.

WARNING
To perform Catalog Consolidation on all privileges, you need SYSADM authority. If you do not have SYSADM
authority, you can consolidate only privileges that have been granted by your primary or secondary IDs. To do
this, you must have EXECUTE authority on the Catalog Consolidation plan (RSPTnnnn), where nnnn represents
the current plan identifiers.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 4 (for Catalog Consolidation) in the command line on the RC/Secure Main Menu, and press Enter.
The Catalog Consolidation panel appears.

2. Specify the execution options and press F3 (End).

NOTE
The Report and Eliminate fields determine how the consolidation should treat REVOKE cascades.

The Batch Job Creation panel appears. This same panel is used when generating any batch job to provide job
specifications.
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Reporting

This section helps you explore the following reporting capabilities:

• Analysis and execution
• Relationship reports
• Consistency report
• Return codes

Analysis and Execution
Analysis and execution allows pending changes in SRS to be analyzed and, if you choose, implemented. Analysis shows
you how the pending changes will affect privileges. Analysis does not implement the pending changes.

Batch and online execution will show you how the pending changes will affect privileges and will also implement the
changes. After batch and online execution, any changes successfully implemented in domains and domain relationships
are no longer pending. Batch and online execution also execute the SQL necessary to grant and revoke privileges.

Perform Batch and Online Analysis and Execution in SRS
You can perform analysis online or in batch mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select Analysis and Execution, and press Enter.
The first Implementation Job Creation panel appears.

3. Enter Y in the Perform GRANT and REVOKE field (to perform analysis and execution).
– To perform analysis only, enter N.
– To perform a Revoke By All before performing all GRANTs and REVOKEs, enter R.

4. Fill in the ONLY FOR fields (if you want to limit the entries that are analyzed and executed).
5. Press Enter.

The second Implementation Job Creation panel appears.
6. Fill in all the Execute Options fields.
7. If you entered O in the Execute Batch or Online field, go to Step 8 now.

Otherwise, fill in the Batch Specifications fields as necessary. If you
enter D in the Job Destination field, you must fill in the Member Name field. Otherwise, leave the Member Name blank.
If you choose to preview the JCL, you will enter an edit session, where you can edit the job before submitting it.

8. Press Enter.
If execution mode is online, the analysis output appears.
– If the batch is sent to a data set, a message indicates that the batch report job has been saved.
– If the batch job is sent to JES, a message indicates that the batch job has been submitted.

Analysis
To perform analysis online, use the A line command option from an application Domain, User Domain, Domain
Administration, or Domain Relationship screen. Online analysis analyzes the effects of the entry's pending changes.
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For example, if an object deletion from an application domain is pending, you can analyze the effects of that deletion by
using online analysis on that object's entry in the application domain. If you want to analyze the effects of all changes
pending within the application domain, you perform analysis on that domain.

Implementation
Implementation, also referred to as batch and online execution, implements pending changes in domains and domain
relationships by executing all pending GRANT and REVOKE.

Model JCL
SRS uses model JCL to build the execution (implementation) job. The model JCL member used for implementation is
MJRCSIMP and resides in the Db2 product model library. The name of the model JCL member cannot be changed.

Model JCL supplies SRS with the JCL and utility control statements to create the necessary MVS job stream for executing
the batch job.

//*

//*      BATCH JOB CREATED ON %ZDATE     AT %ZTIME

//*

//*                        BY %ZUSER

//*                                                                     %EXPD

//*         EXPAND MASKED OBJECTS                                       %EXPD

//*                                                                     %EXPD

//EXPAND  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=(%SUFFIX,%PARM4)                       %EXPD

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB1                                    %EXPD

//PTILIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB1                                    %EXPD

//PTIPARM   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%CDBAPARM1                                  %EXPD

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                                 %EXPD

//ABNLIGNR  DD DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS            %EXPD

//OPTIONS   DD *                                                        %EXPD

%PARM5                                                                  %EXPD

%%SYSPRINT1 DD ** BUILT BY RC/SECURE FROM USERS PRINT PROFILE **        %EXPD

//*

//*        BATCH IMPLEMENTATION

//*

//IMPLEMT EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//  PARM=('prod_mod')

//OPTIONS   DD *

rcs_ssid,process,db2id,department,domain,user

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB1

//PTILIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%PTILIB1

//PTIPARM   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=%CDBAPARM1

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

//ABNLIGNR  DD DUMMY                 SUPPRESS ABENDAID DUMPS

%%SYSPRINT2 DD ** BUILT BY RC/SECURE FROM USERS PRINT PROFILE **

Notice the following fields in the model JCL member, MJRCSIMP:

Batch and Online Report Information
Documents who created the JCL and when it was created.

Execution Statement
SRS builds the execution statement parameters using the parameters specified on the Implementation Job
Creation panel when the batch job is created.
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Options
Specifies optional parameters.

Steplib
Specify the Db2 products library. For implementation, this must be an authorized library and must contain the
RSL#MAIN. (For analysis, the library does not have to be authorized.) The Db2 library must be concatenated to
the Db2 products library for the STEPLIB.

Ptilib
Specify the Db2 products library. The Db2 library must be concatenated to the Db2 products library for the PTILIB.

Ptiparm
Specify the parmlib data set.

Sysprint
The SYSPRINT DD statement is built by SRS using your Db2 print profile.

Batch Implementation
All the information described in Steps 1-4 for the Expand Masked Objects Job Parameter section also applies to
the batch implementation part of this member.

Print Profile
SRS uses your Broadcom print profile to build the SYSPRINT DD statement in the implementation job. This determines
where the execution output is sent. You might want to check your profile by using the PROFILE command before
performing execution.

Db2 Authorities
To perform analysis, you must have EXECUTE authority on the SRS plan (RSPMnnnn, where nnnn corresponds to the
tape identifier), which is the same plan as the online functions.

To implement changes, you must to have EXECUTE authority on the plan RSPSnnnn, where nnnn represents the tape
identifier. Therefore, by limiting the users who have EXECUTE authority on the RSPSnnnn plan, you can restrict the users
who can implement changes.

Online Analysis
You can perform online analysis on an object, authorization ID, application domain, user domain, or domain relationship to
assess the effects the pending changes will have on security.

Two methods for performing online analysis are:

• Select Analysis and Execution from the RC/Secure Security Request Services menu, then enter N in the Perform
GRANT and REVOKE field on the Implementation Job Creation panel.

• Use the A (analyze) line command on the User Domain, Application Domain, Domain Administration or Domain
Relationships screen.

Enter A in the O (Option) field to perform the analysis online. The effects of the relationship addition or deletion are
analyzed.

If you perform analysis for:
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• A user domain, the changes pending for that user domain are analyzed. This includes all non-pending domain
relationships to which the user domain belongs.

• An application domain, the changes pending for that application domain are analyzed. This includes all non-pending
domain relationships to which the application domain belongs.

• An authorization ID, the changes pending for that authorization ID in that user domain are analyzed. This includes all
non-pending domain relationships to which the user domain belongs. (SRS also takes into consideration other domain
relationships when performing the analysis.)

• An object, the changes pending for that object in that application domain are analyzed. This includes all non-pending
domain relationships to which the application domain belongs. (SRS also takes into consideration other domain
relationships when performing the analysis.)

Batch Analysis
You can also perform analysis in batch mode. When you perform analysis in batch mode, you can send the JCL and
control statements necessary to perform analysis to a data set or directly to JES for execution, or you can preview the JCL
before submitting it.

Batch and Online Execution
You perform batch and online analysis and execution by selecting the Analysis and Execution option from the SRS Menu.
The first Implementation Job Creation panel appears. There are two Implementation Job Creation panels.

The Implementation Job Creation panels are where you specify:

• Type of execution: batch or online
• Whether to execute GRANT and REVOKE or perform an analysis
• The Db2 ID and department of the entries you want to process, as well as the application domain, user domain,

relationship, objects, or users (domains, relationships, objects, and users are optional)
• Whether to produce output for execution procedures
• Whether masked object names should be expanded at execution time
• Model JCL library
• Job statement
• Whether to send the job to a data set or JES, or to preview the JCL
• Output data set name (if you are sending the job to a data set)

Before considering the Implementation Job Creation panel, however, you must understand the order in which
implementation requests are processed to obtain the results you intend.

Order of Processing
You can implement all pieces simultaneously (relationship, user domain, and application domain) or process one piece at
a time. As a result, RC/Secure cannot predict the order in which a user might execute these functions, so RC/Secure must
control the pending statuses to help ensure that they are not removed unless the GRANTs and REVOKEs have actually
been processed. The application domain is the last piece processed if selection criteria are not specified, so application
domain implementation controls the entire process and might leave the pending status, if necessary, to help ensure all
parts of the implementation are completed.

Whether you use selection criteria determines how your implementation requests are processed.
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Without Selection Criteria
The order of processing is as follows:

1. Relationships are processed first.
2. User domains are processed second.
3. Application domains are processed last.

With Selection Criteria
When you are implementing a specific relationship, user domain, or application domain, only the processing associated
with the selection criteria is done.

If you are implementing only a relationship, the request is processed as follows:

1. The pending status is removed from the relationship.
2. GRANT and REVOKE are processed only if the user and application domains are not in pending status.

If you are implementing only a user domain, the request is processed as follows:

1. The pending status is removed from the user domain.
2. GRANT and REVOKE are processed only if the relationships and application domains are not in pending status.

If you are implementing only an application domain, the request is processed as follows:

1. The pending status is not removed from the application domain unless the GRANT and REVOKE are processed, to
help ensure that they are done even if the relationship, user domain, and application domain are processed separately.

2. GRANT and REVOKE are processed only if the relationship and user domain are not in pending status.

NOTE
If you use selection criteria to limit processing to a relationship between a user domain and an application
domain, you must implement the relationship first, and then implement the user domain second. The pending
flags are removed from the relationship and the user domain, but no GRANT or REVOKE is processed until
you implement the application domain. When you implement the application domain (as the third step), the
pending flags are removed from the application domain, and at that point, the GRANT and REVOKE are actually
processed.

Implementation Job Creation Panel
On the first Implementation Job Creation panel, you can begin the analysis and execution process by completing the fields
and pressing Enter to display the second Implementation Job Creation panel.

NOTE
At the bottom of this first screen, you can enter selection criteria to identify a specific domain or relationship. If
you do not see the lines where you can enter the criteria, you can turn off the display of the PF keys. To do so,
enter the PFSHOW OFF command in the command line.

The Implementation Job Creation panel fields are:

Report on Domains & Relations which expire in (x) days from this execution
Specifies the number of days ahead that RC/Secure should report on expiring domains and relationships. Valid
values are 0 to 9.
Default: 0

Perform GRANTS and REVOKES
Specifies how you want to perform analysis:
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Y
Performs analysis and executes the GRANTs and REVOKEs indicated by the analysis.

N
Performs analysis only. This option displays the SQL that would be executed.
For online analysis, masked objects are not expanded for the Analysis Only option. To see the results with
expanded masks, you must first implement the expanded objects.

R
(REVOKE BY ALL) Lets you revoke privileges previously granted before granting privileges through SRS.

REVOKE BY ALL revokes each named privilege (each privilege that will be granted) from all named users who
were explicitly granted the privilege, regardless of who granted it. After the privilege has been revoked, it will be
granted by RCSECUR. This helps ensure that security is controlled from within SRS and any privileges previously
granted will be revoked.

Rollback SQL-556 errors during Execution
Specify how you want to perform analysis when a SQL-556 error occurs (meaning an attempt to revoke a
privilege was denied):
Y

Performs rollback processing until last commit.
N

Does not perform rollback; resume processing.
Only for Db2ID, Dept

Specify a limit for the entries that are analyzed and executed by entering information in the Db2ID and DEPT
fields. Selection criteria are not accepted.

Only for User Domain
Specify that analysis and execution should be performed for a specific user domain, application domain,
relationship, object (within an application domain), or user (within a user domain). Previously, you had to edit the
batch job to specify this information.
A

Limits analysis and execution to a particular application domain. To limit analysis and execution to a
particular application domain, enter A followed by the domain name and optionally by the object name,
qualifier, and type.

U
Limits analysis and execution to a particular user domain. To limit analysis and execution to a particular
user domain, enter U followed by the user domain name, and user ID (optional).

R
Limits analysis and execution to a particular relationship. To limit analysis and execution to a particular
relationship, enter R followed by the user domain name, then the application domain name.

The second Implementation Job Creation panel is where you specify execution options and, for batch jobs, batch
specifications.

Execute Options
You must specify the following execution options:

EXECUTE BATCH OR ONLINE
Specifies a valid option.
B

Specifies batch. You must specify a valid Job Destination if you specify Batch.
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O
Specifies online.

EXECUTION PROC OUTPUT
Specifies what implementation output you would like from execution procedures.
Y

Always produces output from execution procedures.
N

Does not produce output from execution procedures.
E

Produces output from the execution procedures only when they fail.
O

Functions the same way as Y but overrides the generation of a .CONNECT command, allowing this to be
specified in the execution procedure.

EXPAND MASKED OBJECTS
Specifies whether masked object names should be expanded at execution time.
Y

Expands masked object names.
N

Does not expand masked object names.

Batch Specifications Information
You must also provide the following batch specifications:

MODEL JCL LIBRARY
Specifies the name of the library that contains the model JCL members. A model JCL library is created during
installation. The member used to create the analysis and execution job and the Expand Masked Objects job is
MJRCSIMP. The member resides in the Db2 products model library, high-level.CDBAMDL. This information is
saved until you change it.

JOB DESTINATION
Specifies the job destination. You can request to submit the job to JES for execution, save the job to a user
specified data set, or preview the JCL. If you send the job to a data set, you can use a job scheduling system to
execute the job at predetermined times.
J

Submits the job to the internal reader (JES).
D

Sends job to a data set.
P

Previews the JCL. You are placed in an edit session, where you can edit the job before submitting it.

To capture the text of a fully resolved execution procedure for later use, you must add EPTODISK to the JCL before
execution.

DATA SET NAME
or MEMBER NAME
If you enter a job destination of D, you must enter a data set name. Enter the fully qualified name in single
quotation marks (') or omit the quotation marks to append the current ID as the data set qualifier. You can enter a
sequential file name or a PDS name. If you specify a PDS, you must specify a member name. You can specify a
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mask for a member selection list. The member name can be specified in parentheses after the data set name or
in the member field (without parentheses).

JOB STATEMENT
Enter a valid job statement. When you have completed the necessary information, press Enter to execute the
job. If the execution mode is online, the analysis output appears.

To return to the SRS menu without creating the batch and online job, enter the CANCEL or END command. If you request
that the batch job be sent to a data set for execution later, a message will be displayed indicating that the batch report
job has been saved, for example, BATCH JOB SAVED IN DATASET 'B0625TO.DOC.TST(A0509)'. If you request that the
batch job be sent directly to JES, you will receive the message BATCH JOB SUBMITTED.

Implementation Job Parameter
The implementation job that SRS generates is based on the information you supply at Implementation job creation
time, your print profile, and model JCL member MJRCSIMP. This section describes the parameter specified in the
implementation step of the JCL (IMPLEMT EXEC).

NOTE
Editing the parameter is optional. By default SRS creates a parameter based on your selections on the
Implementation Job Creation panels.

Format
The parameter takes the form shown in the following example.

PARM = 'rcs_ssid, process, proc_output'

 OPTIONS DD *

   {db2id, {dept,

   {A, a_domain, {type, name, qual} } } }  /

   {U, u_domain, {userid}           } } }  /

   {R, u_domain, a_domain           } } }

   {col 1-64 first part of long table name}

   {col 1-64 second part of long table name}

   {col 1-64 first part of long qualifier name}

   {col 1-64 second part of long qualifier name}

 GRANTOR-ID

 COMMIT INTERVAL(nnnn)

 UPCOMING EXPIRING DAYS (n)

Note the following in this example:

• Optional parameters are shown in braces ({}).
• If multiple parameters appear within one set of braces, this indicates that the group of parameters is optional, but that if

one is specified, they all must be specified. For example, in the following statement, if type is specified, you must also
specify name and qual.
{A, a_domain, {type, name, qual} } } }  /

• A slash (/) indicates OR. For example, you can specify application domain information or user domain information, or
domain relationship information.

• Referring to the four long name parameters, you can omit blank parameters that follow non-blank parameters but you
cannot omit blank parameters that precede non-blank parameters.
For example, you can omit all four if they are all blank, the last three if only the first parameter is non-blank, the last two
if only the first two parameters are non-blank, and so on. If, however, the last parameter is non-blank, you cannot omit
the first, second, and third parameters.
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Parameter Descriptions
The following describes the parameters you can specify in the implementation job. Each parameter can be specified only
once.

rcs_ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem in which the RC/Secure tables reside.

process
Specifies whether to execute the GRANT or REVOKE statement:
Y

Processes.
N

Does not process.
R

Processes with Revoke By All.
proc_output

Specifies whether to produce implementation output from execution procedures:
Y

Produces output.
N

Does not produce output.
E

Produces output only when execution of the execution procedure fails.
O

Produces output, but will override the generation of a .CONNECT command, allowing this to be specified
in the execution procedure.

db2id
Specifies the Db2ID of the entries you want to process.

dept
Specifies the Department of the entries you want to process. Masks are permitted. If you enter a mask, you
cannot enter any subsequent parameters.

A, a-domain
Indicates that you want to process only the specified domain. If you specify A, you must specify the domain name,
A-DOMAIN. Masks are permitted.
If you specify an application domain, you can also limit processing to a specific object in the domain.
To limit the processing to an object, you must specify these parameters:
Type

Specifies the object type.
Name

Specifies the object name.
Qual

Specifies the object qualifier.
U, u-domain

Indicates that you want to process only the specified domain. If you specify U, you must specify the domain name,
U-DOMAIN. Masks are permitted.
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• If you specify a user domain, you have the option of specifying USER ID, a specific authorization ID.
• You can restrict processing to a specified relationship by specifying R followed by the user domain and

application domain names. Masks are permitted for user and application domain names.

GRANTOR-ID
Specifies the user ID which will be used to grant authorities in the implementation job if RCSSTDGR=NO in
the SECURE parmlib member. If RCSSTDGR=YES, the standard RCS ID as defined in RCSGRNT (usually
RCSECUR) in the SECURE parmlib member will be used.

COMMIT INTERVAL (nnnn)
Specifies that a commit will be performed after nnnn SQL commands. This can reduce database contention when
the implementation job runs. A value of 0000 means no commits will be issued.

UPCOMING EXPIRING DAYS (n)
Specifies the number of days from the time of this job's execution that RC/Secure should report on expiring
domains and relationships. Valid values are 0 to 9.

SRS automatically generates the RCS_SSID. The PROCESS, Db2ID, DEPT, and domain information are taken from the
Implementation Job Creation panel.

Expand Masked Objects Job Parameter
The expand masked objects job that SRS generates is based on the information you supply on the Implementation Job
Creation panels, your print profile, and the model JCL.

Parameter Format
This section describes the parameter specified in the expand step of the JCL (EXPAND EXEC). The parameter takes the
form shown in the following example.

NOTE
Editing the parameter is optional. By default SRS creates a parameter based on your selections on the
Implementation Job Creation panels.

PARM='prod_mod'

OPTIONS DD *

rcs_ssid,process,db2id,department,domain,user

Descriptions
The following terms provide a key to the parameters. Each parameter can be specified only once.

prod_mod
Specifies the product module in which the RC/Secure tables reside.

rcs_ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem in which the RC/Secure tables reside.

process
Specifies whether to expand the masked objects.
Y

Processes the expansion.
N

Does not process the expansion.
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db2id
Specifies the Db2 ID.
This value, with department, limits the process scope.

department
(Optional) Specifies the department.

domain
(Optional) Specifies the domain.

user
(Optional) Specifies the GRANTORID attached to the job.

The following term provides an example of a parameter: 

 

PARM = 'PTI,Y,PTI2'

This parameter identifies PTI as the subsystem containing the RC/Secure tables, specifies that masked objects should be
expanded, and that processing is limited to entries whose Db2ID is PTI2.

SECURE Parmlib Parameters (RCSSTDGR and RCSLIMGR)
The RCSSTDGR and RCSLIMGR options in the SECURE parmlib member determine whether the standard SRS
authorization ID is used to grant privileges and whether the analysis and execution process will be restricted.

RCSSTDGR
Determines which user ID is used to perform the grants and revokes during the analysis and execution run. Valid
values are:
YES

Indicates that the value specified in RCSGRNT will be used as the authorizing ID. This parameter is
normally set to RCSECUR and has SYSADM authority.

NO
Indicates that the current user ID will be used as the authorizing ID. You must verify that this ID holds the
necessary privileges (with GRANT option) to enable the grants to be completed.

RCSLIMGR
Determines whether grants and revokes will be driven by objects, which were last updated in SRS by the user ID
submitting the analysis or execution job. Valid values are:
YES

Indicates that processing will be limited to those objects last updated by the user who submits the
analysis or execution job. This means that when processing user domains, the job will select only users
last updated by the currently signed-on user ID. However, When a user is selected for processing, all
application domains of which the user is a member will be processed, regardless of the last-updater field
of that application domain.
Similarly, when processing application domains, Db2 object privileges last updated by the currently
signed-on user will be selected for processing, but when selected, they will be applied to all users in
associated user domains, regardless of the last-updater field of those user domains.
Again, when a domain relationship with a matching user ID is selected for processing, all users and Db2
objects in the affected domains are processed regardless of their last-updater field. This avoids a situation
which could leave domains only partially processed and the pending flags inconsistent.
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NO
Indicates that the analysis and execution job will process data entered by all users; limited by any criteria
specified on the Implementation Job Creation panel.

Analysis Output
Analysis output contains the information about the effects of pending changes, and will also show the GRANTs and
REVOKEs that will be executed.

NOTE
To implement changes, you must also have EXECUTE authority on the RSPSsplan, where splan is the last three
characters of the tape version number of the release you are running.

Structure
The general structure of the analysis output is always the same, although it will vary slightly depending on whether you
are performing analysis online or in batch mode and whether you are executing GRANTs and REVOKEs.

The remainder of this section illustrates and explains the output from a batch and online execution job. If the output varies
from online analysis output or batch analysis (without implementation) output, the difference is noted in the explanation.

Depending on your print profile, your output could be sent to a variety of places: to a print queue, held in the output queue,
and so on.

The output used in the following screens is the result of online analysis and implementation performed for a department
for which a user domain, an application domain, and a domain relationship have been created.

Additional Report Sections
The report also contains pages for these areas:

Expired Relations
Lists relations that expired, based on the deletion date that was assigned to the domain.

Expired User Domains
Lists user domains that expired, based on the deletion date that was assigned to the domain.

Expired Appl Domains
Lists application domains that expired, based on the deletion date that was assigned to the domain.

Failed Exec Procs Reruns
Lists the execution procedures that failed previously and were rerun.

Upcoming Expirations
Lists domains and relations that are set to expire within a specified number of days.

These reports are also described in this section.

Expired Relations Report
When a domain relationship expires, based on the deletion date that was assigned to the relationship, this information is
written to a report log. You can view the list of domain relationships that have expired by running an analysis report.

The Expired Relationships section of the report is shown in the following example:

**************************************************************************** 

                                                                              

               EEEEE  X   X  PPPPP  IIIII  RRRRR  EEEEE  DDDD                 
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               E       X X   P   P    I    R   R  E      D   D                

               EEEEE    X    PPPPP    I    RRRRR  EEEEE  D   D                

               E       X X   P        I    R  R   E      D   D                

               EEEEE  X   X  P      IIIII  R   R  EEEEE  DDDD                 

                                                                              

         RRRRR  EEEEE  L      AAAAA  TTTTT  IIIII  OOOOO  N   N  SSSSS        

         R   R  E      L      A   A    T      I    O   O  NN  N  S            

         RRRRR  EEE    L      AAAAA    T      I    O   O  N N N  SSSSS        

         R  R   E      L      A   A    T      I    O   O  N  NN      S        

         R   R  EEEEE  LLLLL  A   A    T    IIIII  OOOOO  N   N  SSSSS        

                                                                              

****************************************************************************  

                                                                              

****************************************************************************  

                           EXPIRATION DATE PROCESSING                         

DELETE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN USER DOMAIN:USR1     

   AND APPL DOMAIN:APP1                       FOR DEPT:DEPT1    IN DB2ID:D81A                                

            

EXPIRATION DATE: YYYY.MM.DD                                                   

****************************************************************************  

                                                                              

  PROCESS AUTHID: CHEVUSER FOR                                                

                                                                              

  DELETE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN USER DOMAIN:USR1     

  AND APPL DOMAIN:APP1                     FOR DEPT:DEPT1    IN DB2ID:D81A                                   

          

                                                                              

                                 A S I D U U I A R R  APPL DOMAIN                        

     TABLE                       L E N E P P N L E F   USER DOMAIN          

     CREATOR  NAME               L L S L D C X T F C    DEPT  

                                                                                                              

                                          

     SYSIBM   SYSTABAUTH         Y                    APPL1

                                                       USR1

                                                        DEPT1    

                                 -----------------                            

                                 Y                 <= AUTHS FOR THIS DELETE   

                                                                              

                                 =================                            

                                 R                 <= AUTHS TO REVOKE         

     SQL STATEMENT TO EXECUTE:                                                

         REVOKE ALL  ON SYSIBM.SYSTABAUTH FROM CHEVUSER                       

                                                                              

     SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION

The Expired Relations report contains the following information:

Header
A heading separates the Expired Relations section of the output from the rest of the report.

Processing Section Header
A heading appears for each domain relationship that is expiring. In this header, the user domain, application
domain, department, Db2 ID, and the expiration date are listed.
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Process AuthID
Each authorization ID in the relationship is analyzed for the effects of the relationship expiration. In this example,
the first (and only) ID analyzed is CHEVUSER.

Domain Relationship Information
The domain relationship expiration information is listed again. This is especially useful when analyzing IDs that
are pages away from the processing section header.

Authorizations
The chart resembles the Authorization Selection panels used for department definition and application domains. A
letter appears under each privilege that is contained in the domain:
Y

Indicates a GRANT. In this example, ALL is selected with Y for a GRANT.
G

Indicates GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION authority.
Application Domain, User Domain, Department

This information appears as a further reference to the domain relationship.
Table Creator and Name

The ID of the person who created the object and the name of the object are also listed.
Auths for This Delete

This area indicates which authorizations are being deleted as a result of the relationship expiration.
Auths to Revoke

This area indicates which authorizations are being revoked.
SQL Statement to Execute

The SQL statement that must be executed to revoke the authorizations listed in the Auths to Revoke section
appears. In this example, all privileges in table SYSTABAUTH are revoked from CHEVUSER.
If the SQL is executed (it is not done for analysis), the SQL return code information is displayed.

Expired User Domains
If any user domains have expired, based on the deletion date assigned to the domain, a report is generated listing the
expired user domains.

****************************************************************************

                                                                 

               EEEEE  X   X  PPPPP  IIIII  RRRRR  EEEEE  DDDD 

               E       X X   P   P    I    R   R  E      D   D

               EEEEE    X    PPPPP    I    RRRRR  EEEEE  D   D

               E       X X   P        I    R  R   E      D   D

               EEEEE  X   X  P      IIIII  R   R  EEEEE  DDDD 

                                                              

U   U  SSSSS  EEEEE  RRRRR     DDDD   OOOOO  M   M  AAAAA  IIIII  N   N  SSSSS

U   U  S      E      R   R     D   D  O   O  MM MM  A   A    I    NN  N  S

U   U  SSSSS  EEE    RRRRR     D   D  O   O  M M M  AAAAA    I    N N N  SSSSS

U   U      S  E      R  R      D   D  O   O  M   M  A   A    I    N  NN      S

UUUUU  SSSSS  EEEEE  R   R     DDDD   OOOOO  M   M  A   A  IIIII  N   N  SSSSS

 

 ****************************************************************************

                                  

 ****************************************************************************

                             EXPIRATION DATE PROCESSING
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   PROCESSING SECTION FOR USER DOMAIN:DEVELOP4  

   IN DEPT:DEVLPMNT    DB2ID:PTI2                             

   EXPIRATION DATE:YYYY//MM/DD 

 ***************************************************************************

   

   DELETE ID:PDDVP   FROM USER DOMAIN:DEVELOP4 

   FOR DEPT:DEVLPMNT IN DB2ID:PTI2

     ======================

     APPL DOMAIN: RCSTABS4                      

The Expired User Domains report contains the following information:

Expired User Domains Section Heading
A heading separates each section of the output.

Processing Section Header
Each user domain is analyzed separately in the expired user domain section. The processing section header
indicates the beginning of analysis for an expired user domain. The following information appears for each user
domain processing section header:

• User domain name (DEVELOP4)
• Department name (DEVLPMNT)
• Db2ID (PTI2)
• Expiration date (99/04/06)

Delete ID
The first user domain change being processed in this section is the deletion of authorization ID PDDVP from user
domain DEVELOP4 for department DEVLPMNT in Db2ID PTI2.

Domain Affected
The application domain that the user is associated with, RCSTABS4, appears. The REVOKE will affect the user's
access to this application domain.

One of the tables in the application domain, which is related to the expired user domain, is listed in the following example.
User PDDVP's authorities to this table are revoked, because the user domain has been deleted. PDDVP can no longer
access this table through this user domain.

****************************************************************************

    TABLE                         

    CREATOR  NAME                  A S I D U U I A R R APPL DOMAIN                  

                                   L E N E P P N L E F  USER DOMAIN     

    PTI2     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200     L L S L D C X T F C   DEPT

                   

                                   Y                   RCSTABS4

                                                        DEVELOP4

                                                         DEVLPMNT

                                   -----------------

                                   Y                 <= AUTHS FOR THIS DELETE

                                

                                   =================

                                   R                 <= AUTHS TO REVOKE

    

    SQL STATEMENT TO EXECUTE:

        REVOKE ALL  ON PTI.PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 FROM PDDVP
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    SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION

        

        

            CHANGES HAVE BEEN COMMITTED 

The previous example shows the following information:

Authorizations
The chart listing the privileges available for the current object type resembles the Authorization Selection panels
used for department definition and application domains. A Y or a G appears under each privilege that is contained
in the domain. Y indicates a GRANT; G indicates GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION. In this example, ALL is
selected with Y for a GRANT.

Application Domain, User Domain, and Department
This information appears as a further reference to the domain relationship.

Object Information
The object from which the user's privileges are being revoked.

Auth Information
Two categories of authorization information might be displayed.
Auths for This Delete

Indicates all the authorizations being deleted as a result of the deletion of the domain relationship.
Auths to Revoke

Indicates the authorizations that will be revoked upon implementation are listed.
SQL Statement to Execute

The SQL statement that must be executed to revoke the authorizations listed in the Auths to Revoke section
always appears.
All privileges in table PTI.PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 are revoked from PDDVP.
The SQL is executed and the SQL return code information appears. (This is not done for analysis.)

Changes Have Been Committed
This message shows that the changes shown in this processing section have been performed and committed.
The changes committed in this case are the users being added to the user domain. This change is no longer in
pending status.

Expired Application Domains
If any application domains have expired, based on the deletion date assigned to the domain, a report is generated listing
the expired application domains.

****************************************************************************

                                                                    PAGE   2

               EEEEE  X   X  PPPPP  IIIII  RRRRR  EEEEE  DDDD 

               E       X X   P   P    I    R   R  E      D   D

               EEEEE    X    PPPPP    I    RRRRR  EEEEE  D   D

               E       X X   P        I    R  R   E      D   D

               EEEEE  X   X  P      IIIII  R   R  EEEEE  DDDD 

                                                              

AAAAA  PPPPP  PPPPP  L          DDDD   OOOOO  M   M  AAAAA  IIIII  N   N  SSSSS

A   A  P   P  P   P  L          D   D  O   O  MM MM  A   A    I    NN  N  S

AAAAA  PPPPP  PPPPP  L          D   D  O   O  M M M  AAAAA    I    N N N  SSSSS

A   A  P      P      L          D   D  O   O  M   M  A   A    I    N  NN      S
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A   A  P      P      LLLLL      DDDD   OOOOO  M   M  A   A  IIIII  N   N  SSSSS

 

****************************************************************************

 

****************************************************************************

                             EXPIRATION DATE PROCESSING

   PROCESSING SECTION FOR APPL DOMAIN:RCSTABS3    

   IN DEPT:DEVLPMNT    DB2ID:PTI2                             

   EXPIRATION DATE:YYYY//MM/DD

****************************************************************************

 

  DELETE OBJECT TYPE:T   NAME:PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   CREATOR:PTI

                     FROM APPL DOMAIN:RCSTABS3

                     FOR DEPT:DEVLPMNT IN DB2ID:PTI2

   

      ========================

      USER DOMAIN: DEVELOP1

                                

                                 A S I D U U I A R R APPL DOMAIN                 

                                 L E N E P P N L E F  USER DOMAIN     

      AUTHID                     L L S L D C X T F C   DEPT

                 

      B0625U1                    Y                   RCSTABS3

                                                        DEVELOP3

                                                         DEVLPMNT 

                                 -------------------

                                 Y                   <= AUTHS TO BE DELETED

                              

                                 ===================

                                 Y                   <= AUTHS TO REVOKE

   

      SQL STATEMENT TO EXECUTE:

          REVOKE ALL  ON PTI.PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 TO B0625U1

 

  SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION

           CHANGES HAVE BEEN COMMITTED

The previous example shows the following information:

Expired Application Domains Section Heading
A heading indicates the beginning of the expired application domain section of the output.

Processing Section Header
Each application domain is analyzed separately in the expired application domain section. The processing section
header indicates the beginning of analysis for an expired application domain. The following information appears
for each application domain processing section header:

• Application domain name
• Department name
• Db2ID
• Expiration date
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Delete Object
Due to the expiration of the application domain, each object is deleted and authorities revoked if not needed in
another relationship. For each object deletion, the following information appears:

• Object type
• Object name and creator
• Application domain name, department name, and Db2 ID

In this case, table PTI.PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 is being deleted from application domain RCSTABS3 for
department DEVLPMNT in Db2ID PTI2.

Authorizations
The chart listing the privileges available for the current object type resembles the Authorization Selection panels
used for department definition and application domains. A Y or a G appears under each privilege that is contained
in the domain. Y indicates a GRANT; G indicates GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION. In this example, ALL is
selected with Y for a GRANT.

Application Domain, User Domain, and Department
This information appears as a further reference to the domain relationship.

Authid
The authorization ID whose privileges are being revoked, B0625U1, is listed.

Auth Information
Two categories of authorization information might be displayed.

• Auths to Be Deleted -- This area indicates all the authorizations being deleted as a result of the deletion of the
application domain.

• Auths to Revoke -- The authorizations that will be revoked upon implementation are listed.

SQL Statement to Execute
The SQL statement that must be executed to revoke the authorizations listed in the Auths to Revoke section is
always displayed.

All privileges in table PTI.PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 are revoked from B0625U1.

The SQL is executed and the SQL return code information appears. (This is not done for analysis.)

In the report, this same information is repeated for each authorization ID that has been revoked authorities for the
PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 table. The information for the B0625U2, B0625U3, and B0625U4 auth IDs would look like the
information for B0625U1.

Failed Execution Procedure Reruns
If any execution procedures that previously failed were rerun, they are listed in the report.

****************************************************************************

                       FFFFF  AAAAA  IIIII  L      EEEEE  DDDD

                       F      A   A    I    L      E      D   D

                       FFFFF  AAAAA    I    L      EEEEE  D   D

                       F      A   A    I    L      E      D   D

                       F      A   A  IIIII  LLLLL  EEEEE  DDDD

         EEEEE  X   X  EEEEE  CCCCC         PPPPP  RRRRR  OOOOO  CCCCC  SSSSS

         E       X X   E      C             P   P  R   R  O   O  C      S

         EEEEE    X    EEEEE  C             PPPPP  RRRRR  O   O  C      SSSSS

         E       X X   E      C             P      R  R   O   O  C          S

         EEEEE  X   X  EEEEE  CCCCC         P      R   R  OOOOO  CCCCC  SSSSS
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                       RRRRR  EEEEE  RRRRR  U   U  N   N  SSSSS 

                       R   R  E      R   R  U   U  NN  N  S     

                       RRRRR  EEEEE  RRRRR  U   U  N N N  SSSSS

                       R  R   E      R  R   U   U  N  NN      S 

                       R   R  EEEEE  R   R  UUUUU  N   N  SSSSS 

   

 ****************************************************************************

 

 ******************************************************************************

      EXECUTION PROCEDURE: USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)

       EXECUTED FOR DEPT: DEVLPMNT  USER DOMAIN: DEVELOP2  

       USERID: ABCDE

 ***************************************************************************

    

       BATCH PROCESSOR EXECUTION SUCCESSFULY     DATE: YYYY/MM/DD  TIME: HH:MM

    

.CONTROL

RETCODE =    0

.CONNECT PTI2

RETCODE =    0

.OPTION NOERRORS

RETCODE =    0

-- RCSTEST WILL BE CREATED VIA THESE NATIVE DB2 COMMANDS. 

The previous example shows the following information:

Failed Execution Procedures Reruns Section Heading
A heading indicates the beginning of the execution procedures reruns section of the output.

Processing Section Header
A heading appears for each execution procedure that is rerun. In this header, the following information appears:

• Execution procedure name (RCSPROC)
• Department name (DEVLPMNT)
• User domain (DEVELOP2)
• USERID (PDRJB)

Status of Batch Processor Execution
A message indicates whether the Batch Processor execution was successful or unsuccessful. The date and time
of the execution, as well as any return codes are listed in this section of the report.

The following example shows additional information from the Failed Execution Procedures Reruns section of the report.

.AUTH  ABCDEF

RETCODE =   0

--   SET CURRENT SQLID = 

     SET CURRENT SQLID =  'ABCDE';

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,   SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION

     CREATE SYNONYM RCSTEST4
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                FOR USER02.EMP;

 DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,   SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION              

                                                             

                                                             

--.SYNC 5     'CREATE SYNONYM USER02.EMP'

CONTROL PROCESS CARD:

BATCH PROCESSOR PLAN ===> RBPA0204

BATCH PROCESSOR ID   ===> (NONE)

STRATEGY NAME        ===> (NONE)

DEVICE ALLOCATION UNIT => SYSDA

*****  BATCH PROCESSOR COMPLETE   *****

The SQL code that must be executed to rerun the execution procedure appears.

Upcoming Expirations
If any domains and relations are going to expire soon, a report is generated listing the domains and relationships that are
set to expire within a specified number of days. This allows you to intervene if necessary before revokes are executed.

• For domains, this report lists the domain name, type, department, Db2 subsystem ID, description, and expiration date.
• For relationships, this report lists the user domain, application domain, department, Db2 subsystem ID, and expiration

date.

Cross-Checks
The following example shows how SRS helps ensure that privileges being deleted from one domain are not revoked
from an auth ID if they are needed by another domain relationship. This section shows how SRS cross-checks all domain
relationships before granting or revoking privileges.

NOTE
This section is not part of the analysis and execution performed for the creation of the user domain, application
domain, and domain relationship. This is a special situation created to illustrate how SRS considers all domain
relationships before granting or revoking privileges.

*******************************************************************************

   DELETE ID:B0625D1   FROM USER DOMAIN:DEVELOP1 

   FOR DEPT:DEVLPMNT IN DB2ID:PTI2

 

   =====================

   APPL DOMAIN: RCSTABS1

 

 

                                A S I D U U I A R R APPL DOMAIN 

    TABLE                       L E N E P P N L E F  USER DOMAIN

    CREATOR  NAME               L L S L D C X T F C   DEPT

 

    PTI      PTRCS_APLDOM_0200  Y                   RCSTABS1

                                                     DEVELOP1

                                                      DEVLPMNT 

                                -------------------

                                Y                   <= AUTHS FOR THIS DELETE
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                                Y                   RCSTABS1

                                                     DEVELOP2

                                                      DEVLPMNT 

                                -------------------

                                Y                   <= AUTHS STILL OWNED

                                ===================

                                   NO AUTHORITIES TO GRANT/REVOKE

The previous example shows the following information:

DELETE ID
The authorization ID (B0625D1) is being deleted from user domain DEVELOP1.

AUTHS FOR THIS DELETE
The authorizations in the related application domain that will be deleted are listed.

Other Domain Relationships
Any other domain relationships the authorization ID belongs to are listed in this section. In this example, the ID
belongs to user domain DEVELOP2, which is also related to application domain RCSTABS1. The privileges
granted to this ID because of this relationship are also listed.

NO AUTHORITIES TO GRANT OR REVOKE
The table privileges are required for B0625D1 because it still belongs to user domain DEVELOP2. DEVELOP2
is related to RCSTABS1, which contains the table privileges. SRS makes sure that privileges are not required for
any other domain relationship.

The next screen shows the end of the sample analysis output.

Output End
At the end of the analysis output, information pertaining to the analysis and execution appears for your reference.

RSONIMP   ---------------- RC/S ONLINE IMPLEMENTATION ------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 ****************************************************************************

          INPUT PARAMETERS:

     

           PARM: PTI2,Y,Y,PTI2,DEVLPMNT

         USERID: USER02      USED FOR AUTHORIZATION CHECKING

        GRANTOR: RCSECUR     ID DESIGNATED TO PERFORM THE GRANTS AND REVOKES

    

*** END OF QPRINT REPORT                                                      

The execution information at the end of the report includes Input Parameters specified on the Implementation Job
Creation panel and execution auth IDs.

The following describes the Execution Auth IDs:
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USERID
The authorization ID used for authorization checking. This is the authorization ID that requested the analysis or
execution. In the example, it is for user ID B0625TO.
If the parameter RCSLIMGR in the SECURE parmlib member is set to YES, the following message will be
displayed:
PROCESSING LIMITED TO OBJECTS LAST UPDATED BY THIS ID

NOTE
To implement changes, a user also needs to have EXECUTE authority on the plan RSPSxxx, where
xxx stands for the relevant tape generation level. For example, RSPS115 indicates tape r11.5. Only a
system administrator can grant this authority by entering a Y in the SRS - Implement field on the Product
Authorizations screen. This screen is described in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2
for z/OS General Facilities Reference section.

GRANTOR
The authorization ID used to perform the GRANTs and REVOKEs. This is the ID specified at installation time. By
default, the ID is RCSECUR.

Relationship Reports
You indicate the two entities whose relationship you want to report on. One object is the From or the base entity. You can
optionally enter selection criteria for the From object to limit the entries listed. You can enter criteria for Db2 subsystem
ID, department, or name. You can limit objects by name and creator. The Extended Query Facility (EQF) lets you further
refine the list.

Note: The only combinations that you cannot report on, based on the previous entities, are Object/Execution Procedures
and Primary Authorization ID/Execution Procedures.

When the report appears, the To entity appears in a highlighted column. Commands like SORT, FIND, and EXCLUDE are
also available.

Display Relationship Reports
You can display relationship reports for the same departments that you can perform domain administration.

NOTE
For information about how SRS checks privileges, see Domains.

If you are already familiar with Db2 and how Broadcom Db2 products work, you might not need to read the detailed
explanations found in this section.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Request Services from the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services screen appears.

2. Select Relationship Reports.
The first Implementation Job Creation panel appears.

3. Fill in a valid SRS entity type in the From and To fields.
You can enter selection criteria in the From field to limit the entries displayed in the report.

4. Fill in the remaining fields if you want to further limit report entries, then press Enter.

NOTE
If you leave the remaining fields blank, SRS will insert asterisks in them.

The report you requested appears in the display area.
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Report Screen
To access relationship reports, select option 7 from the SRS menu.

The Report screen appears.

The relationship reports main screen gives information about the header fields to help you display a report. The header
fields are described in the next section.

Report Header Fields
The header fields control which report appears. You can enter selection criteria that will limit the entries displayed by
enabling you to limit the base entities to those that match the criteria. You can further limit entries by using EQF.

The header fields are displayed and are active on all relationship report screens. You can change the report at any time by
entering new information in the header.

This is where you specify the SRS entities you want to report on. Optionally, you can specify information that will further
limit the report entries.

From
Enter a valid base SRS entity type. Valid types are:

• P -- Primary authorization ID
• A -- Authorization ID
• UD -- User domain
• AD -- Application domain
• O -- Object
• EP -- Execution procedure

To
Enter a valid related SRS entity type that is different from the base entity type. Valid types have been listed
previously.

Where
Enter Y to access EQF to limit the report entries displayed.

NOTE
For more information, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2 for z/OS General
Facilities Reference section.

Db2ID
Enter the Db2ID of the entry. Enter a specific name or an asterisk (*) for all. The default is all. Selection criteria
accepted.

Dept
Enter the department of the entry. Selection criteria accepted.

Name
Enter the name of the From entity. Selection criteria accepted.

From
This is the base entity from which you will relate another entity. The report will show the information from this
entity's perspective.

To
This is the related entity. The report will show how this entity relates to the base entity.
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Object Header Fields
You can enter selection criteria in the object qualifier and type fields to further limit the entries displayed. These fields are
valid only when Object is the From entity.

Qualifier
Enter the object qualifier.

Type
Enter the object type. Valid types are:

• BP -- Buffer pool
• CL -- Collection
• DB -- Database
• DT -- Distinct type
• FN -- Function
• G -- Global temporary table
• P -- Plan
• PK -- Package
• PR -- Stored procedure
• SC -- Schema
• SG -- Storage group
• SQ -- Sequence object
• SY -- System
• T -- Table
• TS -- Tablespace
• V -- View
• X -- Auxiliary table

You can also use the E (explode) and S (shrink) options to display object privileges. To display the individual privileges
and their pending status, use the EXPLODE command.

Displaying Related Reports
There is another way of displaying a relationship report. If you want to display related information about a report entry, you
can enter an SRS entity type in the option field of the report entry.

If you display a related report by using a line option, the old To entity becomes the new From entity, and the line option
you enter becomes the new To entity. The specific entity information on the line where you entered the option is used to
limit the From entities displayed.

The following example shows an application domain to object report. This report lists all the objects contained in the
specified application domains.

The A (authorization ID) option is entered on the first line. This makes object the new From entity and authorization
ID the new To entity. The object information on the first line limits the entries displayed on the new report to the
PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 table for the PTI2 subsystem and DEVLPMNT department. The new report shows how the
specified object (PTRCS_APLDOM_0200) is related to all authorization IDs.

 RSREPT   ----------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                                               

 From  => __  To => __      DB2ID => *___ Dept => *_______ Where => N ________ 

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ >  

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ >  
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 ---------------------------- SSID: D81A -------------------------------USER02 

                                                                               

                                                                               

 O   DB2ID DEPT      APPL_DOM               TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER

 A_  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1               T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI      

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1               T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI      

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                T     DEPT                USER02   

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                T     EEMP                USER02   

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                T     EMP                 USER02   

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                T     PROJ                USER02   

 __  PTI2  TEST      EMPSTUFF               T     PROJ                USER02   

To request a related report, enter A (authorization ID) in the O (Option) field to request an object to authorization ID report,
where the object is the table PTRCS_APLDOM_0200.

The object to authorization ID report that results from this command is shown in the following example.

RSREPT   ----------------------- RC/S Report ---------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                                              

 From  => O_  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => DEVLPMNT Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => PTRCS_APLDOM_0200___________________________________                

---------------------------- SSID: D81A -------------------------------USER02 

                                                                              

                                                                   +--PEND---+

O   DB2ID DEPT      TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  AUTHID    O AD R UD A

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        ABCDEFG   Y          

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        ABCDEFG   Y          

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        ABCDEFG   Y          

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        ABCDEFG   Y          

You can continue to request related reports by entering SRS entity types in the option line. There is no limit to the number
of related reports you can display.

To return to the previous related report, press F3 (END).

You can return to the report where you first requested a related report (where you last changed the header information) by
entering the CANCEL command.

Enter the MAIN command to go to the SRS Main Menu.

Pending Information
All reports display not only the relationship between the From and To entities, but also information about those entities.
For example, in any report that includes authorization IDs, the user domain that the authorization ID belongs to appears.
The pending status of any displayed domain, object, authorization ID, or domain relationship also appears.

The authorization ID to object report shows authorization IDs, objects, and user and application domains. A pending
status for each of these (plus the relationship between the user and application domain) is shown.

RSREPT   ----------------------- RC/S Report ---------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 
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 From  => __  To => __      DB2ID => *___ Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

---------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------- USER02

                                                                              

                                                                 +--PEND---+

O  DB2ID  DEPT      AUTHID  TYPE NAME                QUALIFIER   O AD R UD A

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI         Y  Y   Y  Y

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI            Y   Y  Y

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI         Y  Y      

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI            Y      

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI         Y  Y     

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI            Y     

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI         Y  Y      

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI            Y      

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI         Y  Y    Y D

__ PTI2   DEVLPMNT  ABCDEFG T    PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI            Y    Y D

   

Note the Pend field on the preceding report screen. A pending status can be displayed for any of these categories:

• O -- Object and privileges
• AD -- Application domain
• R -- Relationship
• UD -- User domain
• A -- Authorization ID

For each of the categories, the possible pending status codes are:

• Y -- Changes are pending.
• D -- Deletes are pending.

For example, all entries on the previous screen have object privileges for PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 pending. The
application domain that contains PTRCS_APLDOM_0200 is therefore pending. (You must scroll right to see the
application domain name.) To see which object privileges are pending, you can use the EXPLODE command.

The addition of authorization ID B0625CH to its user domain is pending, as is the deletion of B0625JJ from its user
domain. Therefore, the user domains that contain these IDs are also pending.

No domain relationships are pending.

Not all pending fields are displayed for all reports. For example, the application domain to object report does not display
user domains or authorization IDs. Therefore, a pending status will be displayed for the application domains and objects,
but not for the user domains, authorization IDs, or domain relationships.

Authorization ID Reports
Authorization ID reports show the relationship of one or more authorization IDs to another SRS entity. The following
reports are available:

Authorization ID to Primary Authorization ID Report
Shows which Authorization IDs (granted to) is associated with primary IDs.

Authorization ID to User Domain Report
Shows which user domains the specified authorization IDs belong to.
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Authorization ID to Application Domains Report
Shows which application domains the authorization ID is related to through domain relationships.

Authorization ID to Objects Report
Shows which objects the authorization ID is related to through domain relationships.

Authorization ID to Execution Procedure Report
Lists the execution procedures associated with the specified authorization ID.

All reports also show information about the status of domain relationships and whether privileges have GRANTs or
REVOKEs pending to authorization IDs. This section illustrates and describes the Authorization ID reports.

Authorization ID to Primary Authorization ID Report
The authorization ID to primary authorization ID report shows the primary authorization IDs that the specified authorization
ID is associated with. This report is useful for determining which primary auth IDs are associated with a specific secondary
auth ID.

NOTE
The information in this report is taken from the secondary authorization ID build table. The table is updated when
you select the Secondary ID Table Build option. You must use this option to update the table before viewing an
authorization ID to primary authorization ID report.

RSREPT   ------------------------ RC/S Report ------------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> DATA  

                                                                              

 From  => __  To => __      DB2ID => *___ Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 ---------------------------- SSID: D81A -------------------------------USER02

                                                                              

 O   DB2ID SECONDARY  PRIMARY   ADD_DATE    DEL_DATE                          

 __  PTI2  DBA        B0525AE   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT    B0625CP   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

 __  PTI2  CONSULT    B0625C1   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT    B0625SM   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

 __  PTI2  DBA        B0625TW   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

 __  PTI2  SYSADMS    B062522   YYYY-MM-DD                                    

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, secondary authorization ID, primary authorization ID, the date the relationship
was added and the date the relationship was deleted, if applicable.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• O -- Object
• UD -- User domain

Authorization ID to User Domain Report
The authorization ID to user domain report shows which user domains the specified authorization IDs belong to. This
report is useful for determining to which user domains an authorization ID belongs.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ----------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR
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 From  => A_  To => UD      DB2ID => PTI2  Dept => *______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ >

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ >

 ---------------------------- SSID: D81A -------------------------------USER02

                                                                              

                                                          PEND

 O   DB2ID DEPT      AUTHID    USER_DOM                   UD A

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   JRSUPT                      Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   JRSUPT                      Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   JRSUPT                      Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   JRSUPT                      Y

 __  PTI2  TESTDEPT  ACCT333   DOMAINDD                    D Y

 __  PTI2  TESTDEPT  ACCT333   DOMAINDD                    D Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    ACCT3     CHECK2                      D Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    ACCT3     CHEKIT                      D Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    ACCT4     CHECK2                      D Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    ACCT4     CHEKIT                      D Y

    

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the authorization
ID, user domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID

Authorization ID to Application Domains Report
The authorization ID to application domains report shows which application domains the authorization ID is related to
through domain relationships.

RSREPT   ------------------------ RC/S Report -----------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => A_  To => AD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 ---------------------------- SSID: D81A ---------------------------- USER02 > 

 

                                                                 +--PEND--+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      AUTHID    APPL_DOM                   USER_DOM   AD R UD A 

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   RCSTABS1                   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   RCSTABS1                   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   RCSTABS1                   DEVELOP1
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 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   RCSTABS1                   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   SUPTABS                    JRSUPT    

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   SUPTABS                    JRSUPT    

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   SUPTABS                    JRSUPT    

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   SUPTABS                    JRSUPT    

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    ACCT333   TGROUP                     TGROUP

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the authorization
ID, application domain, user domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Authorization ID to Objects Report
The authorization ID to objects report shows which objects the authorization ID is related to through domain relationships.
This report provides an easy way to see which object privileges an authorization ID holds.

RSREPT   ------------------------ RC/S Report ----------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => A_  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

 

                                                                    +--PEND---+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      AUTHID    TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  O AD R UD A

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  ACCT333   T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     DEPT                USER02       Y     Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     EEMP                USER02     Y Y     Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     EMP                 USER02       Y     Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     PROJ                USER02     Y Y     Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     DEPT                USER02       Y     Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   ACCT333   T     EEMP                USER02     Y Y     Y

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the authorization
ID, type of object, name and qualifier of the object, and pending status. Scroll right to display the user and application
domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:
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• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Authorization ID to Execution Procedures Report
The Authorization ID to Execution Procedure Report lists the execution procedures associated with the specified authid.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -----------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                             

 From  => A_  To => EP      DB2ID => *___ Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A --------------------------- ABCDEF   >

                                                                              

                                                                  PEND     

 O   AUTHID    ST  T  PROC                                        R A   DB2ID

 __  USER02    AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                           PTI2

 __  USER02    AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                           PTI2

 __  USER02    AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                           PTI2

 __  USER2     AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                           PTI2

 __  USER1     AN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)                                PTI2

 __  USER1     DN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)                                PTI2

 __  USER2     AN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)                                PTI2

 __  USER2     DN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)                                PTI2

This report displays the authorization ID, status, type of domain, execution procedure data set name, pending status and
Db2 subsystem ID of the From and To entities. Scroll right to display the department of the From and To entities and the
application or user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• UD -- User domain

Primary Authorization ID Reports
Primary authorization ID reports show the relationship of one or more primary authorization IDs to another SRS entity.
Primary authorization ID reports show direct relationships and those related through a secondary ID. The following reports
are available:

Primary Authorization ID to Authorization ID Report
Shows which primary authorization IDs are associated with the specified secondary authorization IDs.

Primary Authorization ID to User Domain Report
Shows which user domains are related to the primary authorization IDs.

Primary Authorization ID to Application Domains Report
Shows the relationships defined between the specified primary authorization ID and application domains.

Primary Auth ID to Objects Report
Shows which objects the specified primary authorization ID is related to through domain relationships.
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All reports also show information about the status of domain relationships and whether privileges have GRANTs or
REVOKEs pending to primary authorization IDs. This section illustrates and describes the primary authorization ID
reports.

NOTE
The information in this report is taken from the Secondary Auth ID Build table. The table is updated when you
select the Secondary ID Table Build option. You must use this option to update the table before viewing an
Authorization ID to Primary Auth ID report.

Primary Authorization ID to Authorization ID Report
The primary authorization ID to authorization ID report shows which primary authorization IDs are associated with the
secondary authorization IDs.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ---------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> DATA 

                                                                              

 From  => P_  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

                                                                              

 O   DB2ID PRIMARY   SECONDARY  ADD_DATE    DEL_DATE

 __  PTI2  B0525AE   DBA        YYYY-MM-DD

 __  PTI2  B0625CP   SUPPORT    YYYY-MM-DD

 __  PTI2  B0625C1   CONSULT    YYYY-MM-DD

 __  PTI2  B0625SM   SUPPORT    YYYY-MM-DD

 __  PTI2  B0625TW   DBA        YYYY-MM-DD

 __  PTI2  B062522   SYSADMS    YYYY-MM-DD

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, secondary and primary authorization IDs, and the date the relationship
between the secondary and primary authorization ID was added. If a relationship was deleted, it appears in the Del_Date
column.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Primary Authorization ID to User Domain Report
The primary authorization ID to user domain report shows which user domains the specified primary authorization IDs
is related to directly or through a secondary ID. If the secondary ID column is blank, the primary ID is defined in the user
domain.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                              

 From  => P_  To => UD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 
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                                                                     PEND

 O   DB2ID DEPT      PRIMARY   SECONDARY  USER_DOM                   UD A

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625AE              TESTING

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625AE   DBA        DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625AE   DBA        SUPPORT2

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP              USERDOM

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP              TESTING

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP   SUPPORT    DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP   SUPPORT    SUPPORT1

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1              USERDOM

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1              TESTING2

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1   CONSULT    DBAS

This report displays the DB2 subsystem ID, department, primary and secondary authorization IDs, user domain,

 and pending status for the From and To entities.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID

Primary Authorization ID to Application Domains Report
The primary authorization ID to application domains report shows which application domains the primary authorization ID
is related to (through domain relationships).

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -----------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                             

 From  => P_  To => AD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 >

                                                                             

                                                                      +-PEND--+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      PRIMARY   SECONDARY  APPL_DOM        USER_DOM    AD R UD A

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625D3              NEWAPPL         NEWAPPL

 __  PTI2  APPL      SSSCOT               DCAPPL          DCUSER

 __  PTI2  APPL      SSSCOTA              DCAPPL          DCUSER

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625AE   DBA        DBATEST         DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625AE   DBA        SUPPORTA        SUPPORT2

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP   SUPPORT    DBATEST         DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP   SUPPORT    SUPPORTA        SUPPORT1

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625CP   SUPPORT    SYSADMS         SUPPORT1

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1              TESTAPP2        TESTING

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1   CONSULT    DBATEST         DBAS

 __  PTI2  APPL      B0625C1   CONSULT    SUPPORTA        SUPPORT2

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, primary and secondary authorization IDs, application domain,
user domain, and pending status for the From and To entities.
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To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Primary Authorization ID to Objects Report
The primary authorization ID to objects report shows which objects the authorization ID is related to through domain
relationships. This report provides an easy way to see which object privileges an authorization ID holds.

RSREPT   ------------------------ RC/S Report -------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                             

 From  => P_  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02

                                                                             

                                                                             

 O   DB2ID DEPT      PRIMARY   SECONDARY  TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT               DB    PTDB                         

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT               T     CUST_PMT_DTL        SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    T     INVOICE_HEADER      SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    T     LICENSE             SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    TS    COLMAP              PTDB     

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    TS    DB2TAB              PTDB     

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH2    TS    FMTREDEF            PTDB     

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSFULT    SSAUTH2    TS    HOLDTBL             PTDB     

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1               DB    PTDB                         

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1               T     CUST_PMT_DTL        SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    T     INVOICE_HEADER      SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    T     LICENSE             SSMLS1   

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    TS    COLMAP              PTDB     

 __  PTI2  AMR       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    TS    DB2TAB              PTDB     

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, primary and secondary authorization IDs, type of object, and the
name and qualifier of the object. If you scroll right, you can also see the pending status and user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

User Domain Reports
User domain reports show the relationship of one or more user domains to another SRS entity. The following reports are
available:
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User Domain to Authorization ID Report
Shows which authorization IDs are in the specified user domains.

User Domain to Primary Authorization ID Report
Shows which primary authorization IDs are in the specified user domains.

User Domain to Application Domains Report
Describes the relationships defined between the specified user domains and application domains.

User Domain to Objects Report
Shows which objects the user domain is related to through domain relationships.

User Domain to Execution Procedure Report
Lists all the execution procedures associated with the specified user domains.

All reports also show information about the status of domain relationships and whether privileges have GRANTs or
REVOKEs pending to authorization IDs. This section illustrates and describes the user domain reports.

User Domain to Authorization ID Report
The user domain to authorization ID report shows which authorization IDs are in the specified user domains.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ------------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                             

 From  => UD  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

--------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

                                                                             

                                                         PEND 

O   DB2ID DEPT      USER_DOM                   AUTHID    UD A 

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1                   B0625D1 

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1                   B0625D2 

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1                   B0625D3 

__  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1                   B0625D4 

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                     A0625TO    Y Y 

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                     B0625JN    Y   

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                     B0625SK    Y   

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                     B0625VM    Y   

__  PTI2  TESTDEPT  DOMAINDD                   B0625E1    D Y 

__  PTI2  TESTDEPT  DOMAINDD                   B0625E3    D Y 

__  PTI2  TGROUP    CHECK2                     ACCT3      D Y 

__  PTI2  TGROUP    CHECK2                     ACCT4      D Y 

__  PTI2  TGROUP    CHECK2                     AMBLISTP   D Y 

__  PTI2  TGROUP    CHECK2                     A0625AE    D Y

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, user domain, authorization, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain
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User Domain to Primary Authorization ID Report
The user domain to primary authorization ID Report indicates which primary authorization IDs and secondary
authorization IDs are related to the specific user domains. If the secondary ID column is blank, the primary ID is defined in
the user domain.

NOTE
The information in this report is taken from the Secondary authorization ID build table. The table is updated
when you select the secondary ID table build option. You must use this option to update the table before viewing
an authorization ID to primary authorization ID report.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -----------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                              

 From  => UD  To => P_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

                                                                              

                                                                     PEND     

 O   DB2ID DEPT      USER_DOM                   PRIMARY   SECONDARY  UD A     

 __  PTI2  APPL      TESTING                    B0625AE                       

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBATEST                    B0625AE   DBA                 

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORT2                   B0625AE   DBA                 

 __  PTI2  APPL      USERDOM                    B0625CP                       

 __  PTI2  APPL      TESTING                    B0625CP                       

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBATEST                    B0625CP   SUPPORT             

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORT1                   B0625CP   SUPPORT             

 __  PTI2  APPL      USERDOM                    B0625C1                       

 __  PTI2  APPL      TESTING2                   B0625C1                       

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBAS                       B0625C1   CONSULT             

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORT2                   B0625C1   CONSULT             

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, primary and secondary authorization IDs, and pending status of
the From and To entities.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• O -- Object
• UD -- User domain

User Domain to Application Domains Report
The user domain to application domains report describes the relationships defined between the specified user domains
and application domains.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ----------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => UD  To => AD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 
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________________

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

 

                                                                       +PEND-+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      USER_DOM                 APPL_DOM                 AD R UD

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1                 RCSTABS1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                   SUPTABS                  Y     Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                   TGROUP

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, user and application domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• EP -- Execution Procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary Authorization ID
• UD -- User Domain

User Domain to Objects Report
The user domain to objects report shows which objects the user domain is related to (through domain relationships).

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -----------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => UD  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 > 

 

                                                                             

 O   DB2ID DEPT      USER_DOM               TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER           

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1               T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  DEVELOP1               T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                 T     DEPT                USER02

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                 T     EEMP                USER02

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                 T     EMP                 USER02

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   JRSUPT                 T     PROJ                USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 DB    DEMOBASE

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 DB    KCDEMODB

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     ACT                 USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     DEPT                USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     EMP                 USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     PROJ                USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     TRACE_DESCRIPTIONS  USER02

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                 T     TRACE_TYPES         USER02

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, user domain, type of object, name and qualifier of the object, and
pending status. Scroll right to display the application domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:
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• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

User Domain to Execution Procedures Report
The user domain to execution procedures report lists all the execution procedures associated with the specified user
domains.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -----------------------------   

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                               

 From  => UD  To => EP      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________ 

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ >  

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ >  

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A --------------------------- ABCDEF   > 

                                                                               

 O   DB2ID DEPT      DOMAIN                     ST  PROC                       

 __  PTI2  TEST7     USR1                       AN  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)         

 __  PTI2  TEST7     USR1                       DN  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)         

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, user domain, status, and execution procedure data set name.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• UD -- User domain

Application Domain Reports
Application domain reports show the relationship of one or more application domains to another SRS entity. The following
reports are available:

Application Domain to Authorization ID Report
Shows which authorization IDs are related to the specified application domains through domain relationships.

Application Domain to Primary Authorization ID Report
Shows which primary authorization IDs are related to the specified application domains through domain
relationships.

Application Domain to User Domain Report
Shows the relationships defined between the specified application domains and user domains.

Application Domain to Objects Report
Shows which objects and privileges are contained in the specified application domains.

Application Domain to Execution Procedure Report
Lists all the execution procedures associated with the specified application domains.

All reports also show information about the status of domain relationships and whether privileges have GRANTs or
REVOKEs pending to authorization IDs. This section illustrates and describes the Application Domain reports.
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Application Domain to Authorization ID Report
The application domain to authorization ID report shows which authorization IDs are related to the specified application
domains through domain relationships.

 RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ----------------------------- 

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => AD  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 > 

 

                                                                  

 O   DB2ID DEPT      APPL_DOM                AUTHID    USER_DOM 

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                 B0625D1   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                 B0625D2   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                 B0625D3   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                 B0625D4   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                  A0625TO   JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                  B0625JN   JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                  B0625SK   JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                  B0625VM   JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                   B0625PT   TGROUP

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, application domain, authorization ID, and user domain. Scroll
right to see the pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Application Domain to Primary Authorization ID Report
The application domain to primary authorization ID report shows which primary authorization IDs are related to the
specified application domains through domain relationships. If the secondary ID column is blank, the primary ID is defined
in the user domain.

The information in this report is taken from the secondary authorization ID build table. The table is updated when you
select the secondary ID table build option. You must use this option to update the table before viewing an Authorization ID
to primary authorization ID report.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> DATA

                                                                            

 From  => AD  To => P_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 >
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 O   DB2ID DEPT      APPL_DOM                PRIMARY   SECONDARY    USER_DOM  

 __  PTI2  APPL      NEWAPPL                 B0625D3                NEWAPPL

 __  PTI2  APPL      DCAPPL                  SSSCOT                 DCUSER

 __  PTI2  APPL      DCAPPL                  SSSCOTA                DCUSER

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBATEST                 B0625AE   DBA          DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORTA                B0625AE   DBA          SUPPORT2

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBATEST                 B0625CP   SUPPORT      DBATEST

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORTA                B0625CP   SUPPORT      SUPPORT1

 __  PTI2  APPL      SYSADMS                 B0625CP   SUPPORT      SUPPORT1

 __  PTI2  APPL      TESTAPP2                B0625C1                TESTING

 __  PTI2  APPL      DBATEST                 B0625C1   CONSULT      DBAS

 __  PTI2  APPL      SUPPORTA                B0625C1   CONSULT      SUPPORT2

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, application domain, primary and secondary authorization IDs,
user domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• O -- Object
• UD -- User domain

Application Domains to User Domains Report
The application domains to user domains report shows the relationships defined between the specified application
domains and user domains.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => AD  To => UD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

 

                                                                       +PEND-+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      APPL_DOM                   USER_DOM               AD R UD

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                   DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                    JRSUPT                 Y     Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                     TGROUP

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, application and user domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
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Application Domain to Objects Report
The application domain to objects report shows which objects and privileges are contained in the specified application
domains.

RSREPT   ------------------------ RC/S Report ---------------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => AD  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

                                                                         

 O   DB2ID DEPT      APPL_DOM                TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  RCSTABS1                T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                 T     DEPT                USER02 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                 T     EEMP                USER02 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                 T     EMP                 USER02 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   SUPTABS                 T     PROJ                USER02 

 __  PTI2  TEST      EMPSTUFF                T     PROJ                USER02 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    CHEKIT                  DB    KCDEMODB                   

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    CHEKIT                  T     CASE                B0625PT

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    CHEKIT                  TS    DEMOTS              DEMODB 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    CHEKIT                  TS    DROPTS              DROPME 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                  DB    DEMOBASE

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                  DB    KCDEMODB

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    TGROUP                  T     ACT                 USER02

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, application, type of object, name and qualifier of the object, and
pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Application Domain to Execution Procedures Report
The application domain to execution procedure report lists all the execution procedures associated with the specified
application domains. (The application domains must be related to a user domain to appear on the report.)

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ----------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                             

 From  => AD  To => EP      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

--------------------------- SSID: D81A --------------------------- ABCDEF   >

                                                                             

O   DB2ID DEPT      DOMAIN                     ST  PROC

__  PTI2  DOC       PROC2                      AN  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)
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This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, domain, status, and execution procedure data set name.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain

Object Reports
Object reports show the relationship of one or more Db2 objects to another SRS entity. The following reports are
available:

Object to Authorization ID Report
Shows which Db2 objects are related to the authorization IDs through domain relationships.

Object to Primary Authorization ID Report
Shows which Db2 objects are related to the primary authorization IDs through domain relationships.

Object to User Domain Report
Shows the relationships defined between the specified Db2 objects and user domains.

Object to Application Domain Report
Shows which application domains contain the specified objects and privileges.

All reports also show information about the status of domain relationships and whether privileges have GRANTs or
REVOKEs pending to authorization IDs. This section illustrates and describes the object reports.

Object to Authorization ID Report
The object to authorization ID report shows which Db2 objects are related to the authorization IDs through domain
relationships.

 RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => O_  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

 

                                                                    +--PEND---+

 O   DB2ID DEPT      TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  AUTHID    O AD R UD A

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D1   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D2   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D3   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D4   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D1   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D2   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D3   Y

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        B0625D4   Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     A0625TO   Y Y     Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     B0625JN   Y Y     Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     B0625SK   Y Y     Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     B0625VM   Y Y     Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EEMP                USER02     A0625TO     Y     Y Y
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 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EEMP                USER02     B0625JN     Y     Y

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID, department, type of object, name and qualifier of the object, authorization ID,
and pending status. Scroll right to display the application and user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Object to Primary Authorization ID Report
The object to primary authorization ID report shows which Db2 objects are related to the primary authorization IDs through
domain relationships. If the secondary ID column is blank, the primary ID is defined in the user domain.

NOTE
The information in this report is taken from the secondary authorization ID build table. The table is updated when
you select the secondary ID table build option. You must use this option to update the table before viewing an
authorization ID to primary authorization ID report.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------- 

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> DATA

 

 From  => O_  To => P_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ----------------------------- USER02 

 

 

 O   DB2ID DEPT      TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  PRIMARY   SECONDARY

 __  PTI2  AMR       DB    PTDB                           SSFULT               

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     CUST_PMT_DTL        SSMLS1     SSFULT               

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     INVOICE_HEADER      SSMLS1     SSFULT    SSAUTH1    

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     LICENSE             SSMLS1     SSFULT    SSAUTH1    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    COLMAP              PTDB       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    DB2TAB              PTDB       SSFULT    SSAUTH1    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    FMTREDEF            PTDB       SSFULT    SSAUTH2    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    HOLDTBL             PTDB       SSFULT    SSAUTH2    

 __  PTI2  AMR       DB    PTDB                           SSMLS1               

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     CUST_PMT_DTL        SSMLS1     SSMLS1               

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     INVOICE_HEADER      SSMLS1     SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    

 __  PTI2  AMR       T     LICENSE             SSMLS1     SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    COLMAP              PTDB       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    

 __  PTI2  AMR       TS    DB2TAB              PTDB       SSMLS1    SSAUTH3    

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the object type,
name and qualifier of the object, primary and secondary authorization IDs. Scroll right to display the pending status,
application domain, and user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:
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• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• O -- Object
• UD -- User domain

Object to User Domain Report
The object to user domain report shows the relationships defined between the specified Db2 objects and user domains.

 RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => O_  To => UD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 >

 

                                                                    

 O   DB2ID DEPT      TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  USER_DOM  

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    DB    DEMOBASE                       TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    DB    KCDEMODB                       TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     ACT                 USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     DEPT                USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EEMP                USER02     JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EMP                 USER02     JRSUPT 

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     EMP                 USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     PROJ                USER02     JRSUPT

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     PROJ                USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        DEVELOP1

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     TRACE_DESCRIPTIONS  USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     TRACE_TYPES         USER02     TGROUP

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the object type,
name and qualifier of the object, and the user domain. Scroll right to display the pending status and application domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID

Object to Application Domain Report
The object to application domain report shows which application domains contain the specified objects and privileges.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => O_  To => AD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 
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 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 > 

                                                                         PEND

 O   DB2ID DEPT      TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  APPL_DOM       O AD

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_APLDOM_0200   PTI        RCSTABS1

 __  PTI2  DEVLPMNT  T     PTRCS_USRDOM_0200   PTI        RCSTABS1

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     DEPT                USER02     SUPTABS          Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EEMP                USER02     SUPTABS        Y Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     EMP                 USER02     SUPTABS          Y

 __  PTI2  SUPPORT   T     PROJ                USER02     SUPTABS        Y Y

 __  PTI2  TEST      T     PROJ                USER02     EMPSTUFF       Y Y

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    DB    DEMOBASE                       TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    DB    KCDEMODB                       CHEKIT         Y D

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    DB    KCDEMODB                       TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     ACT                 USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     CASE                B0625PT    CHEKIT         Y D

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     DEPT                USER02     TGROUP

 __  PTI2  TGROUP    T     EMP                 USER02     TGROUP

This report displays the Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and To entities. It also displays the object type,
name and qualifier of the object, application domain, and pending status.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• EP -- Execution procedures
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary authorization ID
• UD -- User domain

Execution Procedure Reports
Execution procedure reports show the relationship of one or more execution procedures to another SRS entity. The
following reports are available:

Execution Procedure to Authorization ID Report
Shows which authorization IDs are related to the specified execution procedures.

Execution Procedure to Application Domain Report
Lists the application domains associated with the specified execution procedures.

Execution Procedure to User Domain Report
Lists all the user domains associated with the specified execution procedures.

This section illustrates and describes the execution procedure reports.

LONG and SHORT Commands
The display of the execution procedure data set name is by default truncated to 46 characters. For most sites, the
truncated data set name is sufficient.

However, you can display the entire data set name, up to 54 characters, by entering the LONG command.

To return the data set name display to 46 characters, enter the SHORT command.
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Execution Procedure to Authorization IDs Report
The execution procedure to authorization IDs report lists the authorization IDs associated with the specified execution
procedure.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

 From  => EP  To => A_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A --------------------------- ABCDEF   >

 

                                                                     PEND

 O   ST  T  PROC                                           AUTHID    R A   DB2ID

 __  AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                        USER02          PTI2

 __  AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                        USER02          PTI2

 __  AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                        TDTEST          PTI2

 __  AN  A  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                        USER2           PTI2

 __  AN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)                             USER1           PTI2

 __  AN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)                             USER2           PTI2

 __  DN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)                             USER1           PTI2

 __  DN  U  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)                             USER2           PTI2

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

This report displays the status, domain type, object type, execution procedure data set name, authorization ID, pending
status, and Db2 subsystem ID of the From and To entities. Scroll right to display the department of the From and To
entities and the user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedure
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary ID
• UD -- User domain

Execution Procedure to Application Domains Report
The execution procedure to application domains report lists the application domains associated with the specified
execution procedures.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report --------------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

 From  => EP  To => AD      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ---------------------------- ABCDEF   >

 

 O   ST  PROC                                            DB2ID DEPT      DOMAIN

 __  AN  USER2 .DOC.TST(RCSPROC)                         PTI2  DOC       PROC2

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************
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To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• EP -- Execution procedure
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary ID
• UD -- User domain

Execution Procedure to User Domains Report
The execution procedure to user domains report lists all user domains associated with the specified execution procedures.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ---------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                             

 From  => EP  To => UD      DB2ID => *___ Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

---------------------------- SSID: D81A ----------------------------ABCDEF  >

                                                                            

O   ST  PROC                                           DB2ID DEPT      DOMAIN

__  AN  ABCDE.CNTL(USRADD)                             PTI2  TEST7     USR1

__  DN  ABCDE.CNTL(USRDEL)                             PTI2  TEST7     USR1

This report displays the status, execution procedure data set name, Db2 subsystem ID and department of the From and
To entities, and the user domain.

To jump to another report, enter one of the following in the O (Option) column:

• A -- Authorization ID
• AD -- Application domain
• EP -- Execution procedure
• O -- Object
• P -- Primary ID

Display and Scrolling Information
Relationship reports support the scrolling commands described in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for Db2
for z/OS General Facilities Reference section. These commands include:

FIND
Finds a text string in one or all columns.

SORT
Sorts the contents of one or more columns in ascending or descending order.

EXCLUDE
Excludes a column from the display.

FREEZE
Fixes the specified column on the display during horizontal scrolling operations.

QPRINT
Prints the current list.
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PPRINT
Prints the current screen.

EXPLODE Command
For any report that displays objects, you can use the EXPLODE primary and line commands to list the privileges
associated with the objects. To use the primary command, enter EXPLODE in the command line at the top of the screen.
To use the line command, enter E in the Option (O) field.

NOTE
The EXPLODE command does not work if the Name column is excluded, because the privileges are tied to the
object and are displayed in the same column.

As a line command (E), EXPLODE shows the privileges associated with a single object. The following screen shows an
exploded entry.

RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report -------------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

 From  => A_  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => SUPPORT_ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

--------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

                                                                   +--PEND---+

O   DB2ID DEPT      AUTHID    TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  O AD R UD A

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   A0625TO   T     DEPT                USER02       Y     Y Y

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   A0625TO   T     EEMP                USER02     Y Y     Y Y

                                    Y* SELECT

                                    Y  DELETE

                                    Y* UPDATE-COLUMN

                                    Y* BONUS

                                    YD EMPNO

                                    G  HIREDATE 

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   A0625TO   T     EMP                 USER02       Y     Y Y

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   A0625TO   T     PROJ                USER02     Y Y     Y Y

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   B0625JN   T     DEPT                USER02       Y     Y

__  PTI2  SUPPORT   B0625JN   T     EEMP                USER02     Y Y     Y

The privileges associated with table EEMP appear. For each privilege, a pending status appears. Possible status codes
are:

Y
GRANT executed.

Y*
GRANT pending. Object privilege's addition is pending.

G
GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION, not pending. Object privilege belongs to domain.

G*
GRANT WITH GRANT OPTION, pending. Object privilege's addition to application domain is pending.
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R*
Revoke pending. Object privilege deletion from domain is pending.

**
DELETE ALL PRIVS. Object deletion is pending. All object privileges are listed, with their GRANT and pending
status, under this entry.

For columns, one of the following pending status codes might be displayed:

Y* or G*
Column addition to domain is pending.

YD or GD
Column deletion from domain is pending.

Y or G
Column authority implemented.

For table EEMP, the SELECT privilege addition to user domain SUPV01 is pending. The DELETE privilege has been
granted. There are several UPDATE-COLUMN privileges pending. BONUS and HIREDATE belong to the domain; they
are not pending. The addition of EMPNO is pending.

The EXPLODE primary command, which you enter in the command line at the top of the screen, displays all privileges for
all objects. See the following example.

 RSREPT   ------------------------- RC/S Report ------------------------------  

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

 

 From  => A_  To => O_      DB2ID => PTI2 Dept => *_______ Where => N ________

 Type  => *_  Qualifier => *_______________________________________________ > 

 Name  => *________________________________________________________________ > 

 --------------------------- SSID: D81A ------------------------------ USER02 

 

                                                                     +--PEND---+

 O   DB2ID  DEPT      AUTHID    TYPE  NAME                QUALIFIER  O AD R UD A

 __  PTI2   DEVLPMNT  USER3     DB    PTDB                           D Y

                                      Y  CREATETAB

                                      Y  DROP

 __  PTI2   DEVLPMNT  USER4     DB    PTDB                           D Y

                                      Y  CREATETAB

                                      Y  DROP

 __  PTI2   SUPPORT   B0625JN   T     DEPT                USER02     Y Y    Y  Y

                                      Y* SELECT

                                      Y* INSERT

                                      G* DELETE

 __  PTI2   SUPPORT   B0625JN   T     EEMP                USER02     Y Y    Y  Y

                                      Y* SELECT

                                      Y* DELETE

                                      Y* UPDATE-COLUMN

                                      Y  BONUS

                                      Y* EMPNO

                                      Y  HIREDATE

Generate Relationship Reports in Batch
You can generate relationship reports in batch mode from any SRS report screen. Through the Extended Query Facility
(EQF), you can create the same customized reports that you create online. Batch reporting creates a data set that
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contains the JCL commands and control information necessary to generate and print the reports. You can delete,
template, and update report requests as needed.

NOTE
SRS uses your Broadcom print profile to build the SYSPRINT DD statement in the batch report job. This
determines where the report output is sent. You might want to check your profile (using the PROFILE command)
before performing batch reporting.

Advantages to batch reporting include the following:

• Batch reports do not require a user's time to display and print a report. Multiple reports can be created at the same
time to save time.

• Reports can be processed at night or other off-peak hours to provide maximum convenience.

NOTE
The batch job model JCL is provided in member MJRCSRPT of high-level.CDBAMDL. Do not change the name
of the model JCL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter BR in the command line from any SRS report panel.
The Batch Report Facility panel appears.

2. Complete the fields on the panel to request a report.
For example, you can specify AD in the From field and UD in the TO field to request an Application Domain to User
Domain report.
The request is added to a report request list, and the Batch Report Facility panel shows the recorded information. You
can continue adding report requests as needed.

NOTE
If you specify OE in the From or To field, the objects are exploded when the batch report executes. When
OE is specified in the From field, you must specify a qualifier that can contain wildcard characters for object
types T, V, PK, or TS.

3. Press F3 (END) when you have added all requests.
The Batch Job Creation panel appears.

4. Complete the fields on the panel, and then press Enter to execute the job.
The following processing occurs based on the value specified in the Destination field:
– J submits the job to JES.
– D sends the job to a data set. You can use a job scheduling system to execute the job at predetermined times.
– P opens an edit session where you can preview and edit the JCL before submitting it

NOTE
When processing batch JCL for relationship reports, you can reuse a SYSIN statement as needed.

Broadcom Print Profile

SRS uses your Broadcom print profile to build the SYSPRINT DD statement in the batch report job. This determines
where the report output is sent. You might want to check your profile using the PROFILE commands before performing
batch reporting.

SYSIN Statement Layout for a Relationship Report Batch Job

When processing batch JCL for relationship reports, you can reuse a SYSIN statement as needed (for example, repeating
the statement lines in the SYSIN DD). The SYSIN statement consists of five lines. Each line must have a unique indicator
and contains information based on your entries on the Batch Report Facility panel when generating relationship reports in
batch.
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The following table describes the content of line 1 of the SYSIN statement:

Column Name Content Length
1 Indicator C1 2
4 FROM Information pulled from the

From field on the Batch Report
Facility panel

2

8 TO Information pulled from the To
field on the Batch Report Facility
panel

2

12 EQF S or N 1
15 EQFNAME Name of the EQF query 8
25 Db2ID Db2 subsystem ID 4
31 Department Department name 8
41 Objecttype Object type 2

The following table describes the content of line 2 of the SYSIN statement:

Column Name Content Length
1 Indicator N1 2
4 Name First 69 positions of the name

of the From entity on which to
report

69

The following table describes the content of line 3 of the SYSIN statement:

Column Name Content Length
1 Indicator N2 2
4 Name Positions 70 to 128 of the name

of the From entity on which to
report

59

The following table describes the content of line 4 of the SYSIN statement:

Column Name Content Length
1 Indicator Q1 2
4 Qualifier First 69 positions of the object

qualifier
69

The following table describes the content of line 5 of the SYSIN statement:

Column Name Content Length
1 Indicator Q2 2
4 Qualifier Positions 70 to 128 of the object

qualifier
69

Example: Sample SYSIN Statement

This example shows a sample SYSIN statement (and includes a columns indicator line to clarify column location):
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//SYSIN     DD *

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

C1 O   AD  N            *    *         *

N1 LNTS0006_SMISA01_XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

N2 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXEND

Q1 *

Q2

//*

Model JCL for Batch Report Job
SRS uses model JCL to build the batch report job. The model JCL member used for batch reporting is MJRCSRPT and
resides in high-level.CDBAMDL.

Model JCL supplies SRS with the JCL and utility control statements to create the necessary MVS job stream for executing
the batch report job.

Note the following information in the model JCL:

Batch Report Information
The date and time of the batch report request and the user who requested the reports.

Execution Statement
SRS builds the report execution statement parameters using the Db2ID specified on the Implementation Job
Creation panel when the batch job is created.

Libraries
The following DD statements are available in the JCL:
STEPLIB

Specifies the Db2 products library. The Db2 library must be concatenated to the Broadcom products
library for the STEPLIB.

PTILIB
Specifies the Db2 products library. The Db2 library must be concatenated to the Db2 products library for
the PTILIB.

PTIPARM
Specifies the parmlib data set.

SYSPRINT
The SYSPRINT DD statement is built by SRS using your Broadcom print profile.

SYSIN
The SYSIN DD statement is built according to the report requests you have made.

Consistency Report
Consistency report helps you resolve discrepancies between SRS tables and the Db2 catalog. By resolving these
mismatches, you can synchronize RC/Secure with the Db2 catalog so that you can perform the following tasks:

• Revoke the authorities in Db2 that are not defined in SRS.
• Delete SRS objects that no longer exist in Db2.
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Overview of Comparing SRS and Db2 Privileges
The SRS consistency report compares the privileges granted through SRS to the privileges held in the Db2 catalog. This
feature provides a method of auditing which authorities have been granted outside of SRS. You can execute the report
online or in batch mode.

The SRS consistency report ignores implicit authorities that exist in the Db2 catalog. Implicit authorities are those given
by Db2 to the creator of an object or the binder of plans or packages. These authorities exist on the catalog where
GRANTOR = GRANTEE.

Clean Up Authority or Object Discrepancies Between Db2 and SRS
The Consistency Report panel does not generate a way to clean up various discrepancies between SRS and Db2.
Although you can use the Synchronize option to update the Db2 catalog to match the GRANTs recorded in SRS,
Synchronize cannot do the following:

• Revoke the authorities in Db2 that are not defined in SRS
• Delete SRS objects that do not exist anymore in Db2

To perform these activities, you must include the Db2REV or SRSDEL DD statement in a batch job (when the specified
DD is defined as a sequential file with LRECL of 80).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 1 in the command line of the Main Menu.
The Security Request Services panel appears.

2. Enter 8 in the command line.
The Consistency Report panel appears.

3. Complete the fields on the panel (to set up your reporting), and type specific values as follows:
– Type B in the BATCH OR ONLINE field.
– Type P in the JOB DESTINATION field.
Press Enter.
You are placed in an edit session.

4. Specify one or both of the following DDs:
SRSDEL DD

Specifies delete SQL for objects that still exist in SRS but no longer exist in Db2.

NOTE
This DD must be uncommented and must be provided with a sequential data set with LRECL of 80.
Delete statements are generated only for object types T, V, X, M, G, and PK.

Db2REV DD
Specifies to write revoke statements for all Db2 authorities found in this report that do not exist within SRS.
Note: This DD must be uncommented and must be provided with a sequential data set with LRECL of 80.

5. Press the END key.
Your edits are saved, and the Consistency Report appears.

Generating the Report
When you select the consistency report option on the SRS Menu, the Consistency Report screen appears.

Execution Options

Specify the following execution options:
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BATCH OR ONLINE
Determine what type of job submission you want to perform.
B

Submits data set for batch execution. The Batch Specifications portion of the screen controls the batch
options.

O
Submits data set for online execution.

Object/Authorization ID Information

You must specify the following object and authorization ID information.

Db2ID
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the authorities are held.

Grantee
Specifies the ID that was granted the authorities.

Grantor
Specifies the grantor of the authorities. Two possible values for this field are:
R (RCSECUR)

Lists only those authorities granted through SRS that are not also held in the Db2 catalog. If no
inconsistencies are found between privileges granted in SRS and those in the Db2 catalog, a message
appears for each object type checked, confirming that consistency was compared.

NOTE
RCSECUR is the ID named at installation time that will perform all GRANTs and REVOKEs
executed through SRS. If an ID other than RCSECUR was named at installation time, this ID
will be displayed instead of RCSECUR. The option remains R.

A (ALL)
Produces an exception report that lists all the authorities that were granted to a user and identifies which
authorities were not granted or revoked within SRS.

OBJECT Type
Specifies the Db2 object type. You can enter a specific object type abbreviation or use a mask. The default is all
(*) types. Valid type abbreviations are:
*(Default) -- All types PR -- Stored procedure
BP -- Buffer pool SC -- Schema
CL -- Collection SG -- Storage group
DB -- Database SQ -- Sequences
DT -- Distinct type SY -- System
FN -- Function T -- Table
G -- Global temporary table TS -- Tablespace
P -- Plan V -- View
PK -- Package X -- Auxiliary table

Name
Specifies the object name. Ignored for SY (system) authority type. You can use a mask.

Qualifier
Specifies the object qualifier. The following list provides an example of object type abbreviations and what the
qualifier for that object type is. You can use masks.
BP -- (must be blank) SC -- (must be blank)
CL -- (must be blank) SG -- (must be blank)
DB -- (must be blank) SQ -- Schema
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DT -- Schema SY -- (must be blank)
FN -- Schema T -- Creator ID
G -- Creator ID TS -- Database name
P -- (must be blank) U -- (must be blank)
PK -- Package name, *, or blank V -- Creator ID
PR -- Schema X -- Creator ID

SYNCHRONIZE
Specifies whether to update the Db2 catalog to match the GRANTs recorded in SRS. The sync feature does not
issue REVOKEs, nor does it update SRS tables.

N
Does not update the Db2 catalog to match the GRANTs recorded in SRS.

Y
Updates the Db2 catalog to match the GRANTs recorded in SRS.

NOTE
To use the SYNCHRONIZE field, you need RCSADM or RCSADM2 authority.

 

Batch Specifications

If you specified batch mode execution, you must provide the following information.

MODEL JCL LIBRARY
Enter the name of the library that contains the model JCL. By default, the member resides in the Db2 products
model library, high-level.CDBAMDL. This information is saved until you change it. This must be a partitioned data
set (PDS).

JOB DESTINATION
Specify whether to have the batch job submitted to JES for execution or saved to a user-specified data set. If you
send the job to a data set, you can use a job scheduling system to execute the job at predetermined times.
J

Submits the job to the internal reader (JES).
D

Places the job in the specified data set. If you enter a job destination of D, you must enter an output data
set name.

P
Previews the JCL. You are placed in an edit session, where you can edit the job before submitting it.

DATA SET NAME
Enter the name of a sequential file or PDS. If you enter the name of a PDS, you can enter the member name in
parentheses within the data set name, or you can enter it next to the Member Name prompt.

MEMBER NAME
If you specify a PDS, you must specify a member. If no member name is specified, a member selection list will
be displayed for you to select one. You can enter ISPF member selection list criteria (for example, MEMB*) to list
only members that meet the criteria.

REPLACE EXISTING MEMBER
Specify whether to replace the contents of an existing data set. Enter Y to replace the existing data sets.
Enter N if you do not want existing data sets replaced.

JOB Card
Enter a valid job statement before you can submit the job for batch execution.
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When you have entered information on this screen, press Enter to generate a consistency report. If you execute the job
online, the report appears. If you chose batch execution, it will be submitted to JES, to a data set, or displayed in preview
mode, based on your entry in the Job Destination field.

History Log File
A history log file is used to record all transactions. This includes Grant/Revoke Services and Security Request Services. 

History Log File Structure

The tables used in the history log file are as follows:

• PTLOG_MAIN_0102
• PTLOG_SEC_0102

For each column in the table, the column name, data type, and a description are given.

PTLOG_MAIN_0102

The value in the LOG_ID column (RC_SRS or RC_GRS) identifies the row in the PTLOG_MAIN_0102 table as a RC/
Secure row. This table (PTLOG_MAIN_0102) will also be used by other Broadcom Db2 products.

The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTLOG_MAIN_0102:

Column Name Data Type Description

LOG_USER CHAR(8) TSO user ID of user executing RC/Secure

LOG_TIMESTAMP CHAR(16) Date/time stamp in the form:
CCYYMMDDHHMMSSth where:
CC is the century
YY is the year
MM is the month
DD is the day
HH is the hour (24 hour clock)
MM is the minutes
SS is the seconds
th is the 100th of a second

LOG_ID CHAR(8) CA Product ID. Values are: RCS_SRS
RCS_GRS

LOG_CREATOR CHAR(8) Creator of the object specified in the
LOG_OBJECT column

LOG_OBJECT CHAR(18) The object name that the authorization is
for

LOG_TYPE CHAR(12) The authorization class - values
are: BUFFERPOOL, COLLECTION,
DATABASE, PACKAGE, PLAN,
STOGROUP, SYSTEM, TABLE,
TABLESPACE, VIEW

LOG_FUNCTION CHAR(12) The authorization function, values are
GRANT, GRANTG (this is GRANT WITH
GRANT OPTION), REVOKE
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LOG_OBJECT_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) The full version of LOG_CREATOR

LOG_OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR(128) The full version of LOG_OBJECT

LOG_OBJECT_PART SMALLINT The partition number

 

PTLOG_SEC_0102

The following table describes column name, data type, and description regarding PTLOG_SEC_0102:

Column Name Data Type Description

LOG_USER VARCHAR(128) TSO user ID of user executing RC/Secure

LOG_TIMESTAMP CHAR(16) Date/time stamp in the form:
CCYYMMDDHHMMSSth where:
CC is the century
YY is the year
MM is the month
DD is the day
HH is the hour (24 hour clock)
MM is the minutes
SS is the 100ths of a second

LOG_GRANTEE VARCHAR(128) The grantee of the authorization

LOG_GRANTOR VARCHAR(128) The grantor of the authorization

LOG_AUTHOR-IZATION CHAR(14) The type of authorization within the security
classes.

LOG_COLUMN VARCHAR(30) For SBCS data, the column name for the
UPDATEC type in the TABLE class.

 

PTLOG_SEC_0102 Log Authorization Column

The following table documents the LOG_AUTHORIZATION column of the PTLOG_SEC_0102 table:

TYPE Authorization

BUFFERPOOL USE

COLLECTION CREATE IN
PACKADM
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DATABASE DBADM
DBCTRL
DBMAINT
CREATETAB
CREATETS
DISPLAYDB
DROP
IMAGCOPY
LOAD
RECOVERDB
REORG
REPAIR
STATS
STARTDB
STOPDB

PACKAGE EXECUTE
BIND
COPY

PLAN BIND
EXECUTE

STOGROUP USE

SYSTEM SYSADM
SYSCTRL
SYSOPR
BINDADD
BINDAGENT
BSDS
CREATEDBA
CREATEDBC
CREATESG
CREATETMTAB
ARCHIVE
DISPLAY
RECOVER
STOPALL
STOSPACE
TRACE
MONITOR1
MONITOR2
CREATALIAS
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TABLE/VIEW SELECT
DELETE
UPDATE
ALTER
INDEX
UPDATEC
INSERT
REFERNCS
REFERCOL

TABLE/VIEW SELECT
DELETE
UPDATE
ALTER
INDEX
UPDATEC
INSERT
REFERNCS
REFERCOL

TABLESPACE USE

Report Layout
The following information shows a portion of a consistency report.

RSCMPR   ----------------- RC/S Consistency Comparison ---------------

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                          

                              RC/SECURE  VXX.X                            

                                                                          

              (C) COPYRIGHT YYYY  CA, INC.               

                                                                          

                                                                           

  ON TABLE: B0625KC .KCDEMO1                    USER: USER1    HAS:        

                                                                           

                  IN RCS-SRS:   Y INSERT        <======                    

                                Y DELETE                                   

                                Y UPDATE        <======                    

                                                                           

                    IN DB2:     Y DELETE                                   

                                Y SELECT        <======                    

                                                                           

  ON TABLE: B0625KC .KCDEMO1                    USER: KCID2    HAS:        

                                                                           

                  IN RCS-SRS:   Y INSERT        <======                    

                                Y DELETE        <======                    

                                Y UPDATE        <======                    

                                                                           

                    IN DB2:     NO AUTHORITIES                                                                
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Report Heading
The report heading provides the following information: RC/Secure tape number, and the copyright date.

Report Information
The report provides a separate section for each object and user ID relationship.

ON TABLE (Display only)
The object type and fully qualified name. In this example, the object type is table and the fully qualified name is
B0625KC.KCDEMO1.

USER (Display only)
The authorization ID being reported on appears.

IN RCS-SRS (Display only)
The authorities for the object that the user holds that were granted through SRS are listed. Y appears for
authorities held. G appears for authorities held WITH GRANT OPTION. If no authorities are held in SRS, a
message appears.

IN Db2 (Display only)
The authorities for the object that the user actually holds in Db2 are listed. Y appears for authorities held. G
appears for authorities held WITH GRANT OPTION. If no authorities are held in Db2, a message appears.

RC/Secure Return Codes
The following are possible RC/Secure return codes:

0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

4
Indicates one of the following errors has occurred:

• No authorizations to grant or revoke.
• Not authorized for Db2ID or department.

12
Indicates one of the following errors has occurred:

• OPEN if Broadcom Program Lib failed.
• Invalid parameter passed to SQL processor.
• Access not allowed for user ID.

16
Indicates the BLDL failed.

20
Indicates the product license expired.

24
Indicates an invalid parameter passed to #MAIN.

28
Could not load module.
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32
Indicates one of the following:

• ATTACH to #DRIV failed.
• CONNECT to Db2 failed.
• Not APF authorized.

36
Indicates an execution proc error.

48
OPEN of APLFILE failed.

68
Indicates a GETMAIN error.

99
Indicates an SQL error in tree build.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and support lifecycle dates (login required) or search for other Product Lifecycle Details (login required)
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 Solutions List (login required)
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe eLearning Library
• Broadcom Digital Badges (showcase your skills and competencies)

– Detector digital badge
– Log Analyzer digital badge
– RC/Query digital badge
– SYSVIEW for Db2 digital badge

• Mainframe Learning Paths:
– Database Administration Suite for Db2

Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and the following RC/Query courses:
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https://www.broadcom.com/products/mainframe/databases-database-mgmt/db2-zos
https://support.broadcom.com/
https://www.broadcom.com/support
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productdetails?productName=DATABASE%2520MANAGEMENT%2520SOLUTIONS%2520FOR%2520DB2%2520FOR%2520Z%252FOS
https://support.broadcom.com/product/product-lifecycle-details.html?segment=MF
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/Mainframe-Compatibilities/8659
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/solutionfiles?sellable=COMCOM002&os=MVS&release=20.0&solution=Database%2520Management%2520Solutions%2520for%2520DB2%2520for%2520z/OS%2520MVS&subfamily=COMMON%2520SERVICES
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Mainframe-Installation-and-Maintenance-Tools/5279
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/maintenance
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/AllProducts.HTML
https://support.broadcom.com/security-advisory/security-advisories-list.html?segment=MF
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0/getting-started/ca-recommended-service-for-z-os.html
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/Changes-Requiring-Customer-Action/7882
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/db2-for-zos-performance-handbook
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/db2-for-zos-backup-and-recovery-handbook
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/ca-reference-guide-for-db2-12-for-zos
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/ca-catalog-poster-for-db2-12-for-zos
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/db2/devops
https://www.broadcom.com/support/education/mainframe
https://www.broadcom.com/support/education/mainframe/mainframe-elearning-library
https://www.credly.com/organizations/broadcom/collections
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/detector-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/log-analyzer-for-db2-for-z-os
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/rc-query-for-db2-for-z-os-fundamentals
https://www.credly.com/org/broadcom/badge/ca-sysview-for-db2
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-administration-for-db2?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
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• Overview
• Report customization, package, list, and table list commands
• Advanced commands

– Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 and core foundations for Plan
Analyzer.
This learning path also includes the following Detector and Subsystem Analyzer courses:

• Getting started
• Standard collection
• Exception and error collection
• Batch reporting

This learning path also includes the following SYSVIEW for Db2 courses:

• Overview
• Set up your user profile
• Monitor pool metrics at the SSID level
• Monitor application and thread performance
• Monitor current and historical SQL activity
• Work with probe and trace requests
• Use the exception monitor

– Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

– Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer, Quick
Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• API Academy

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-performance-management?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-backup-and-recovery-for?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-tuning-optimization-an?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/broadcom-mainframe-product-roadmap-series
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://apiacademy.co/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmyddLDCpW07rWC21nDcSTex
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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https://twitter.com/BroadcomMSD
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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